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“Experience It”

Performance art as a generator of mentalities about art

In the publication made for Performa 07 (New York’s biennial performance festival)

I read the account of a conversation between RoseLee Goldberg, Marina Abramovic,

Vanessa Beecroft and Babette Mangolte. Titled ‘You didn’t have to be There’, their dis-

cussion stressed the point that, just as with the Battle of Waterloo or the French Rev-

olution, one need not witness particular events in order to understand them entirely.

I can go along with that to a certain extent... . This stance, contending that the docu-

mentation of a performance can more or less replace the performance itself, places a

considerable amount of responsibility on the viewer of the artwork. Instantly casting

the role of the performer—or, more generally, the artist—to the wind, it opens his work

to countless interpretations, desired or not, and especially allows him to convey these

with a more lasting resolve than that found even, say, in the performance itself. It is a

stance which confronts artists with many challenges. Danai Anesiadou, an artist from

Brussels, puts it differently on the front cover with her “Happy to Serve You”: here the

artist is portrayed as the ultimate provider, and the viewer as the initial and final

assigner of meaning.

In her influential bookHow to Do Things with Art, Dorothea von Hantelmann writes

about the way in which every technological innovation is reflected, by choice or by

chance, in the arts. She refers to the visual arts when quoting Tino Sehgal and writing:

“Visual Art has always reflected, consciously or not, the latest in technology. From the

very beginnings of civilization, the recognition of stones as a tool going hand in hand

with cave drawing, until the latestmilitary technology resulting in video or internet art

(...) Basically, all visual artworks are produced by transformations of material.”1 The

current issue #21 of A Prior illustrates this well: in their artistic contributions to it,

Danai Anesiadou, Gabriel Lester and Luis Jacob all employ techniques involving asso-

ciation, collage, assemblage and particularly linking, which is so intrinsic to the Inter-

net medium, where endless referencing and mixing is done with all sorts of visual

material in order to construct new stories and generate meanings. The joining of vari-

ous types of content for the creation of one’s own new story is an old compilation tech-

nique which has acquired unprecedented potential, thanks to the Internet. And like

the increasing role of the viewer, it is part of modernism.

The linking of images to concrete personal stories in theminds of both the creator and

the viewer can go on forever, as is evident in the section conceived by visual artist

Gabriel Lester: the images selected by Raimundas Malasauskas, along with stories by

John Menick, Vivian Rehberg and Gabriel Lester himself make up an endless chain of

coincidences that accumulate into that one story which the viewer, here and now, at a

certain point in his life, wants to read in it.
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That also occurs in Luis Jacob’s separate supplement for this issue, Album IX, a con-

tribution in which the selected images further underscore the role of the viewer and

show how that person shapes his story within the art world’s flow of images.

At the same time—and perhaps owing to this technological potential for infinite linking,

gathering, reproducing and sharing—there arises an entirely different tendency, which

might explain the current success of performance art: the need for one unique experi-

ence, which is not virtual and not capable of being substituted by an elaborately docu-

mented story or by some ersatz filmed via smartphone and posted on YouTube. The

need to ‘experience it’. Directly related to this unique experience is the potential to

share it with as many people as possible, afterwards but preferably right away, via

social network sites such as Facebook and Twitter. The documentation of performances

thereby involves a new challenge; and the growing potential of this documentation

causes the performance, the unique experience itself, to be faced with a growing chal-

lenge. Consideration is being given not only to ways of enhancing, via performance, the

authenticity of the ultimate art experience, created in part by the observer, but also

to ways of preserving that authenticity. A key figure in terms of such thought is Tino

Sehgal, who hasmade the documentation of his work one of themain points of concern

in his work as a whole. How can a work, even when it is a performance or an action,

remain authentic in the age of reproduction? The oral communication of experience,

from person to person, via stories is one way to achieve this, another is the use of the

body’s memory or even that of a location, a building.

All these different aspects, discussed in this publication on the basis of very specific

perspectives, regions, settings and exhibitions—including The Promises of the Past

(Centre Pompidou, Paris, 14 April–19 July 2010), The Other Tradition (Wiels, Brussels,

26 February–1May 2011) and Performa (NewYork, 2005-2011)—relate to visual work

and to performance art in particular. The nature and challenges of performance art, the

position of the viewer, the ways in which to show performance-related visual art, the

nature and status of the document: these are the manifold aspects of a dynamic art

form which continues to raise new questions.

Els Roelandt

Lin Yilin, Safely Manoeuvring across Lin He road (1995)

performance, 90 minutes

1. How to Do Things with Art, Dorothea von Hantelmann, p. 15.
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Performance rules. Its reign has invaded everything: it has invaded museums, such

as, iconically, MoMA and the Guggenheim in early 2010, withMarina Abramovic’s The

Artist Is Present and Tino Sehgal’s Our Progress. It has invaded Hans-Ulrich Obrist’s

MapMarathon, in October 2010 in London, where nearly 50% of the contributions were

performances. It has even invaded fashion shows, withmore andmore designers, such

as Riccardo Tisci, expressing a feeling of “melancholy (inside) of fashion,” as they think

of themoment when fashion exclusively addressed fashion people and wasmerely and

absolutely a way of finding the more adequate, inventive and beautiful clothes for the

selected few and, in particular, the aristocracy. Today, fashion is a performance, and

performance loves fashion.

Everyone implicated, closely or in a looser way, in the artworld simply cannot ques-

tion the reign of performance. Some, such as Hans-Ulrich Obrist, explain it as a “desire

for non-mediated experience.” After all the years of video and installation, in which

the artist wasn’t actually present and could not experience firsthand the reception of

his or her production, the new ideal would be to feel directly and immediately the inter-

action between art and its viewers. Indeed, performance, whose name most artists

don’t even accept, has become part of our lives. Even American pop icon Lady Gaga, in

a somewhat Warholian way, seeks to introduce the age of ‘pop performance art’.

Since performance has become so fundamental in contemporary artists’ DNA, the

critic could be tempted to accept it as an existing, unquestionable reality: performance

just is. Hence, it would be relevant to analyse in which direction it goes, and not where

it comes from. The future of performance would matter more than its past. That per-

spective appears to be fairly easy and, to say the least, comfortable: one would not have

to focus on history, and on the very problem of the birth of this genre—would that be

the age of the manifesto? The age of ‘happenings’? Seemingly, the obscure future

appears clearer than the definition of the past.

But this should in no way be a reason to forget about it: as RoseLee Goldberg rightly

pointed out, it is from the origins of performance that we can understand its evolution.

The more contemporary vision, which makes the 2000s the very momentum for per-

formance, and assigns this revolution to a “desire for non-mediated experience,” even

if it is true, which it is, does not necessarily render the longer-term movements that

have lead to performance becoming the adequate form for this desire.

Now that performance has become such a profane form of art that we find it every-

where, we may sometimes forget its religious roots—we may forget that performance

is the closest to emulating the medieval mysteries—that it is, in its original represen-

tations, it is very close to the idea of ‘incarnation’. It is this reality that is worth being

analysed today, not from a purely historical point of view, but from amore current, con-

temporary stance. The performance Adel Abdessemedmade in Rome, which was docu-

mented through a video produced in 2010 and entitled Dio, attests today the meaning

(page 006)
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reinterpretation of Christianity in the frame of contemporary art. The very idea of

something happening ‘for real’ makes all the difference between performance art and

theatrical performances. On a stage, the body and the mind are trained to fake—they

are trained to convince and to persuade that what is faked is real. And the act of lying

for the sake art, one should remember, has always very harshly criticised by the

Church—actors were not allowed to be buried on sacred ground. So the performers

were actually, in a certain way, transforming acting into religion: they were doing it for

real. Pain, blood, semen were real. So one could relate this very ‘antimodern’ way of

conceiving themateriality of art to the condemnation of actors in the seventeenth cen-

tury: they were bad, because they were faking. Performance artists are good, because

they’re not lying. Gina Pane, when she re-enacts the Passion of Christ, suffers for real.

So the fact that their acts follow the clear rules of religion—what happens is real, even

if it is a miracle, especially if it is a miracle—, makes their own art something disturb-

ing, unique, andmiraculous in its ownway. Hence, there would be a connection to iden-

tify between the dualism mind/body and the actual reality of things happening.

The German philosopher Fichte once said: “you only exist as long as you defy some-

one else.” It therefore appears clearly that every attempt to redefine performance by

the younger generation has found its roots in the process of contradicting the heritage

from the 1960s, 1970s and even early 1980s. All the strategies chosen bymore current

views on that form can be analysed through the lense of ‘non-Christianity’, or ‘post-

Christianity’. It would be easy to take just a few examples in order to prove that point:

Francesco Vezzoli, for instance, uses, in his productions, many elements from the the-

atrical world. It is a very important aspect of his work, indeed, in performance, accord-

ing to the former conceptions, pain was real. Blood was actual blood. Masturbation,

sperm, everything happened for real—and that created a very important gap towards

theatre, where everything is metaphysically fake. Connecting theatrical practices to

performance art contributed to the “blurring of art and life,” as Allan Kaprow would

state it in another context. Staging Sei personnaggi in cerca d’autore in a place such as

the Guggenheim is a provocation, and ruins the idea of a clear distinction between both

worlds. Vezzoli’s recent adaptation of Le Bal in Los Angeles attests such a tension:

through performance, he pursues an attempt to reach, again, the religious and sacred

origins of theatre. But his attempt has to do with lies and fakery and it is indeed on self-

conscious fakery that his art is based. Lying, but being aware of the fact he lies, makes

his words, in a certain way, true and accurate. Vezzoli is the master of illusion, of the

miracle in the age of stars and consumerism.

Tino Sehgal, in his more philosophical conception of art, also locates the issues in

another pattern: having other people actually perform in his work isn’t a way for him

to relate to theatre, since he is more sensitive to choreography. From a purely visual

point of view, his works are obviously close, in someways, to choreography in that they
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of the very origins of what he calls an “act”: the artist had a group of men, including the

director of the VillaMedici, Eric de Chassey, who had invited him, carry a cross and fol-

low a certain route through the city, as if they were Christ on his way to the Golgotha.

By doing so, Abdessemed referred to the context that had been offered to him for his art,

but, also to the premises of his own creation: he related to them in a somehow literary

and paradoxical manner, by connecting the prodromes of Christianity to the ones

of his art. Simultaneously, he transformed the solitude of Christ into a crowd of cross-

carriers, shifting the feeling of sanctity to a sense of mass. That said, the general feel-

ing of younger artists is less and less a religious one. Who would think that the many

performances enacted in New York each day attest in one way or another to the power

of the Church? Such a sentence sounds ridiculous. But it isn’t actually that laughable.

It is common knowledge that some of the first performances considered as such, from

the late 1960s and early 1970s, came from a situation in which Christianity, more or

less, prevailed. From Marina Abramovic’s tradition in the Communist and formerly

Orthodox Balkans, to Vito Acconci’s Italian Catholic milieu, the biography of many of

the artists involved show signs of a religious background, even if, as in Joan Jonas’

case, it is mixed with the discovery of other cultures and artistic productions. Obvi-

ously, knowing that fact, it becomes clear that performance could have to do with some

of the principles on which the Christian religions are based. One of them being the

body/mind dualism: the fact that the spirit, or the soul, is imprisoned in the body, and

that it has to dominate its own jail in order to make its own assumption a reality.

Inmanyways, Marina Abramovic’s practice could be interpreted as the physical and

artistic expression of such a belief: in particular the statement, that she has reiterated

many times, that she doesn’t care about the audience, would make perfect sense in

such a religious framework. When the aim is to rule over yourself, and if this self-

control, or, to say it in more adequate words, this self-domination, constitutes a work

of art, the sacrality and, perhaps, the sanctity of the performance relies in the very

magic of it. To say it more clearly, the ‘prestige’ in the artwork lies in the fact that the

artist’s soul/spirit/mind can be stronger than pain or any body-related inconvenience

or difficulty. As such, the suffering of the artist appears to be nothing else than the

renewal of martyrdom—which is actually the key for the work of an artist such as Gina

Pane. Andmaybe a daring statement would be to say that the first performance artists

were the martyrs themselves…

Such a statement would in fact be incredibly wrong. Indeed, what makes the artist

an artist is that his or her body/mind dualism is not defied for the sake of God, but to

serve art. This difference is key, and it made creation the only religion. Would per-

formance be the final achievement of Mallarmé’s theory, which was based on the prin-

ciple of “l’art pour l’art”? As such, art would become the final transcendence, to which

the offerings should be given. Hence, the 1960s and early 1970s was the time of a
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forming her body as amedium of interaction. As such, she is indeedmodifying the gen-

eral pattern of interaction.

That said, the new generation of storytellers adopts a less provocative stance: instead

of using the body to provoke physical discomfort, they prefer the magic of narrative

discourse. An easy way to justify that would be the social impact of the age of pop cul-

ture—at the end of the day, naked bodies aren’t as shocking as they once were. Indeed,

in the post-1968 Europe and in the post-Woodstock United States, it might have been

seen as incredibly daring to masturbate in front of people or to have them walk close

to your naked body—and it was daring indeed. But now, in the age of pop culture and

of sex-TV, it just doesn’t mean anything anymore. Some may even have compared this

form of art to TV itself, raising the issue to identify whether performance would have

been a first sign of a TV-world-syndrome. By telling stories, these artists refuse the

schema of physicality being a pattern for renewal. They belong to the age of ‘post-post’:

when nakedness is everywhere, discourse appears to be the current form of resistance.

From a certain point of view, this reinvention of speech as the expression and the vivac-

ity of art-making could be interpreted as a way out of the body/mind dualism.

Indeed, by using the body as amedium to convey their own voice, hence, their inspi-

ration, they appeal to something beyond any dichotomy, something that would relate

to creation as a whole. The voice and the story is the transcendence of dualism: it tres-

passes the limit of duality, to reach another domain, always still unexplored. The

domain of inspiration.

In 1980, just before he died, Roland Barthes wrote a fascinating article entitled This

Old Thing, Art, which appears today to be so incredibly relevant: art could appear as

something “ancestral,” something that has to do with what happened before us and

that we cannot know. But, at the same time, the process of art-making is renewed each

time an artist wants to fit in into its needs. Performance artists, even when they don’t

refer to it, even when it seems totally absent from their world, are desperately taking

sides towards this fundamental schema of body/mind dualism. The current reinven-

tions of performance, which explains why it may well need a new name, all mark

attempts to design new forms, that wouldmake clear that acts, if they’re not only about

defeating the sensitivity of the individual, cannot be treated exactly as theatrical per-

formances. Let it be through sacrality, through philosophy or the word, most artists

today are trying to go beyond this starting point, to which they noneless always relate.

As a footnote, one should take into consideration the fact that the influence per-

formance art has is conveyed through this image of something happening ‘for real’.

When the theatre director Angélica Liddell uses elements of performance, it appears on

stage in the form of utter suffering. At the verymoment when artists are moving away

from that dualist pattern, the rest of the world appears to discover it. Seemingly, artists

are still at the avant-garde.
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are perfectly mastered and the role of everyone is clearly monitored through the will

of the absent, and yet present, artist, who rules over and plays with everyone’s mind.

A piece by Tino Sehgal is, inmanyways, an experiment inmind-control: while not being

a philosopher himself, he is interested in having scholars participate in his works,

whose spirit he can seize for the time of the performance. By invading it, he makes his

production an amazing cosamentale, as Leonardo da Vinci would say. But, at the same

time, he seems to go beyond the mind/body dualism through the intervention of some-

body else’s body, which is submitted to his own rules.

Finally, a third perspective can be added: the narrative and discursive form of

performance, that has the favours of an even younger generation, that of artists

Alexandre Singh, Tris Vonna-Michell and Simon Fujiwara, who perform as storytellers.

Storytelling is very interesting, insofar as it appears to be mostly a production of the

imagination, and could be presented as another way of questioning the solutions

to avoiding the abyss of dualism. As Alexandre Singh once said: “I just want to tell

stories,” and the very concept of storytelling embodies everything, not seen from the

point of view of the body, or in the intellectual perspective of the spirit, but as the ex-

pression of dreams. Indeed, relying on the presence of language and speech represents

another strategy to challenge the duality: on the one hand, the artist is physically pres-

ent, as he is telling the story. But, on the other hand, the nature of this presence is in

itself of a different form as if it were a ‘physical’ performance: the body isn’t involved

as such, as an instrument of discomfort. It it the source of the artist’s voice.

When one actually thinks of the manner in which the body was involved in the acts

from the 1970s, it would be easy to see how much it was in order to create a sense of

unease in the context of artistic and social, hence political, provocation. As the British

playwright Howard Barker once said: “I’m aware that nakedness is a shock, of course

it is, and it’s a disturbing element of social interaction.” Nudity and any sexual act that

is produced can be seen, in one way or another, as an attempt to create a particular

feeling for the viewer, and sometimes even to shock. By doing so, the artist proves very

clearly that they follow the ancient pattern of dualism: the body is shameful, and the

soul has to besiege it. Of course, we think of Marina Abramovic’s first works but, in a

way, even the one she presented at MoMA manifests such a tension: looking at the

viewer for hours expresses the fact that the body is a mediumwhich conveys her mys-

tical strength. It finds its place in the middle of a three-element-action of viewer, body,

soul. The existence of such a division explains why Abramovic has insisted so often on

the fact that she doesn’t perform for the viewer, but in front of them and with them. As

a matter of fact, the viewer is the justification of the performance her body and mind

accomplish. But whatmatters at the end is what’s happening inside of the artist herself.

At the same time, it is important to understand the evolution in Abramovic’s art:

from the very literal interpretation of themind/body dualism, she hasmoved into trans-
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Collaboration is the Essence

In April 2004, I heard byway of a colleague-cum-friend that art historian RoseLee Gold-

berg was looking for a coordinator for her home office; a driven, cultural broker-cum-

manager type, with an open mind and adventurous spirit. Of course, I knew of her and

her writing. Her specialty is the history of performance, from Futurism onwards, and

she is a relentless promoter of the medium to get it the attention—both institutional

and art historical—that it deserved. I think it was her red lipstick and my red glasses

that gaveme the sense that there was some energy between us. I would say hello to her

at art world functions out of respect, I guess she would greet me back out of courtesy.

At our first meeting, my hands were covered with paint, but I had put on my best

pair of slacks to impress. At the time, I was in a group show at Exit Art and showing at

a gallery in Brooklyn (as an artist), and was also working as a public/new media pro-

grams coordinator at the NewMuseum, happily swinging betweenmy artistic and cura-

torial prospects. I had just caught the end of Marcia Tucker’s revolutionary spirit at

the museum and Dan Cameron’s psychic ability for talent-scouting; but also witnessed

NewMuseum’s painful transition to a new building. I was ready to jump on board. Prior

to that, I had worked in non–art related positions, e.g. at a Washington-based grant-

making organization that was created to “strengthen democratic institutions around

the world.” (Funds were pouring into Egypt, Libya, and rest of Middle East even back

then.) Another early two-year gig was with a boutique creative agency, which hatched

itself on top of Andy Warhol’s former factory in New York City and specialized in ven-

ture incubation as well as political fundraising for the Democrats. It was a colorful jour-

ney for sure until then. My graduate studies focused on the world of activism through

new media. At the time of the interview, I had to confess my political science degree

and passion for curatorial diplomacy, only to find out, tomy immediate relief, that Rose-

Lee had a political science background as well. I did not hesitate for a second and imme-

diately agreed on a test and trial period.

What intrigued memostly about this position were its vast possibilities, we could do

anything! RoseLee’s new initiative, Performa, was at its nascent stages and its content

and various directions were yet to be conceived—there was no registered ‘not for profit’

yet—, but the idea was shaped in her head and very much ready to roll. The vision was

to bring together all of New York’s landmark institutions and show the best of the per-

formance that the city had to offer, all to envision a more dynamic art scene. What

could have been more enthralling than a process in which we could crystallize New

York City’s essence, galvanize and energize its meridians?

In themonth before wemet, RoseLee had already organized a public program, titled

Not for Sale: Curating, Conserving and Collecting Ephemeral Art at New York Univer-

sity’s Steinhardt School of Education to kick off her mission and explore how radical
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Performa’s curatorial desk has operated as such, based on sustained dialogue with city-

wide curators, and acting like a centralized museum director space. In the meantime,

the ‘power’ of conversation was palpable with each correspondence leading to another

branch of thought and discovery.

In every edition we would also notice how the ecology of the city’s art scene was

changing. Alternative spaces would get new directors, or curators, which would impact

the levels of enthusiasm and engagement with the city or Performa again, and it was

again the task of our team to go forward with our contagious energy and galvanize

the collaborative spirit. Each edition, a new constellation of curators wouldmark their

difference.

At the outset, such a sense of collaboration wasn’t really present in NYC. Venues

and their curators competed with each other, and could not share resources or fund-

ing in any way. In retrospect, Performa has really become a role model of how organi-

zations can team up to jointly present a dedicated program with global impact. The

organization now collaborates with over sixty cultural institutions in New York to pro-

duce the biennial, which means working closely with more than thirty curators. Per-

forma has also gathered an advisory council of five or six curators, including Jens

Hoffmann, who correspond on possible programs proactively. This list of intelligence

providers has since grown and is still growing with a now city-wide and world-wide

network of curators.

In 2005, some of NewYork’s curators were also looking for a platform to profilemore

performance in New York. I vividly remember the enthusiasm of people such as Lia

Gangitano, Jay Sanders, Alison Gingeras, Anthony Huberman, Christian Rattemeyer

as well as Jeffrey Deitch (who was at the time a dealer and is now museum director)

for the prospective context that Performa could enable for their program. I also recall

how the GuggenheimMuseum’s Press Department called the home office out of the blue

one day to request the profiling of The Seven Easy Pieces by Marina Abramovic (as

curated by Nancy Spector), as part of Performa’s first edition in 2005, in order to bring

more media attention to her decade-long project. Pre-first edition, and Performa was

already picking up in unimaginable ways!

Wewere busy not onlymeeting curators of course, but also artists, gallery directors,

architects, designers, collectors and all sorts of independent thinkers. I recall how I

felt so overwhelmed by this seemingly ‘instant’ creation that flowed from these inspired

conversations and meetings, and how we started a search for an operational genius,

who could say “no” when needed. We found this in Esa Nickle, someone I had worked

with briefly before and trusted fully, with her kindred spirit and capable hands. Then

the core team expanded with the reliable Tairone Bastien as well as a tour de force

press team. Until the third edition in 2009, the same core team remained, with differ-

ing levels of involvement. This in itself was remarkable.
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propositions that oftenmotivated artists could be represented in amuseum context. My

first impression of this particular panel brought also vividmemories of her Logic of the

Birds production by Shirin Neshat, which she had produced in 2002 at Lincoln Center.

Highlighting the currency and relevance of the medium was the highest priority

for Performa. Loyalty to art history the other. Creating a production zone, that was

informed and consolidated by a consortium of cultural organizations across the city,

another. RoseLee wanted to create an organization that would, in her words, “bring

together themost engagedminds in all fields, to think about what culturemust be in the

opening years of the 21st century” and, “rekindle the excitement and adventurousness

of the downtown New York art scene” that she knew and believed in when she first

came to the city.

It was amagical ride to work with an historian who was so invested in the history of

visual art performance to the point that she was one of its inventors. It was an adven-

ture with risk-taking at its core, in and beyond the United States. Roselee was anchored

in New York with strong ties to London and South Africa, while I was eager for mobil-

ity and expansion and wanted to split myself and be in New York, and rest of the world

at the same time. Amsterdam first, and eventually Shanghai would follow suit. I knew

most of the younger generation of artists in the city, and, from then on, would be con-

stantly challenged by the radical spirit of the previous generations (most of whom are

quite seminal now). RoseLee would continuously point out to the precedent examples

of “my finds,” so I began learning about New York’s specific histories in the flesh. She

was the master, taking me back to the outset of the twentieth century, through the

mid-century and beyond. Even though we were from different generations and cul-

tures, we nevertheless had a shared understanding of the immediate art world and

its key threads.

Once we kicked off, we were unstoppable, or so I perceived. Together, it seemed we

had enhanced, supernatural powers. From the start, Performa determined to build a

large and inclusive community of artists, writers, architects, filmmakers, philosophers,

choreographers, and composers tomeet at some of themost coveted tea parties in town.

The primary question was how we would get it all together in such short time. This,

of course, entailed a close dialogue with each curator at each institution. The process

would involvemeeting each curator, convincing and ‘converting’ them to the cause and

mission of performance unless they were already on board; locating and ‘capitalizing’

on their differing perceptions of the medium. Sometimes venues treated performance

as an amuse-bouche, or a garniture, a peripheral public program. The mission was to

reset this perception.

As part of this process, we would write to a curator, schedule ameeting to discuss the

initial concepts and Performa’s mission and intent. Then we would think of possible

curatorial matches, unless they came up with their own program. Since its inception,
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nated in a renewal project for the city. The editions have become known for not only

what they create but also what they vibrate, provoke and generate in the city. Given

Performa’s seven years of operation, is there any way to crack open the city further?

Make art freer, more possible, less corporate, more alive, more connected to where it

comes from? Are people more aesthetically pleased when they feel their proximity to

the inner sanctum of artistic creation—both its highs and lows? Is it possible that with

the use of each crevice and nook of New York City Performa can create a sense of in-

ventive revival? Can the compressed duration of a three-week festival offermore knowl-

edge transfer than an art history seminar? These may be idealist imaginations, but

Performa is convinced that its endeavors give ample room for radical propects for

the 21st century.

How was performance reinvented? Was it?

Jesper Just’s True Love is Yet to Come (2005), which opened on the first night of the

first edition, would set the tone for what performance could be like in twenty-first cen-

tury. Switching between the life-size hologram-like projections of the Finnish Scream-

ing Men’s Choir in the background and the performance’s only live actor (Bard Owe),

the then-barely-known artist Just created an unforgettable thirty-minute opera (his

first live performance, Performa’s first Commission) that made many members of the

audience return again and again during the performance’s four-day run to witness its

musical brilliance. A similar ilk of genius wouldmanifest with Adam Pendleton and his

first-time performance (his one and only performance had, until then, taken place at the

age of 8), The Revival (2007), a Performa07 Commission, in which Pendleton ‘worked

the room’ with a live gospel choir and jazz genius Jason Moran while drawing audi-

ences into a religious-like celestial ascent with his found poetry. Yeondoo Jung’s first-

ever live performance, Cinemagician (2009), took Méliès as inspiration and shared

illusions on a screen while unveiling the techniques behind them on stage at the same

time with a cast of fifteen film-crew members, while a videographer captured a series

of actions performed by the star of the show, Korean celebrity magician Eungyeol Lee.

These aremere examples from about two hundred plus productions and presentations

that were on view in the past five years, imbuing audiences with magic.

Eventually Performa also made it clear that it wasn’t just interested in being lim-

ited by what ‘performance’ could be, but was spearheading a trend in the contempo-

rary art field. Not every project needed bodily engagement, audiences, or a black box.

Some had no lights, no spectacle, no applause. The seeds of this were already planted

with the first edition. Carey Young, for her first exhibition Consideration (2005) in New

York, created a kind of mirror for the Guantánamo Bay detention facility within the

white cube gallery space—a legal ‘grey area’ that would somehow exist outside the U.S.
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We all worked not only as programmers but also as ‘missionaries’, educators, pro-

ducers, cultivators, marketers, editors, press agents, detail-driven control freaks,

diarists, fundraisers and, may I dare to say, even as artists and keen collaborators, to

drive a sense of optimism imbued with a potent vortex of contagious energy that made

anything possible. Performa’s team is certainly a critical part of the total impact of the

project, inevitably linked in completing its total affect. We had to grasp dealing with it

all at once. Sometimes head-on freak-outs, sometimes crab-like dances in full Moon.

Every email became a fertile moment for creativity. Every phone call became an

embarking of unchartered territory. Every impromptu meeting of “minds” became an

engagement of a new, untouched political subject. Grabbing the moment became the

modus operandi. Were it not the Zeitgeist and themomentum and the effort, had Rose-

Lee not provided us with this sense of vision and entrepreneurship andmagic, wewould

not have this massive umbrella project that is driven politically and imaginatively.

The joyful part of the ride was also that Performawas never based on a single vision,

but includedmany visions—art historical, architectural, activist, anthropological, even

culinary—all united through the filter of performance, as highlighted even more with

the most recent edition of Performa. If—as a Performa “agent”—you were interested in

experimental typography or conceptual dance in film, you could verymuch flaunt your

knowledge. The reason for this was that the ideas that drove Performa did not come

from a rigid or random template imposed by institutional models and Artforum litera-

ture but from a long exercise of observation of key events in art history since the out-

set of twentieth century, sometimes exciting, sometimes terrible. As a result, there was

a driven sense of change and a sense of activism to shake-up the New York art world

again. It would be right to stress that these ideas had only the most aspiring ambition:

to create a community of artists and curators. A community that can proactively reflect

upon a range of urgent issues including that of art criticism, conceptual architecture,

noise music, alternative publishing and artful gastronomy as well gender, artist hous-

ing and generational changes.

Since 2005, Performa has produced three biennials to widespread acclaim—to the

point where I started receiving questions like “Who will be the next Curator of Per-

forma?,” as if the project were the Venice Biennale. Though I was caught off guard by

this question the first time, I quickly realized the level we were operating on. Performa

was a phenomenon that ignited a flame. Symposia, exhibitions and various platforms

have embraced the medium exponentially, and many major institutions like MoMA

began to redefine their positions and tasks at hand. These museums are now present-

ing massive performance art-related exhibitions and productions, and developing

related departments.

With each edition, Performa has become bigger and bolder of a site of presentation,

participation, reception, learning, contemplation and consumption. It has since culmi-
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China

It was a combination of personal and professional reasons that broughtme to China. On

the one hand, I wanted to learn more about the geographical and historical cultural

connections between China and my home country, Turkey. Specifically, the very nos-

talgic Silk Road connection with its extraordinary wealth of historical, cultural, reli-

gious material accumulated for over 2000 years. Imagine the cultural agency of the

so-called Turks, starting within Xinjiang—an autonomous region of China located in

the northwest of the country—where Chinese, Turks, Tibetans, Indians, Mongols, as

well as Greeks and Romans havemingled culturally and fought over land formany hun-

dreds of years. When this ancient route was active, this region played an important

role in the exchange of goods (commercial, cultural and intellectual) between many

great civilizations of the time, China (starting in Xi’an), Persia, India, and Rome. The

descendents of these Turkic, tribal folks even managed to make it even to Kreuzberg,

Berlin in the 1960s, then to the Netherlands and Belgium. My commitment was not

just to this history of course, which I explored plentiful in the past few years, but also

to the history of art and artmaking, fuelingmy interest in re-examining China’s recent

performance history.

When I arrived to Shanghai, I immediately took a position with the New York Uni-

versity’s local chapter (now a naturalized campus is in the pipelines) to teach an expe-

rientially-oriented comparative art history course, which allowed me to fly through

China’s art history anew—this time on my own terms, and with the enthusiastic sup-

port of guest-speakers and student-researchers. A thorough look at the history of Chi-

nese contemporary art, as it has been written so far, immediately has revealed to me

that the influence of performance in this country had yet to be properly studied. Many

Chinese artists who have come to be known as major art world figures were actually

propelled into the international spotlight by their earlier, performance-based works.

Howwas this historical omission to be adjusted? It was hard to believe that it was to be

one of the tasks of such a Sino-novice.

The usual-suspect chronology of Chinese contemporary art history usually kicks off

with the seminal exhibitionNo U-Turn, at the National Palace of Fine Arts in Beijing in

1989, which profiled a number of active avant-garde groups and movements, collec-

tively referred to as the “85 NewWave.” The exhibition, I have found out, displayed an

extraordinary range of open-minded ephemeral works by artists from these collec-

tives including Xiamen Dada, led by Huang Yongping, and the Pond Society, formed by

Hangzhou-based artists Zhang Peili, Wang Qiang, Song Ling, and Geng Jianyi. Three

hours after No U-Turn’s opening, artist Xiao Lu fired into her own installation, Dia-

logue, with two shots from a revolver, not only breaking some of the eggs that another

artist, Zhang Nian, had prepared for hatching at the exhibition, but also unintentionally
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Constitution and that would be activated by gallery visitors’ participation. Melik Ohan-

ian’s project Cosmograms (2005) during Performa05 involved nothing other than a

boat ride followed by a casual stroll along the quiet pavements of the nearby Governors

Island (marking the first time this site was used for an art-related voyage) that lasted

several hours. Serkan Ozkaya’s special edible sculpture,BringMe TheHead Of... (2007),

would follow suit, when it was offered at a downtown restaurant in the Lower East Side

to the tasting of the audiences during Performa07.

The beauty of how each edition comes together is something thatmost people seem not

to notice. That Performa is a catapulted effect and the sum of all of its parts is usually

the unregistered aspect of it. How is the power of emergence is really orchestrated?

The high voltage that Performa has been able to createmakesme think that Performa’s

curatorial team, which now includesMark Beasley, has been somewhere between know-

ing exactly what we want and howwewant tomanifest it; and being in a power-author-

ity position to lead this journey on behalf of New York city and others, but also being

aware that we might not control it all and face absolute surprises and unpredictable

outcomes as a result of external inputs outside of our immediate scope and attention.

In that sense, the biennial has become a genuine and productive expression of New

York’s reality and variables. Performa has thrived exactly on impossibility of guesti-

mating in advance where a vision for a whole festival and for a specific performance

may lead. Maybe it is appropriate here to make an analogy to performance itself. By

embracing the inherent nature of themedium of performance inside its own structure,

Performa has now become really what it is.

In its essence, Performa has always been loyal to New York City and its history—on

a dedicated mission to revive the city to its heyday of the 1960s and 1970s but also

connect it back to Europe and the rest of the world (including Mexico City, Santiago,

Moscow as well as Shanghai and Istanbul, where I am spending more and more time

these days). As you know, New York can also be very auto-centric. Especially now that

it has a hard time to preserve its own artistic constellation, the import-export matrix

has accelerated, and, as our teamwas quite international by nature, wewere able to sus-

tainably transfer information between continents.

By late 2005, when I had already changed my base permanently and then moved

thousands of miles away to Shanghai in the spring of 2006, RoseLee proposed that we

proceed and continue to work together. Distance didn’t matter thatmuch these days we

thought, since the art world travelled so intently anyhow, and Performa editions were

always two years apart. Also, since the very beginning, Performa was imagined as an

international platform that brings artists, curators, and organizations from all over

the world to New York, and vice versa—most recently, Performa has also presented

projects, exchanges and events in and with China.
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formances, live chickens and rats were let loose to run around the theater, causing

mayhem amongst the audience. All of these events were filmed and broadcast live onto

a video screen outside the entrance door. Qiu Zhijie is recently invited to restage a ver-

sion of this show on its ten-year anniversary this year in Shanghai.

Another artist who has worked in radical forms of performance, from the mid-

nineties to the present, is He Yunchang, an artist featured in Performa07. He placed

exceptional physical demands on his body both in terms of strength and endurance

and, for instance, pitted himself against one hundred opponents in a wrestling match

in One and OneHundred (2001), cemented himself into a concrete block for twenty-four

hours in Casting (2004), and suspended himself from a crane by his ankles over a river,

while using a knife to ‘cut’ the running water in half, inDialogue withWater (1995). His

documentation of this last piece was part of the infamous Fuck Off exhibition (2000)

organized by the famed Ai Weiwei, founding member of the Stars Group (1979–80),

with the critic Feng Boyi. Fuck Off, timed to coincide with the first international, but

actually third edition of the Shanghai Biennale, featuredmany purposefully scandalous

projects. Yang Maoyuan placed an inflated cadaver of a horse inside the main exhibi-

tion hall. Next to that, Sun Yuan had put a sealed glass case containing a skeleton of a

large dog. According to the artist, the case was filled with a type of nerve gas that would

instantly kill everyone in the exhibition space if the glass were broken. And, most noto-

riously, Zhu Yu’s Eating People showed photographs of the artist boiling and eating

what he alleged to be a human fetus (rumored to be from his girlfriend at the time),

dealing with issues of human morals in the context of a high-pressure political land-

scape. Of course performance art was not only taking place in Beijing, Guangzhou, and

Shanghai. Worth mentioning here is Luo Zidan (originally from Sichuan) who created

more than forty different performances in his hometown to point to the speed of life in

China and critique the role of the ‘new intellectual’. In Half White Collar, Half Peasant

(1996), he wore a special costume, made half of a Chinese worker’s blue outfit, half of

a white collar’s suit, and interacted with the public on the streets.

The actions of most these afore-mentioned artists were responsible for creating an

association between performance art and blood, other bodily fluids, dead animals, and

stillborn babies, and mostly politics. As a result, a variety of harsh political repercus-

sions were brought to bear against these artists, starting with censorship, and extend-

ing to various forms of punishment, including fines, arrests, and incarceration by the

authorities. Because of all this tumultuous history, performance art in China is still

closely associated with political and social critique. Permits are required for all public

performances and exhibitions that include performances, and even video works with

performative elements may be perceived controversial.

But there is also a broader range of performancematerial that has been produced in

China. Many artists currently working in performance aim to achieve contemporary
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leading to the arrival of government forces, and the abrupt closure of this historic

retrospective. A few years before this dramatic shutdown, however, in Shanghai, the

under-recognized exhibition M Conceptual Art Performance Show (1986), featuring

over a dozen artists, also included a variety of their performances. As theatre worker

and art historian Zhao Chuan recounts in his recent essay, Birth of the Avant-Garde in

Shanghai1, these performances included an act of self-crucifixion by Yang Xu, “who

was naked and beaten until he was bleeding on his back.” In the Last Supper at the Sec-

ond Concave Show (1988) at the Shanghai Art Museum, as Shanghai-based artist Li

Shan tells Beijing-based art historian Karen Smith in her book, Nine Lives: The Birth

of Avant-Garde Art in New China2, eleven artists (including Li himself, Sun Liang, Li

Xianting, Song Haidong, Yu Sen, Yang Zhanye and Pei Jing) presented a performance

that could only be viewed after walking through a thirty-three meter long passageway

made of bamboo and linen cloth. At the end of this passageway, visitors would find the

artists, dressed in flowing, biblical-looking robes and red masks, sitting around a long

table scattered with Coca-Cola bottles and imported food—a scene suggesting a ritual-

istic exploration of the Western underpinnings of Shanghai’s modernity. In the early

1990s, the East Village in Beijing was home to continuous actions by seminal artists

such as Ai Weiwei, Zhang Huan, Rong Rong, and Ma Liuming. This highly charged art

scene eventually stirred up a series of historically contentious debates, not only about

the place of performance in Chinese art history, but also about issues of authorship

surrounding the act of performance and ownership of documentation by the various

photographers such as that of Danwen Xing.

Around the same time, artists such as Yang Fudong and Song Dong separately chose

to perform silent actions in their respective locations. One of Yang Fudong’s first works,

created in 1994 while studying painting at the China Academy in Hangzhou, was com-

prised of the artist swearing to a vow of absolute silence for three months.3 In 1995,

Song Dong began his Writing Diary with Water series, in which the artist recreated a

childhoodmemory of practicing calligraphy at home bywriting with water on stone, as

his family could not afford paper and ink. For this project, Song wrote his thoughts

daily on the same large stone, thus leaving no physical traces of his diary aside from the

stone itself.

Post-Sense Sensibility: Alien Bodies and Delusion (1999) and Post-Sense Sensibil-

ity: Spree (2001), both organized by Qiu Zhijie (the former withWuMeichun) in Beijing,

are examples of what underground exhibitions in China’s radical performance scene

were like. During Post-Sense Sensibility: Spree, Qiu Zhijie asked visitors to come to a

theater venue at a set time, after which the doors were locked and no one was allowed

to enter or leave the venue. The audience was then forced to watch an array of shock-

ing performances involving food, spirits, and pig’s blood. For example, according to

Thomas Berghuis’s Performance Art in China, throughout the entire series of per-
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Tillmans these days than Zhang Huan and Ma Liuming of East Village known for their

rebellious streaks and bold acts primarily influenced by Gilbert and George’s first visit

of Beijing’s East Village in 1993. Documentation consciousness has also skyrocketed,

for example, within the staged set-ups of Hu Xiangqian who exhibited recently at

Taikang Space in Beijing.

There are also a number of visual artists from China who are eager to explore disci-

plinary boundaries within the arts with material that goes beyond the political as well

as conceptual, but embraces bold propositions and models relating to the performing

arts field; such as that of the black box, the opera, the catwalk. Some of these visual

artists collaborate with musicians, as in the case of conceptual painter Yan Lei’s A Gift

from Beijing to Istanbul, made for the 10th Istanbul Biennial (2007). Yan’s “gift” was

in the form of a Beijing-based punk rock band called Brain Failure, whose four band

members' travel the artist covered with money from his own pocket in exchange for

the band playing at the Biennial’s opening events, defying ideas about the necessity of

contributing an artwork which he had made personally, and radically re-thinking the

notion of ‘cultural exchange’. Famed Zhang Huan, who decided to quit performance to

everyone’s surprise, took on the challenge and both directed and designed the opera

Semele for the National Opera of Belgium’s 2009–10 season. An artist like Cao Fei dar-

ingly creates operatic productions such as her RMB City Opera, which was commis-

sioned and produced by Arthub Asia (by the author and Davide Quadrio) and premiered

at Artissima in 2009. ForRMBCity Opera, Cao Fei started with the experimental inter-

net-based virtual city she created in Second Life and her ongoing interest in the rela-

tionship between digital fantasy-scapes, avatar actors, and the physical world. She

created a live dramatic performance based on the eight model works (Yang Ban Xi), a

series of propaganda spectacles developed during the Cultural Revolution period.

Another large-scale production was presented by Zhao Bandi, a Shanghainese visual

artist, whose art-meets-fashion show, Panda Fashion (2007/2008), was a couture proj-

ect that centered on a catwalk performance presented during a two-hour cruise on

Shanghai’s Huangpu River, with performers dressed in panda-inspired costumes that

represented various archetypes, such as teacher, policeman, judge, migrant worker,

corrupt official, real estate developer and street-sweeper. The spectacle of the Beijing

Olympic Games in 2008 as orchestrated by artists such as Cai Guo-Qiang, JenniferWen

Ma, and filmmaker Zhang Yimou is probably worth mentioning here in terms of its

artistic impact.

All these examples suggest that, in the future, Chinese artists will continue to explore

interdisciplinary avenues even more. I expect to see more theatrical and operatic

ensembles. This, alongside the fact that some artists known especially for their exten-

sive performance repertoire have begun to be placed in positions of institutional power

—such as Qiu Zhijie, a visual artist with a range of interests including performance who
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relevance by reflecting on current belief systems and aesthetic values, shifting per-

ception and raising awareness about daily life in ways that are not directly confronta-

tional, disturbing or provocative. Shanghai has, for instance, played host to several less

volatile and more conceptual exhibitions during the end of the twentieth century and

the beginning of the twenty-first. Art for Sale, at the Shanghai Plaza in 1999, displayed

not only mass-produced objects made by artists for sale but also many performances,

by artists including Song Dong, Yang Fudong, Yang Zhenzhong, and Liang Yue. Fan

Mingzhen& FangMingzhu – Glad tomeet you (Twin exhibition) (2002), a group show

that looked at the concept of the “doppelganger,” featured a psychological work by artist

Xu Zhen (later a participant in Performa07) calledMarch 6th, in which two people—

one an ‘unclassified’ member of the working class, the other a university student, both

wearing pajamas—followed each exhibition visitor from the entry of the show to the

site of installation. And Dial 62761232: Express Art Exhibition (2004), organized by a

constellation of artists at the outstanding Shanghai-based, now defunct, non-profit

space Bizart (founded by Davide Quadrio and artistically co-directed by artist Xu Zhen

in its later years), created a courier-delivery format for exhibitions to comment on the

ultra-fast, on-the-go nature of art shows in China.

Conceptual play and public interventions can now be spotted amidst a long list of

artists, both established and emerging. On the former, established generation, Chen

Shaoxiong (China), of formerly the seminal collective of Guangzhou’s Big Tail Elephant

Group with Lin Yilin known for its public interventions in the 1990s, teamed up on a

new project, namely XijingMen—a Pan-Asian artists’ collective comprising of two other

members, Gimhongsok (Korea), and Tsuyoshi Ozawa (Japan)—which features the

artists’ joint performances and activities (in progressive chapters—from Beijing and

Shanghai to Aichi, Lyon and upcoming in Venice, May 2011). They invent rules and

strategies for various aspects of governance of Xijing (from urban planning to educa-

tion), a fictional country of their own invention. In terms of the latter, younger gener-

ation, many examples abound—all eager to carve a niche for themselves apart from

the previous generation’s experimental legacy. I recently followed the well-meaning

efforts of Shanghai-based Comfortable Collective (which even made it to the Baltic

Triennial after its first carnation, then with the author for the Van Abbe Museum’s

show in Shanghai), and its most independently operating participants, such as artists

Jin Shan, Gao Mingyan, and Li Mu, who became visible in Shanghai art scene more or

less after their participation in the three-day Interventions project in Shanghai.

Younger artists sync further sexual liberation, coupled with the single-child genera-

tion due to the one-child policy, together with the consumer revolution and access to the

Internet, and according to Leo Xu, a young dealer and writer for Chinese glossies from

Shanghai, there has also been also an intense line of artistic production emerging from

the fashion photography scene that is more influenced by RyanMcGinley andWolfgang
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of Chinese in Americas. This was quite a high voltage moment for us all involved.

Another presentation during Performa07was Shanghai art scenemover-and-shaker

Xu Zhen with In Just a Blink of an Eye (2007). Best known for his psychologically

potent work that includes installation, video, and performance, for In Just a Blink of an

Eye LongMarch’s team recruitedmigrant workers fromNewYork’s Chinatown, so that

Xu Zhen could display these performers in motionless suspension, hovering at an

impossible angle thatmade it look like they had been caught falling backward—a strik-

ing optical illusion made possible by specially built metal frames embedded in the

ground and hidden by the clothes of the performers. I searched for an appropriate spot

for this ambitious project and was in correspondence with Deitch Project’s Long Island

space for its dramatic potential. Due to Xu Zhen’s gallery’s introduction in Shanghai,

however, I found out that the James Cohan Gallery was opening in Shanghai at the

time, and they convinced us that their New York shop would take on this project and

give it the drama it deserved. Sadly, this project was not placed in a front window as

promised, but somewhere in the back of a room, revealing to me an X-ray of the pres-

ent dynamics of a commercial art scene, with its lingering effects still felt in Shanghai.

Other China-related events featured in Performa07 included a performance initiated by

Gang Zhao but re-executed this time at the Studio Museum in Harlem, an outdoor per-

formance by He Yunchang co-presented by his gallery, and a panel discussion on the

relationship between Chinese performance art and the notion of avant-garde held at the

China Institute. For Performa09, Performa hosted experimental vocalist Xiao He as

well as Zhang Shouwang, the lead singer of Carsick Cars, one of one of the most widely

admired bands in Beijing’s underground music scene. These two artists performed as

part of the festival’s closing night Scratch the Grand Finale. The same year, Performa

also organized an event with the Museum of Chinese in Americas that focused on the

FuturistManifesto and its influence on Chinese art activities in the early twentieth cen-

tury and featured poets Tan Lin, Charles Bernstein and John Yau.

Performa is currently planning to work with several artists in China, including

awarding one ormore Performa Commissions for newwork to be produced in NewYork.

The hope is that commissioning artists to create new performance work will provide

these artists with a welcome challenge to take risks outside of the heatedmarket econ-

omy, making imagination and invention their priorities once again. To date, we pre-

sented several small-scale public programs in Shanghai, ranging from Futurism-related

research seminars to a Performa-produced Screenplay (2005) by ChristianMarclay in

a city-wide festival designed by the Shanghai Cultural Development Foundation in

2008. On the occasion of the one hundredth anniversary of the publication of the

groundbreaking FuturistManifesto in 1909, Performa’s series of public programs look-

ing at Italian Futurism’s influence began in March 2009 with the panel discussion

Graphic Design and Typography in China with luminaries such as Ou Ning, Lynn Pan,
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now sits on the board of the new Zaha Hadid-designed Opera House in Guangzhou—and

the continued development of contemporary Chinese performance, looks very excit-

ing indeed.

As this brief look back at the recent history of the Chinese avant-garde has shown,

until the beginning of the twenty-first century, many Chinese artists were not inter-

ested in creating objects per se, but in creating experiences or opportunities to express

their philosophical concerns and praxes. In the last decade, however, with prices soar-

ing in the Chinese art market, and hundreds of new studios, local and international

galleries, and privately-funded art museums opening in large cities like Shanghai and

Beijing, these same artists seem to be under pressure to create more objects, larger

paintings and even bigger installations. However, a strong interest of many Chinese

artists to continue working in performance persists.

The history of Chinese performance is still being written, and the ongoing docu-

mentation of this history will provide key context and inspiration for artists in the

future. Books such as Performance Art in China, by academician Thomas Berghuis,

have provided a survey of the more extreme aspects of Chinese performance art since

the 1970s, with a focus on body art and acts of violence and endurance. However, more

research needs to be undertaken to show how performance has been a catalyst for the

larger visual art scene in China from the late 1980s to the present. For the most part,

such studies that do exist are typically limited to Beijing and Guangzhou. A broader

look at the history of performance in cities such as Shanghai, Chengdu, Harbin, Xiamen,

Lijiang, and Shenzhenwould reveal that live work has provided a focal point for artists

and generated larger and more energetic arts communities in those areas as well.

Indeed, there is great potential for new performance in China and may I also say,

across Asia, given the open-endedness of the genre and the possibilities that it allows

for artists to work in a broad range of newmaterials, whether newmedia, dance, opera,

or music. Performa’s interest in understanding the role that performance has played

in shaping the history of contemporary visual art in China from the late 1980s to the

present has been a priority since its inception in 2004. Several Chinese artists have

been featured in previous editions of the biennial. Performa07 undertook a major col-

laboration with Beijing-based curatorial powerplant Long March Project (also with a

commercial gallery branch) and its director Lu Jie to present a series of performances

by Chinese artists in NewYork. Serial conceptual strategist Qiu Zhijie, themind behind

many important performances and performance-related exhibitions in China, presented

The Thunderstorm Is Slowly Approaching. Working with a ceremonial ten-member

dragon dance team clad in a large, camouflage-printed dragon costume, Qiu Zhijie, took

this traditional Chinese dance as a starting point for investigating the pressures to hide

national identity within a ‘host’ culture, and presented the work within the context of

a festive public gathering in New York’s Chinatown in collaboration with the Museum
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still what the West has yet to offer and giving it to China, and if it is done by way of

embracing the value of collaboration despite ambition, I see the future quite bright here.

Back to New York

Within the collaborative, cross-institutional and cross-cultural working processes of

Performa, what seems to me most remarkable and relevant is the notion of “collabo-

rative intelligence.”4 Tome, the “presenting-through-partnership”model developed by

Performa has been themain supplier and locus to the success of the project. Apart from

its hand-picked constellation of curators and artists, the most important component

was achieved in the way various participating artists interacted together, while pre-

senting their own autonomous projects. They worked and collaborated with each other,

shared resources and knowledge, in ways that were maybe not immediately visible to

the public eye, but to a point where a new scene was almost created in the city.

I would like to conclude with a conversation I had with artist Michael Portnoy (split

between Amsterdam and New York) and curator Sarina Basta, the organizers of The

Prompt Club at the White Slab during Performa09, a conceptual social club under the

influence of Futurist Variety Theater (on Art International Radio).

Defne Ayas: It seems that within Performa09 this year there is a whole other sublevel.

You share a lot of aesthetics with other invited initiatives. Tell us more how your col-

laborations were enabled throughout the condensed effect of Performa?

Sarina Basta: I think you’re absolutely right that some of these conversations took place

for instance about the importance of the word, about printed material…

Michael Portnoy: [For example] New pedagogical strategies with Bruce High Quality

Foundation…

SB:…and the idea of trying out a system without completely predefining a system, but

allowing it to define itself it goes. Then with Dexter Sinister, of course, and their knowl-

edge and awareness of the printed word and their ability to play with that. These are

conversations that started months ago (in the case of Michael with Dexter Sinister

years ago, actually… they published a book together ofMichael’s words, rants and play).

I think that a lot of the other performers within The Prompt Clubwere also shared with

other organizations because of their particular relevance within themoment. In today’s

world, the idea of the human resource, of the sharing of resources, is very necessary to

our way of operating. It’s a different form of capital in a way—a very rich, social network

of people who are interested in the same or similar ideas or like to discuss the distance

between their ideas. There’s a physical proximity, geographically, within [New York

City] right now, and there is a relative generational proximity. I don’t know if that’s

what determines or nurtures these relationships. What would you add about that?
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and Pan Jianfeng, which investigated the creative process behind historic and con-

temporary Chinese graphic design and typography, including its strong connection to

poetry, literature, and other forms of art-making. The focus on links between Futur-

ism and China continued in April 2009 with Inner Noise from New Asia, an evening of

noisemusic that used the Futurist manifesto The Art of Noises as a reference point, and

featured new work by performers from different parts of Asia including Otomo Yoshi-

hide, Sachiko M, FEN and Shanghai’s AsthmaWriters Union, and MTDM. Next, Futur-

ist Visions in Architecture for Shanghai, a study seminar on architecture, speed,motion,

and urgency, took place in May 2009, and featured speakers including Shanghai

Expo2010 Dutch Pavilion designer and artist John Körmeling, visual artist Alicia

Framis, artist-architect collective Speedism, architect Koon Wee, and Dynamic City

Foundation’s Neville Mars. Finally, in June 2009, Performa teamed up with the Italian

Cultural Institute in Shanghai to present Polyexpressive Symphonies, a tribute to Futur-

ism rendered in film andmusic featuring Shanghai-basedmusicians includingMaiMai

(aka Asthma Writers Union), Jun Yuan, and Xu Cheng of Torturing Nurse who found

inspiration in the Futurist cinema manifesto.

The central focus of all of these research sessions was not only to recapture the legacy

of the Futurists as it existed in China (and never extensively explored), but also to look

more broadly at the relationship between art and revolution, the political implications

of rapidly changing aesthetics, and the impact of the international avant-garde inmore

localized artistic scenes. One story that surfaced at several of these seminars was that

of Sergei Tretyakov—a Russian Constructivist writer who made an extended visit to

China in 1924, and then wrote the anti-imperialist play Roar China! in 1926. Roar

China! is a living example of how avant-garde ideas can be transmuted across inter-

national borders. It is exciting and rewarding that this story of Tretyakov’s Roar

China!, as touched on in Performa’s 2009 panel series, has now been incorporated into

the conceptual underpinnings of the Shanghai Biennale of 2010 for instance. Not to

omit, A Guiding Light: A Rehearsal, a work by artists Liam Gillick and Anton Vidokle

has become another collaboration that Performa embarked upon this year with the 8th

Shanghai Biennale.

The bug of performance has caught on for sure in China, with recently installed exhi-

bitions within the market place, such as Pace Beijing’s Great Performances (2010).

More and more international artists are also presenting performances in China such

as Thai artist Surasi Kusolwong and Dutch-German artist Julika Rudelius, who we

prompted to present her first live piece ever in Shanghai in May 2010 in Vanabbe

Museum’s Double Infinity show I co-curated. The near future will see more importing

of artists with performance oeuvres into China (and not only by me and my collabora-

tors) in an effort to globally synch up this quite unevenly developed art scene. If it goes

beyond flaunting a recently developed palate for medium-du-jour, beyond mimicking
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DA: Back in the day, this would have been called an art historical movement. The way

that you share resources, ideas, and aesthetics, and they way you prompt each other.

SB: Well I think that the collaborative is definitely—while you’re thinking, Michael, I

just want to throw some things out there. Collaborative enterprises are very central to

the survival and the expansion of ideas right now.

DA: There seems to be an increased tendency within the art world to draw inspiration

from other knowledge systems.

MP:Well that was one of the aims with The Prompt Club, too: to try and just have a space

where these different fields can meet. We’re not creating a social space just for artists

to be with each other (and the same people we see and interact with all the time) but

to bring people from fields like psychological research and to have them interact…

SB: And also to invite artists and different sort of guests, agents, [for example the par-

ticipating] psychoanalyst, to do things that they normally wouldn’t do. In the sameway

that the audience is asked and given an opportunity to move out of their role as a clas-

sical audience, the artists were sometimes asked to produce an object even if they’re not

object producing artists… or asking the psychoanalyst to be the one analyzed by the

audience under a relatively harsh spotlight and in circumstances that he or she does-

n’t totally control. In the sameway, there’s this generosity and trust that needs to exist

between the different actors and players within the particular environment of The

Prompt in order [for people] to be amenable to these changing circumstances. That

same level of trust exists between us and different artists in New York today. There’s

also that thing where everyone is short on time and resources but at the same time

we’re finally—we understand that sharing is more for everyone.

DA: Do you think that this is a New York-specific moment? Don’t you think this comes

from an international correspondence as well?

MP: I think it comes from an international thing. As you said before about the soft net-

work, I think that a lot of the artists that we’ve worked with are also people who have

some relevance for Dexter Sinister, too, like Gabriel Lester, Momus (who has also

worked with Dexter Sinister), Falke Pisano, and a lot of these people who are inter-

ested in new discursive strategies or new forms of rewriting.

SB: The idea of the informal or informality is very present in a city like Berlin, and in

the interactions between Berlin and other cities. When you think about how the cul-

tural life of Berlin had a rebirth ten or fifteen years ago, very much through the squat

movements and alsomany of these informal spaces, and a group of young artists, musi-

cians, and DJ’s, they were all mixed up together, all landing in Berlin at the same time,

taking over informal spaces and trying to create some sort of community, basically…

Many of the above insights have come tome throughmy relationship with Performa and are practice-

based impressions that may not necessarily express the organization’s views.

NOTES

1. http://www.artzinechina.com/display_vol_aid249_en.html

2. Karen Smith, “Nine lives: the birth of avant-garde art in new

China”, p. 246

3. Molly Nesbit in "Wild Shanghai Grass"133 (Summer 2010),

pp. 75–105 article mentions this performance and refers fur-

ther to Yang Fudong’s own account of his years in Hangzhou

and afterward in The Real Thing: Contemporary Art from

China, pp. 143–49, and in the important cycle of interviews

with Zhang Yaxuan, beginning in 2002 with “An Interview with

Yang Fudong: The Uncertain Feeling. An Estranged Para-

dise,” Yishu 3 (September 2004), pp. 81–92, continuing with

the July 2005 interview “A Chill Spreading Through the Air”

and the 2007 interview “The Power from Behind.”

4. As a director of Arthub Asia, along with the other two direc-

tors Davide Quadrio and Qiu Zhijie, similar to Performa’s

model, I have recently, been responsible for orchestrating a

network of artists and curators across Asia, encouraging all

the Arthub participants to collaborate with each other in dif-

ferent capacities (through research, workshops, exhibitions,

productions, publications), also prompting these groups will

gather among themselves in an ad hoc fashion to address

both predictable and unexpected challenges, learn from each

other and pull in non-visual, art-related fields as needed.

ArtHub Asia is a non-profit contemporary art initiative de-

voted to contemporary art creation in China and across

Asia. In collaboration with museums and other public/private

spaces and institutions, it initiates and delivers ambitious art

projects through a sustained dialogue with visual, perform-

ance, and new media artists.
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One of themost recent thematic exhibitions that placed at the heart of its research and

display questions related to the history of conceptual and contemporary art in former-

Eastern Europe was The Promises of the Past 1950–2010: A Discontinuous History of

Art in the Former Eastern Europe at the Centre Pompidou (spring 2010). The exhibition

was consciously divided into two main parts, or two complementary exhibition par-

cours. The first part, co-curated by Christine Macel and Joanna Mytkowska and dis-

played within a zigzag structure created by the Polish artist Monika Sosnowska, dealt

with the particularities of conceptual art from former-Eastern Europe and the differ-

ent types of relations—such as reactivation, re-enactment, quotation—between the

neo-avantgarde practices and contemporary artistic positions from both the former-

East and former-West of Europe. Through seven chapters—Beyond the Modernist

Utopias, Fantasies of the Totality, Anti-art, Private and Public Space, Female-Feminist,

Micropolitical Gestures and Institutional Critique, Utopia Revisited—the parcours

established themselves with a linear narration but as a display within and around the

pockets, created by Sosnowska’s zigzag structure.1 In the following text, I will look

more closely at the second complementary part, the so-called contextual part of the

exhibition Promises of the Past that I curated, and its status as a living archive and as

a space of emerging discourse about former-Eastern Europe. By assessing the notion of

a performative document, I will discuss the reactivation and presentation of various

types of documents, as well as the reactivation of a semi-forgotten local (Parisian and

French) memory that they bear witness to.

A historic accompanying document of an artwork provides augmented visual access

to an affirmative representation of that artwork and, on some occasions, is the only

trace that is left to constitute that artwork as such. The “need to document”2 and the

desire to see and be persuaded by the reality the document is revealing, has become the

object of enormous attention in the recent theories and practices of exhibition making

andmuseum studies. No longer arising only from the artists’ engagement with archival

methods of classification and presentation,3 whose outcome is often a “politics of the

truth,”4 contextualisation as a certain pedagogical turn or “pedagogical aesthetics,”5

which an insight into an archive provides, can be observed in many progressive art

institutions and museums. One of the first exhibitions to consciously address the per-

formative document was Body and the East (1998), curated by Zdenka Badovinac at

the Moderna galerija in Ljubljana. Badovinac curated a survey on body art in Eastern

Europe, presenting an important counter-universalist point about the difference

between actions done in the West and in the East of Europe that lay in the observation

that similar gestures have different reading in different geopolitical spaces. A later

exhibition by Badovinac, Interrupted Histories (2006), focused furthermore on archiv-

ing as an artistic practice and amode of self-historicisation. To name but a few further

recent examples: Living Archive at the Van Abbe Museum, Eindhoven, is an ongoing
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Living Archive

The Performative Potential
of a Document.
About the contextual part
of the exhibition
Promises of the Past
Promises of the Past, an exhibition at Centre Pompidou,
from April 14 until July 19, 2010

Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez

(area 01)

(area 02)

(area 03)
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Amelia Jones, who in her essay Presence in Absentia explores the relationship between

performance and document. Reinstating photography’s position as an access point to

the reality of performance, Jones declares how she is “… respectful of the specificity of

knowledges gained from participating in a live performance situation [...] I will argue

here that this specificity should not be privileged over the specificity of knowledges

that develop in relation to the documentary traces of such an event. While the live

situation may enable the phenomenological relations of flesh-to-flesh engagement, the

documentary exchange (viewer/reader� document) is equally intersubjective.”12 Fol-

lowing on from this argument, Auslander classifies any performance documentation

into two categories: documentary and theatrical. Specifically, the latter is interesting

for our discussion here, since he includes in it projects where the performance is totally

staged with the sole purpose of being recorded, the original event bearing no preceding

meaningful existence whatsoever: “The space of a document, be it visual or audio-

visual, becomes the only space in which the performance takes place.”13 Not only the

captured reality or situation, but also its production features in the work itself. Facing

the theatricality, the document’s authenticity and its ability to reflect reality is dis-

credited. The consequence is that the spectator does not see the document as commu-

nication of information but as the staging of information.

In his most recent research, Auslander develops further his theoretical approach to

performance documentation, focusing on the phenomenological relation of the public

to the performance document, and less on the ontological relation of the document to

the original performance. In his approach, Auslander observes how a spectator’s pri-

mary action regarding performance art is not the witnessing of live events but the

imaginative reconstitution of performances from images, whether held in memory or

available through documentation. He draws on the hermeneutics of the German philoso-

pher Hans-Georg Gadamer who argues that understanding something does not consist

of revealing an objective truth inherent in it, waiting to be discovered. Rather, under-

standing proves to be something that emerges through dialogue, in our case the dia-

logue between the performance document and its public. Auslander claims that the

public’s imaginative reconstitution of a performance from its documentation is not a

process in which they retrieve information about something that took place in the past,

but is itself a performance in the present in which we take part.14

Furthermore, the notion of performativity can be attributed to the document itself.

By assessing this concept through Judith Butler’s Excitable Speech: The Politics of the

Performative (1997),15 where performativity is defined as a study of the discourse used

in identity formation and law-making, or John Langshaw Austin’s How to Do Things

with Words (1962),16 where stating objects is considered in some circumstances simi-

lar to constituting those objects and linguistic expression does not simply take place but

carries out an action at the same time, we can see that the concept of the performative
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series of documentary exhibitions based on the museum archives and contains “The

future of the past” which is “…vitally important for themuseum’s identity and self-con-

sciousness [...] Cultural and historical contexts are reconsidered, the little-known his-

tory of a work of art is revealed, and the artist’s considerations are scrutinized.”6 In his

two programmatic lectures in Paris in 2009 (organised by the seminar Something You

Should Know, EHESS, and by the Centre Pompidou, Paris), Manuel Borja-Villel, the

director of Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia in Madrid, talked about the

increasing role of the archives in group or solo exhibitions.7

Through the presentation of “documentary evidence” and “archival objects”8 (art-

works, sources, letters, articles and film or video documentation of performances)

formed the contextual part of the exhibition The Promises of the Past that occurred

within architecture conceived by the Slovene artist Tobias Putrih. The objective of the

contextual part was to reveal how theoretical and art historical discourses about for-

mer-Eastern Europe are in progress and, from a curatorial perspective, a living archive

seemed the most appropriate form with which to address this. Artworks by the group

Irwin and artist Deimantas Narkevicius, archives of the Paris-based Gallery 1-36 and

Galerie des Locataires (Tenants’ Gallery), archives of Pierre Restany and the Paris

Biennial, as well as the film and video documentation of performances of the artists on

view in the living archive of The Promises of the Past, were chapters in the historical

analysis of the exchanges between France and former-Eastern Europe, especially in

the 1960s and 1970s. The central curatorial question brought forward within the con-

textual part of the exhibition was the (im)possibility of transmitting an ephemeral

experience through the reproduced form of a document. As Manuel Borja-Villel wrote,

“… how are experiences, which are at once unrepeatable and infinite, collected? How

does one render visible and transmit a work of a textual sort that has more to do with

the archive and the document than anything else?”9

The French critic Catherine Millet qualified the exhibition as “essentially documen-

tary”10 andwithin her short commentary this denomination turned out to be pejorative.

Therefore rendering the question of a document’s status vis-à-vis a work of art—regard-

ing its representation, actuality and the potential performativity of the past—as the

key issue.

Typology of Documents

A variety of documents were presented in the living archive within the exhibition. The

established typology that follows here is linked to questions about the document and its

performativity as proposed by Philip Auslander, the American theoretician of per-

formance.

In his seminal text, On the Performativity of Performance Documentation,11 Auslan-

der references his colleague, American theoretician of performance and body art

ˇ
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historical avant-garde. The installation Retroavantgarde [...] is both an independent

work of art and a pragmatic, cartographic instrument [...] By postulating the existence

of a fictive Yugoslavian retro-avant-garde, Irwin (re)constructs and posits amodernism

intrinsic to Eastern Europe. This ‘EasternModernism’ however, turns out to be just as

construed, fictive, and artificial as its Western counterpart.”17 In the painting Retro-

avantgarde (1997/2005) and, later on, in an installation which included original works

by, among others, Mangelos, Mladen Stilinovic, Braco Dimitrijevic, KasimirMalevich18

and Irwin, the artists incorporated their heroes and influences into an organised sys-

tem.Moreover, the work highlighted the way in which Eastern Europe has usually been

seen in the eyes of Western art historians as a region where belated influences from

the West constructed its respective art history and where reproductions or copies of

masterpieces were seen more often than originals. Irwin’s work in the exhibition,

Retroavantgarde, was a print of the installation, which included original works, and

thus drew the artwork itself into the debate about the original, the reproduction and the

document—on both a material as well as historiographic level.

Further into the exhibition, and installed so as to be seen before arriving into the tri-

angular space with the archival material, was a video projection by the Lithuanian

artist Deimantas Narkevicius, The Disappearance of a Tribe (2005). Narkevicius took

as a starting point for the film a personal archive and its performativity. A succession

of black and white portrait photographs from the artist’s personal archive (mostly

depicting the life of his father) chronologically linked the lives of a group of people who

lived in the time of communism from the 1950s onward—their youthful looks, postures

and smiles evoke an innocent following of the ideological indoctrination of communist

ideals and their utopian power on the individual. There is no verbal narration, only a

soundtrack of field recordings the artist took from around the locations shown accom-

panies the photo stills of friends in pastoral surroundings, their progressive socialisa-

tion depicted as they become soldiers, nuns, husbands and wives. However, the editing

and the final shots of the artist’s father’s funeral reveal an important turn in the

viewer’s belief that she or he is watching an authentic document, since “… some figures

appear several times, it is obviously a photomontage. By revealing the fact that it is an

imitation, the authentic appearance of the album is called into question. These private

images all seem to have been coded and staged. On the other hand an imaginary dimen-

sion is opened up by the emphasis on the performative aspect, and this intensifies the

film on an emotional level.”19

Changing of the Display

During the exhibition period, a change in display of the archival documents in the tri-

angular space, as well as a changing screening programme of video documentation of

performances in the auditorium, were held to visibly render activities that are anchored
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document describes the ways in which words are used to describe and define reality, or

perform events. In our discussion it is interesting to note that if we consider the past

through the aspect of the performativity of language, we can detect how, while observ-

ing it through images or other material, our words and interpretations assist in the

understanding of the past.

Artworks, Archives

For the architectural structure that contained the archival part of The Promises of the

Past, Tobias Putrih took as amodel two socialist modernist cinema architectures (Kino

Siska from Ljubljana and Cinema International from Berlin, both built in the 1960s

and with similar features). In order to divise the presentation space into an entrance

vestibule, Putrih designed a corridor with a relief, taken from the facade of Cinema

International, a triangular lobby for the exhibition of archival material, and an audi-

torium with semi-transparent walls and ceiling, where weekly lectures, debates and a

changing video programme took place. To replicate architectural elements from dif-

ferent space and time, Putrih used fragile material such as Styrofoam and cardboard.

Entering this space, the work Retroavantgarde (1997–2005) by the Slovene group

Irwin appeared, in which the group’s ongoing strategy of “self-historicisation” and ques-

tions of the status of an artwork in relation to its documentation were introduced.

Through creating a rich iconography and accompanying theoretical treatises andman-

ifestos, Irwin has been known for advocating a resistance strategy against being con-

fronted with the ignorant gaze from the Western art world. With the aim to unmask

the subjective construction of ‘Western’ art history that was imposing its canons on

other parts of the world, Irwin, together with their long-term collaborator and writer

Eda Cufer, wrote a manifesto The Ear Behind the Painting (1990): “During the Cold

War, numerous artists emigrated to theWest, and the false conviction thatmodern art,

nomatter whether coming from the East or from theWest, is so universal as to be clas-

sified under a common name: the current –ism, appeared to be very common [...] The

different contexts in which theWestern and the Eastern experiments were carried out

deprivedmodern art of its international character [...] With Eastern time preserved in

the past and Western time stopped in the present, modern art lost its driving element

– the future [...] The name of Eastern art is EasternModernism. The name of itsmethod

is retrogardism.” By referring to the master narrative of modernism, Alfred H. Barr’s

Diagram of Stylistic Evolution from 1890 until 1935, which Barr, Founding Director of

NewYork’sMOMA, developed in 1936 as a genealogic tree of the European avant-garde

movements as precursors of the abstract art of modernism, Irwin in collaboration with

the philosopherMarina Grzinic “…with a similarly arrogant attitude [...] transfers this

scheme onto Yugoslavia, here in the form of a reversed genealogy of the “retroavant-

garde”, which extends from the neo-avantgarde of the present back to the period of the
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has neither walls nor decrees. It is not impossible; its reason for existing: the artist is

he to whom one gives a reason for being.”21 Its founder Ida Biard, Croatian art historian

and a ‘proto-curator’, who lived in Paris, presented Galerie des Locataires as a critical

state of mind, an alternative space for artistic production that would function inde-

pendently from the then inconsistent, but growing art market. By functioning as more

than an exhibition space, by not being bound to locality but realising works by artists

that they would sometimes delegate to her, Ida Biard opened poste restantes22 in Paris,

Düsseldorf, Milan and Zagreb where the projects would be either distributed or sent to

and exhibited. Galerie des Locataires conducted projects with, amongst others, André

Cadere, Daniel Buren, Christian Boltanski, Annette Messager, Goran Trbuljak, Sarkis

and Bálint Szombathy. Throughout the 1980s, Galerie des Locataires organised public

projects such as Taxis avant minuit—a one night exhibition where artists organised

their own itineraries and, accordingly, arranged their works in public space (Paris,

1987)—or Simplon Express—where Ida Biard and invited artists embarked upon a trip

fromParis to Zagreb in 1989 and installed their works throughout train compartments.

For the first display in The Promises of the Past, a photo-souvenir by Daniel Buren—

train blankets embroidered with the artist’s typical blue andwhite lines—and the blan-

kets themselves were exhibited. Online documentation of all the projects of La Galerie

des Locataires stayed in place during the exhibition’s duration.

For the second display, different documentary objects (letters, faxes, photocopies,

files, photographs) comprised a presentation of the correspondence between the leg-

endary and uniquely generous art critic Pierre Restany and Eastern European artists.

Due to Restany’s unstoppable curiosity and thanks tomany acquaintances he was able

to acquire via the international art critics’ association AICA, hemaintained an ongoing

insight and dense correspondence withmany art critics, museum curators and artists

in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Yugoslavia. Besides being asked on a regular

basis to organise exhibitions of his artist friends from the circle of New Realists, or

to participate in jury sessions for different events (most often in Prague and Brati-

slava), he developed a special friendship with one of the most important Slovak con-

ceptual artists, Alex Mlynárcik,23 whom he met in Paris in 1964. With Mlynárcik,

Restany also collaborated on three exhibitions that took place at Galerie Lara Vincy in

Paris (1972, 1977 and 1994) and, together with Liliane Vincy, they created the fictive

kingdom Argillia in 1977. Among other frequent correspondents, the archive also

includes inspiring dialogues with the famous Czech art critic Jindrich Chalupecky,

Endre Tót, Stano Filko and Alina Szapocznikow, for whom Restany also contributed

many catalogue essays.

In another vitrine in the second display, scarce documents sourced from the archives

of the Biennale de Paris, pertaining to the participation of some of Eastern European

countries in the Biennale, were shown.24 While keeping a focus on specific Eastern Euro-
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in both the past and present. In the archival part of the exhibition, highlights were

given to the four different chapters in the Parisian art scene of the 1970s—situations,

events and personalities provided a fragmented, yet interesting view on the role of

Paris as one of the nodes in communication between Eastern andWestern Europe in the

field of art.20 A Present actualisation of this archival material was at stake in the dis-

plays of Anka Ptaszkowska andMichel Claura (with the archives of Galerie 1-36), and

Ida Biard (with the archives of Galerie des Locataires), who all curated their own pre-

sentations and activations.

In the early 1970s, art critic and co-founder of the legendary Foksal Gallery in War-

saw Anka Ptaszkowska (born 1935) and her partner, photographer Eustache Kos-

sakowski moved to Paris, after Ptaszkowska’s rupture with the gallery. Soon after

meeting with Daniel Buren and the art critic Michel Claura in Paris, Ptaszkowska

decided to run a gallery space, with Buren as a consultant and Claura as co-director/

co-author. The gallery held its opening to the public in 1972, in a cellar of an apartment,

and with each of its events (discussions, exhibitions) it would alter its name: Galerie 1,

Galerie 2, etc. Soon after Galerie opened, Ptaszkowskamade a commercial deal with the

extreme leftist collector Isi Fiszman fromAntwerp that led to the works of Carl Andre,

Joseph Beuys and others from his collection being sold in her gallery. She showed film

projections of Dan Graham for the first time in Paris, and invited the crucial Polish

avant-garde artists Henrik Stazewski and Edward Krasinski for solo exhibitions.

In her displaywithin The Promises of the Past, which Ptaszkowska namedGalerie 39,

a poster for Galerie 6 and Galerie 7 (an exhibition where the artists Goran Trbuljak,

André Cadere, Claude Rutault and others changed their works following a mathemat-

ical system)was hung next to a painting by a deceased artist whomGalerie never exhib-

ited. On the other wall, facsimiles of all the posters produced by Galerie were presented.

These posters were positioned by Ptaszkowska as exhibitions, thus surpassing the sta-

tus of ‘mere’ documents. A diorama of the complete oeuvre of the main documentary

photographer of the Polish avant-garde, Eustache Kossakowski, was on view as well,

covering the activity of Galerie Foksal inWarsaw and Galerie in Paris. Subsequent to the

categories of performance documentation established by Auslander and mentioned

above, the documentation shownwithin this diorama of the sculptural and performative

work of Edward Krasinski certainly corresponds to Auslander’s theatrical category.

In 1972, the small art scene in Paris was informed about existence of another unique

project through the work Anonymous Artist by one of the most intriguing Croatian

artists Goran Trbuljak, who at that time lived in Paris. He sent an anonymous ques-

tionnaire to the Galerie des Locataires (Tenants Gallery), amongst other Parisian

galleries and institutions, with the question “Would you like to exhibit this work in your

gallery? 1) yes, 2) no, 3) maybe.” In Galerie des Locataires’ first gallery newspaper,

one can read that “… the Galerie des Locataires exists there where it chooses to be. It
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street demonstrations of Endre Tót—or as actions that happenedwithin private space—

as in the work of artists Ion Grigorescu or Tibor Hajas—it is clear, through the special

attention paid to the performances’ documentation with photography, film and video,

that the artists’ intention was oriented towards both a first and a secondary public:

those who witness the event and those who discover the artworks through documen-

tation. In particular, OHOwas the first group in former Yugoslavia that understood the

film documentation of its activities as a genre with its own aesthetics and methods of

transmission. As Barbara Clausen notes in her introduction to the publication After the

Act regarding the basic contradiction between temporal performance and static docu-

mentation: “Contrary to its original nature, performance art, has through the histor-

ization of its documentary material become an object and imaged based art form [...]

Initially as a press image, then as a historical document, and finally as a work of art,

these images become part of the cultural archive.”27

The aim of the programme of films that ran in parallel to The Promises of the Past

(conceived together with Philippe-Alain Michaud) was to introduce the public to the

polyvalence ofmany of the artists presented in themain exhibition. The film programme

itself could only begin to account for the particular conditions of film production in for-

mer Eastern Europe and the role that film studios, production houses, amateur cine

clubs, and the confrontation of film productions with the authorities played in that cre-

ativity; for example, Tamás St.Auby’s cult film Kentaur (1975) was censored immedi-

ately after its first screening at the Budapest Film Factory andwithheld from the public

for more than a decade, and Zelimir Zilnik, one of the main representatives of the sub-

versive Yugoslavian Black Wave, was a remarkable personae non gratae during Tito’s

Yugoslavia due to his early films Early Works (1969) and The Black Film (1971). It is

also worth mentioning that the broader conceptual movement in former Eastern

Europe enabled artists and filmmakers to share andworkwith filmic language on equal

and frequent basis. To draw attention to this condition of production, we presented films

as diverse as documentary accounts of communist urban realities by Ion Grigorescu

from late 1970s, filmed acts byNesa Paripovic, such as the hypnotic1978N.P.M.S.where

we follow four sections of the artist’s “expressive, eroticized and theatrical”28 gestures,

or Ewa Partum’s films from the series Tautological Cinema (1976), where the artist

combined experimental sound poetry and action in open space. To contribute to the con-

tinual process of writing an art history of former Eastern Europe, a series of lectures and

discussions took place weekly in the same space of the auditorium, underlining dis-

coursivity and conversation as two representational modes of an emerging discourse.
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pean conceptual artists, filmmakers or art critics and commissioners, research into

the history of the Biennale de Paris developed a comprehensive network of material.

The French and international press, at the time the 5th Biennale de Paris (1967) and

subsequent editions occurred, were not particularly affirmative and presented the

“biennial of youth” as an awkward and overly complex event that contested the pre-

scribed bourgeois tastes in painting, sculpture and other art disciplines. Very few art

critics addressed the fact that behind the invitations for artists of other countries, espe-

cially those living under a different regime, to participate at the Biennale meant an

extraordinary opportunity to meet their colleagues as well as to exhibit one’s own

vision in front of a Western public. Obviously, not every Biennale presented the most

exciting artistic positions. But, similarly to the Venice Biennial, insight into each par-

ticipating country’s cultural situation was enabled through the state commissioners,

who changed every two years. What remained however, and was augmented in time,

were the “correspondents,” a group of individuals from all over the world who acted as

consultants and, importantly, kept their role over various editions of the Biennale.25

Another important role was played by the section Envois postaux, organised by Jean-

Marc Poinsot in 1971, where, through Mail Art and the discourse of “communication

through distance” and its aesthetic implications, Endre Tót or the Czech performance

artist Petr Stembera, for example, were involved. Many of the conceptual artists who

participated in various manifestations of the Biennale are presented in the exhibition

The Promises of the Past: Marina Abramovic, Stano Filko, Goran Trbuljak, Tamas

St.Auby, Rasa Todosijevic, Mladen Stilinovic, Sanja Ivekovic, Endre Tót, Braco Dimi-

trijevic, as well as group OHO, Zelimir Zilnik, Dóra Maurer, Milan Knizák and others.

Performances, Actions, Films

The auditorium space of The Promises of the Past was host to a changing programme

of film and video that document performances from the late 1960s to the early 1980s

and was organised in order to provide enhanced contextual material about some of

the most intriguing conceptual or neo-avant-garde artistic positions presented in the

main exhibition. Until today, the most seminal work on the subject of conceptual or

neo-avant-garde performance practice is the exhibition The Body and the East that

Zdenka Badovinac curated in 1998 at the Moderna galerija in Ljubljana. In the accom-

panying publication (also edited by Badovinac) she writes about the signification of

performances in Western and Eastern Europe: “… there are no essential differences

[...], the difference lies in something invisible and non-signified [...], it lies in the fact that

similar gestures are read differently in different spaces.”26 Either carried out in public—

as we encounter in the early feminist positions of Sanja Ivekovic and Ewa Partum, the

body art performances of Marina Abramovic, the politically charged performances by

Rasa Todosijevic, the happenings in nature and urban spaces of the group OHO, or the
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Dimitrijević, Sarkis, Alina Szapocznikow, André Cadere and

Julije Knifer. On the other hand, Parisian journals covered

occasionally what was going on behind the Iron Curtain.

Among them the art magazine Opus International most

notably published special focuses in its issues on artists

from the Soviet Union (1967), Poland (1968), Czechoslovak

Republic (1968) and Yugoslavia (1970), and had in its net-

work correspondents from Warsaw, Prague and other cities,

whereas Les Lettres françaises, supported by the French

Communist party, was of crucial importance for enabling Pol-

ish neo-avant-garde artists and critics to follow the Paris

scene.
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(Tonight) My Name is Danai Anesiadou

Prepare the props. Collect your thoughts. Gather your aids around you. Wait for the

night to begin. Empty your mind. But remember your name. It’s not you. It’s just some

syllables. But it’s the name by which you go. Danai Anesiadou. So when you pronounce

it, you go, you start, you speak, you do what you set out to do, under the sign of your

name. If you say the name right—D-a-n-a-i-a-n-e-s-i-a-d-o-u—and pronounce it neither

too slowly, nor to fast, you set the pace, not just for yourself, but also for the others who

are there to watch, listen or read. If the pace is set well, and it turns out to be a good

night, you will take them along, gently and make their time flow to a rhythm you set

with the pace of your words, gestures andmotions across the stage. If it works out, the

dance you dance with yourself is instantly, intimately, also the dance you dance with

the others. They follow you. And all you say and do for yourself, in your name, you say

and do for them, in their name, too. Even the things that cannot be understood tomean

just one thing or another. Like when you do a thing with the props, light the gas, set the

liquor in the glass on fire, and then plop the little glass onto the skin of your forearm.

No matter what it means, every one will know that it was the right thing to do when it

happens. That will have beenwhat one does with a glass full of liquor on a night like this,

that is, on a night that began in your name. Did anyone say personal? They have no

idea. Is turning on the radio personal? No. It’s a way to connect to what’s out there.

Then what’s out there comes from in here, inside the radio. But to pick up waves you

have to tune the radio. It takes a bit of feeling to find the frequencies. Not unlike a host

or medium does things with feeling, with a feeling for setting themood right for a night

to become eventful. This feeling has to do with the power to create focus. Sometimes,

spelling out the name bywhich you go, in the right tone with the right pace, can already

get you there and focus people’s awareness, tune their senses to a particular frequency,

so an experience can take place:

“H-e-l-l-o-e-v-e-r-y-b-o-d-y-m-y-n-a-m-e-i-s-d-a-n-a-i-a-n-e-si-a-d-o-u”

This is how a performance by Danai Anesiadou begins, with her addressing the audience

and spelling out her name, slowly, very consciously, with the hypnotic tone of amedium

commencing a ceremony, yet also with the care of a musician attuning the listeners

to the mood of a concert by playing the first notes with a particularly heightened con-

centration on their timbre, timing and velocity. It’s a magical moment; everything out

there speaks from in there, from inside the present experience. Anesiadou has her own

way of creating and sustaining this moment. No need for an invisible machinery to

produce grand illusions; the cinema is her. All depends on what she does and says to

create that level of focus which turns a room full of people to the particular tone,
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All the time, it remains crucial that the magical momentum is initiated through the

pronouncement of Anesiadou’s name and sustained through her role as the medium

channelling the energies of live synthesis. This investment of her persona into themak-

ing of a communal experience strongly sets her approach apart from the way in which

magic is conventionally enacted publicly, for instance, in a cult ceremony or circus

act. The cult, church or circus secures the coherence and intelligibility of the magical

moment by means of its institutional protocol. We know in advance who is who and

what will happen, when a priest turns the host into the body of Christ or a magician

pulls things out from a hat, bells ring, drums roll, and a soutane or tuxedo identifies the

one on whom the institution has bestowed the authority to conduct the proceedings.

With Anesiadou no such preset protocol exists. She does what she does, symbolically

and practically, solely in her own name. Her name is her only mandate.

So, to inaugurate the event by pronouncing that name, is not personal, but struc-

tural. Through this act, Anesiadou takes the burden of the promise that the miracu-

lous will happen (tonight) upon herself, renouncing institutional backup. She reclaims

for herself what institutions—be it cult, church or circus—otherwise guard as their

monopoly: the power to engender the communal experience of themiraculous in a cer-

emonial event. That raises the stakes. For if you reach out for the communal, and con-

nect, it’s magic; but if you don’t and the event falls apart, without institutional backup,

it all falls back on you, you alone, and the embarrassment is deep, it goes to the bone.

This is the risk that Anesiadou most decidedly takes when she inaugurates the magi-

cal event in her own name: Either her persona becomes the medium through which

everybody in the space connects with the connections she makes… or nothing but the

name remains. Either the name grows to open up a space brimful of experiences… or

it shrinks to a signature scribble on an empty page. There is a strong ethical dimen-

sion to taking this risk. It lies in one’s full exposure to the consequences of promising

the miraculous. In her performances, Anesiadou exposes herself in that manner. It’s a

most anarchic thing to do: To breach conventional protocol and still step before a pub-

lic to try connectwith it and to sentiments that speak from the shared unconscious, via

oneself, in a self-made ceremony.

By freeing the miraculous up from its conventional protocols (institutional frame-

works and illusionistic mechanics), Anesiadou moreover reveals fundamental things

about what magic can be as sheer practice. Let me try to paraphrase them, abstractly,

in her spirit.

Paraphrasing magic

Magic is the art of bringing relations to life. For things are connected. And so are we.

The crux is to grasp how. To grasp here implies more than just to see and understand.
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frequency and rhythm inwhich the events in her performancewill subsequently unfold.

And then there will be small acts with a ritualistic feel, hand signs, dancemoves, cos-

tume changes, shiny things to be put on the body, or transparent objects to be placed

and manipulated on overhead projectors, casting multiple silhouettes; and the artist

will address the audience and tell them things about life, love, loss and longing, facts,

mysteries and rumours about art, micro-organisms, celebrities, friends, lovers and

family members; in between these there can be music interludes or interventions by

co-performers—helpers in sparkling unitard bodysuits posing as living sculptures—

and interactions with people picked out from the audience to be arranged in a tableau

vivant or receive secret information through a gentle whisper in their ear. Many dif-

ferent things happen, but there is a rhythm to the way they do, which is laid down by

Anesiadou, who keeps connecting the dots and channelling the energies, as a steady

presence, like a medium in a séance, the live embodiment of a spotlight that gradually

wanders from one thing to the next to the next to the next, setting the pace at which

they connect and congeal to become one experience.

The magic of the overall experience lies in an eerily deep sense of connectedness

being created, both among the events in the performance, and between the audience

and what happens in the work. That it should be possible to feel that connected is stun-

ning. For what Anesiadou transforms into a communal experience is a pronouncedly

wild collage of motif, and that wildness is not dissolved by the sense of communality. On

the contrary, it’s precisely the strangeness that comes to be shared. Desires and fears

from the collective unconscious are made to speak, and they do, because they are

allowed to articulate themselves in the language that is proper to them: the fragmen-

tary, yet fluent dialect—the equally dis- and conjunctive syntax—in which the heart

voices the joys and pains of being-, becoming-, wanting- or loosing someone.

But even if the unconscious does then speak, the fact that it should do so is something

that Anesiadou never seems to take for granted. The particular edge and humour of

her work in fact lie in her complicating the conditions. She does not pick her vocabu-

lary of motifs from just one language (set of references or cultural context), she takes

them frommany, toomany for them to be contained by the tight grammar of conclusive

statements. Logically speaking, slapstick is the underlying principle of composition.

Yet, performatively, a calm sense of focus prevails throughout, as Anesiadou synthe-

sizes her motifs, live and in real time, into a stream of shared (sub)consciousness.

Though daring at times, her live synthesis never feels like she was pulling off a stunt.

There’s nothing acrobatic or Houdini-esque about her style. Her performances are

hypnotic because their pace stays measured. Powers don’t have to be proven. Connec-

tions show themselves. Because they can. Factually, a sign of the hand connects to the

sound of a word to the change of a dress to the tune of a song, as a dense texture of ties

and links emerges among all the divergent elements.
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things free and another to hold them down. It’s all a matter of how things get done

when they are named. In this sensemagic is also radically pragmatic. Aleister Crowley

said it was not a question of belief but of how to get there. There being the point where

things connect and happen; or stop, depending on whether you seek tomake or break

the chain (of relations between names, people, things, past, present and future), rein-

force a tie or transform the given, return to the past or initialise a future, attract or

repulse what or whom you do or don’t want be close to.

In a way speaking about magic is similar to talking about food: Saying out loud what

you like to have, makes you want it. The words get you hungry. So why not try some?

Because magic remains a risky zone to enter. You go right to the heart of what rela-

tions are about. So once you’re in there, anything goes, but every little thing matters.

Live magic

In her work, Danai Anesiadou takes that step. She enters the realm of magic, to stay in

there and face what comes her way. It allows her to build a whole world of relations, but

it also means that she sets out to live with the spirits she summons. Magic with her

is not just a one-off trick. It’s an ongoing transformative practice which, around and

beyond the performances, equally manifests itself in films, installations, collaborative

projects, collages and sculptural objects. Her body of her work is an expansive allegory

in action. It keeps growing and acquiring new features, animated by an engine of rela-

tional thinking, that keeps connecting a film to an object to a performance, just as it

connects stories to signs to people to experiences. The whole thing lives. This is when

magic gets serious. When it’s more than a boy’s dream of grandiose powers. But a hori-

zon of continued experience. It’s not like one could just wield one’s wand once in a while

and be done with it. There’s far more to deal with. And, in her work, Anesiadou takes

on that challenge: to embody her powers and inhabit the world of her own making, in

all kinds of situations, regardless of whether theywork for or against her. One can sense

that it’s a struggle. But also the source of a special sense of humour. In Anesiadou’s

work the sublime and profane reside on the same plane of existence.

One Measures a Circle, Beginning Anywhere (2009) vividly developed this sense of

themagical quotidien. The performance was staged in and around the spacious freight

elevator of the Wiels Contemporary Art Centre in Brussels. The audience was taken

up and down in the elevator, to be confronted by a new scenario every time its doors

opened onto a different floor. Each scene was otherworldly in its own right, yet always

in the most beautifully casual manner. On one gallery floor, for instance, five perform-

ers in glitzymonochrome spandex unitards (covering their whole body, head and face)

enacted a display of menial surreality against the backdrop of the existing exhibition.

One performer was on his hands and knees wiping the gallery floor behind another who
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It means to activate. In magic the meaning lies in the use, and only there. There is not

outside to the act. Try doing a dry run on amagic spell… you’ll have to live with the out-

come. For what you say does what it says: the word, sign, image, gesture and its effects

in the world exist on the same level of reality, the reality of relations; for instance the

relations between a planet, an organ in the body, the humour that flows from that organ,

the mood that its overflow puts you in and finally the plant or practice that stems that

flow and cures you; or just themagnetic fields thatmove him to him to her to her to him

to her to her away from her and toward him or her… in an infinite chain of events

in which one thing leads to—and comes to be substituted by—another. Formagic is the

art of substitution.

This is the joy that makesmagic and play practically indistinguishable; it’s the joy of

performing the act of designation that initialises ceremony as play and play as cere-

mony, it only takes one to say: Look, this is that and that is this, and this goes in here

and that goes in there, this canmove two steps forward and one to the left or right, this

can do one in all directions, this can turn its head, that can fly, this can disappear and

that can speak a foreign language, to protect its secret. Its power puts magic and play

on a par with nuclear physics, both touch on the relations that constitute the world.

Deeply immersed in magical play you will feel the atoms (words, signs, images, ges-

tures, celestial bodies…) shift into new constellations around you as the universe recon-

figures it shape. There are few things more fundamental than the joy of affecting such

transformations. Yet one of the strongest curses magic can produce equally works

through substitution. In play, calling things by a different name sets them free to be-

come something different. Under the spell of a curse, things or people are forced to be

substitutes, stand-ins for things or people of the past so that an old constellation can

repeat itself in the present and future, endlessly. This is conservative magic, it keeps

the world stable. Under the spell of its nightmare mechanics, lips move in the robotic

stutter: you can’t be you, as forme to be what I want is for you to be what she or he was,

so I will set me a trap that traps me in a state where all is like it was, never was, but

must be… The politics of magic then lies in the use to which the forces of substitution

are put: inspiration or malediction, creation or arrest, transformation or entrapment.

None of this has too much to do with higher powers. On the contrary, the forces at

play in these forms of magic are the dynamics that are immanent to the relations

—not only between people, bodies or things as such but—between the sign, name or

image and the thing, event or person that it relates to. In this sense magic is a form of

applied semiotics, possibly themost radical kind of nominalism: the name is the key to

whatever comes to be the case, to give a name to, or put a name on someone or some-

thing is to transform them accordingly.2 If, for example, you know the right words to call

a man a goat, a goat he will be ever after. Spells are invocations with lasting conse-

quences. They put names on you that stick, for better or worse. One set of names to set
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Dernière… is heard on the soundtrack. It’s the lines from the beginning of the movie,

evoking the interminable ceremony of the lovers’ game. Spoken calmly, yet insistently,

with poetic momentum, the words are a hypnotic incantation of sorts, as if they were

not merely a description, but the magic spell itself that made the cycle of seduction,

attraction, intrigue, betrayal, loss and longing repeat itself endlessly. From a sceptical

vantage point you might say that the voice-over manifests conservative magic in its

most diabolically exquisite form: no lover is more than a figure in the game, always

about to be replaced by another and yet other substitute; masters and mistresses, a

nightmarish projection of endless return, a tragedy kept on repeat and hold. It’s one of

the great advantages of the French language to make this fate even seem appealing.

And why not submit to it? When there is not outside to the game of substitutions, why

not accommodate oneself with the conditions of a life caught between Nymphenburg

and St. Idesbald?

The character Anesiadou plays in the film seems too familiar with these places to be

a stranger to the spell that lies on them. Yet, at the same, a certain spirit of unrest and

residual scepticism appears tomotivate her sidelong glances and defiant actions, as she

checks a portrait on the palace wall against a postcard reproduction from her pocket,

or crawls on the floor in her fur coat like a court hound on the loose. A spy in themuse-

ums of love, she seems affected by the spell, but equally ready to lift it. In a stunning

shift, the final scene of the movie then both disrupts and relocates the cycle of love

magic: to a dentist’s workplace. Partially obscured by the various protrusions of the

dentist’s chair, Anesiadou is shown, in a long flowery robe, gracefully holding up a lump

of pyrite, aka fool’s gold (with a gesture not entirely dissimilar from the raising of the

lantern enacted by the obscure mannequin in Duchamp’s Etant Donné, 1946–66). The

irony of this pose is double-edged: It mocks the air of the overly-exquisite, refined and

rarified that surrounds the discourse of Marienbad, by confronting it with the crude

materiality of pyrite rock. Yet, it equally protects the magic of desire from being dis-

pelled: On the site of medical inspection, in the dentist’s chair, of all places, the aura of

themiraculous is preserved, in a piece of fool’s gold. For, as cheap as it comes, it shines

just like the real thing.

This move breaks the spell but saves themagic. The closed economy of conservative

substitution (one lover for another) is brought to crash, ironically by something, fool’s

gold, that is so much of a substitute that it can’t possibly pass as a credible stand-in for

the (next) one and only (who would travel the world and the seven seas for a piece of

fool’s gold?). Yet, at the same time, making a lump of pyrite the centre of a moment of

magical focus, also transforms it: it consecrates it to the joys of the visual imagination,

like in child’s play, where one thing can be theworld and theworld is in your hands, that

is, in Anesiadou’s hands as she lounges on the examination chair. In Sicily, Saint Lucy’s

day, is celebrated in commemoration of the fact that the Saint sacrificed her eyes (for
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gracefully operated a heavy cleaning machine. One was strumming a Ukulele. One

moved a hand pallet truck through the gallery, on which others would jump to, surfing

the truck, pose as classic sculptures—Aphrodite and Rodin’s thinker—, for as long as

theymanaged to keep their balance. Finally, one joined the crowd in the lift with a fire-

man’s helmet on his head. After the doors closed, the headgear started to glow in the

dark with fluorescent light. Seeing themasked bodies at work was like witnessing (the

forbidden scene of) fairies scrubbing the house at night with its owner’s asleep. A fairy

tale translated into the urban reality of cleaners, firemen or sex workers in unitards,

taking care of the city’s needs and watching over it when its people are in bed. What do

muses do in themuseum alone? They see to itsmaintenance and, while they do so, they

play themselves a work song and goof around a bit. For, yes, the miraculous too, needs

maintenance, when bedazzlement is the day job. Beautiful and funny, as this is, for any-

one expected to workmiracles on a daily/nightly basis this scene will be themost heart-

felt political tribute.

On the basement level, a young man with a guitar awaited the elevator audience,

singing Guns ‘n’ Roses’ Patience. And indeed that may be what living with the miracu-

lous, day and night, requires: lots of patience. Patience turns time into place. Time ceases

to matter. For those who wait—and wait for so long that waiting becomes a condition

in its own right—the place where they stay waiting is charged with all the magic of a

promise that is felt strongest when its fulfilment is pending. This is how the Israelites,

awaiting God’s return, found their promised land. It’s the country where the magic of

an imminent arrival is most strongly felt. This magic of places of (permanent) antici-

pation is what Anesiadou most acutely portrays in the short film X, A & M which she

made in collaboration with Sophie Nys in 2008. The movie is mostly set in the over-

whelmingly ornate interiors of the Nymphenburg Palace inMunichwhere Alain Resnais

and Robbe-Grillet shot L’Année Dernière à Marienbad (1961). Some scenes are also

filmed in themuseum of Belgian surrealist Paul Delvaux in St. Idesbald, a place in which

a sense of arrested time is equally tangible, albeit not in a royal but bourgeois inter-

pretation: its rooms are crammed from floor to ceiling with the wildest collection of

domestic memorabilia, old toys, tools, household goods etc. In (and through) the film,

Anesiadou inhabits these places in different ways. She is shown leisurely walking

through the palace, by herself, clad in a heavy fur coat, with a critical look on her face,

as if she were checking the state of renovations in her summer residency. At one point

she is on all fours, coat draped over her head and body, like a furry royal pet carnivore,

displeased with being locked indoors. In St. Idesbald, she almost seems to blend in with

the environment, like a permanent visitor on the verge of turning into an exhibit,

flanked this time, however, by a long-haired gentleman in a tuxedo, looking like his life

has been, and will continue to be, one long afternoon.

As these scenes play themselves out, a passage from the voice-over of L’Année
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deep irony—that can only reveal itself when something is recognized as simultane-

ously being itself and not itself: a mystery & not a mystery, a car & not a car, a secret

& not a secret, a drama & not a drama…

Call it art? Yes. But again precisely because it isn’t only that. It’s alsomagic. And not

that alone either. But always both. Art & magic. Otherwise there would be neither dif-

ference nor connection, just this; or that. Which is something that makes Anesiadou’s

work so enjoyable to experience. It’s not just aboutmagic, the magic is in it. Not as an

illusion or mind-game, but as a form of transformative play (substitution & transla-

tion) put into practice, as ameans of creating a communal experience (or collaborative

transaction). Communal yes, but not institutional: a shared sense of magic with no cult,

church, or circus attached, but solely an artist’s name D-a-n-a-i-a-n-e-s-i-a-d-o-u, pro-

nounced as a signature that declares the work to be a work and world of its own. To

designate as such means to set it apart from the repressive belief systems that magi-

cal thinking would otherwise lead you back into. With Anesiadou’s work the need to

believe doesn’t even arise. Because themiraculous is a factual occurrence in the world

of her work, it’s present on a quotidien basis (example: if you live next door to a Belgian

Surrealist, you go sit on his sofa from time to time, if you share space with a mysteri-

ous fur coat, you make sure to brush it, till it purrs; in real magical relations the ques-

tion is not whether you believe in them, but, as the unitard cleaners show, how you

maintain them). Which doesn’t imply that any of it would be any less magical. It all

just getsmore factual, by being art. So, ironically, in the name of the artist, magic comes

into its own, as a sheer practice; and amodel too. For each of Anesiadou’s works, apart

from doing what it does, also reads as a scenario, a paradigm: a constellation of things,

thoughts, feelings connected in a particular way, a map of the stars enacted. A map,

which does not depict, but project the hemisphere, in which life continues. Anesiadou

brings the stars down to earth, and shoots them back up again, in a different angle.

Taking stars on a journey is nothing you do just for a day. It’s a labour of love that sub-

sists: as art, under no spell but its own, so that chains can be broken and connections

made, as the order of things is reconfigured, in her name, yet in the spirit of a magical

moment which, if it doesn’t disappear (no guarantees here), remains, in themost pecu-

liar way, communal.
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love) by fried rice balls being eaten. When you bite into them the dark stuffing looks like

pupils, you’re having the equivalent of a saint’s eye-ball. Anesiadou’s display of fool’s

gold works quite similarly. It’s mundane nature doesn’t compromise its sublime qual-

ity. It’s pure profane, equally pure and profane.3 There is something audacious about this

use of pyrite. Why? Under the spell of Nymphenburg and St. Idesbald, the lovers’ cycle

of conservative substitutions seems like an inescapable law of fate. Displaying fools’

gold at the dentist’s, on the contrary, is no one’s fate. It’s someone’s choice. And it’s a

strong decision. Because it says: The gift of love is not out of this world. It’s in your

hands. Transform it. If you dare. That’s magic.

But it’s no heroic act. Only a shift in the immanent relation between sublime and pro-

fane matters. A question of how one translates one into the other, through transfor-

mative substitutions. It’s a chain—substitution, transformation, translation—but it

doesn’t end here, because there is onemore step in the sequence: transaction. The fool’s

gold looks like it could change hands to be swopped and shared in amanner that would

restore the magical logic of play to the transfer (paying for sand on the beach with

shells from the sea). Some such transactions also occur in Anesiadou’s performance,

for instance, when she picks out amember of the audience to tell them a secret, in their

ear, of which they may not even have known before that they didn’t know it, but now

they do.

In a recent collaboration Notations by Erik Thys of One Measures a Circle beginning

Anywhere 2009-2011, the sequence of transaction (substitution/transformation/trans-

lation) is continued to encompass even another dimension of the work: its interpreta-

tion. Anesiadoumet the psychiatrist Erik Thys for several sessions in which she spoke

to him about the motifs of her performance One Measures a Circle… . To remember

what is said in his sessions, Thys usually employs a particularmnemonic technique: he

sketches cars with multiple architectural extensions, each detail being a visual tran-

scription of what he sensed was going on in the words of the person talking. In the con-

text of the collaboration, this technique now gets to speak, in its own way, about what

Anesiadou does and what interpretation does, as amaterial practice, connected to, yet

different from what it relates to.

Being equally factual and fantastic, the spirit of the drawings strongly echoes the

magic of the performance, albeit in a different key. It’s cars and structures, not people

or gestures. On the one hand then the cycle is unbroken. As a visual translation of a ver-

bal transaction, interpretation here is a continuation of the substitutions of magi-

cal practice. Yet, on the other hand, there is also transformation, of words into lines,

recollections into pictures, motifs into (auto)mobiles. So there is difference. Visibly so.

Even though all remains connected, it’s not just all the same. Difference inheres in the

connections, it’s what animates them, in terms of the equally dis- & conjunctive syntax

of the unconscious speaking, yet also, and not least through the humour—the kind of

NOTES

1. And it’s no little thing.

2. This passage paraphrases a magical perspective on semi-

otics Giorgio Agamben develops in Theory of Signatures. In

Agamben: The Signature of All Things – On Method, Zone

Books, New York, 2009, pp. 33-80.

3. The use of the term is based on Giorgio Agamben: On Prof-

anation. In Agamben: Profanations, Zone Books, New York,

2007, pp. 73-92.
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Native American Indians capture three men. An American, a Frenchman, and a Pole.

They strip the men down and tie them up to a tree. The chief arrives and looks at the

three men, unsheathes his knife, unbinds the American, quickly carves him up into a

canoe, and sends him down the river. The chief looks at the two remaining men, takes

his knife to the Frenchman andmakes short work out of him, carving him up, and send-

ing him down the river as well. When the chief unbinds the Polish man, the Pole grabs

the chief’s knife, and quickly turns it in on himself, stabbing holes all over his own body.

The chief starts shouting out to the Pole, “Man! What the hell are you doing!!??” and

the Pole replies, “I’m making holes in myself, you see! No one’s gonna make a canoe

outta me!!”

I used to think that the performance artist was like the Polishman.My idea was that

while the rest of the art world bemoaned themarket while simultaneously and undoubt-

edly participating within it, the act of the performance artist was (occasionally, liter-

ally) like poking holes in one’s own body. A performance both proudly declared its own

irreproducibility and, at the same time, disabled its ability to be easily sent down the

river of the market. No one’s gonna make a rich artist outta me!

Since the recent re-boom of performance in the visual arts, I’ve begun to think dif-

ferently.

I’m quite certain that no one becomes a performance artist for the sake of being in

such an unmarketable position—in hopes that it will somehow privilege a distinct and

unique relation (in its non-relation) to use-value. Not even someone like Tino Sehgal,

who’s made this very task such a strong focus of his work. And yet, it’s no secret that

performance artists and the galleries and institutions they workwithmust perpetually

create and invent strategies of distribution; and that the ability to construct a logic,

and a specific attitude with such strategies, especially in relation to the events, objects,

and artifacts which one can actually, eventually sell, is more often than not, what we

call the performance.

In other words, the performance ‘itself’ usually becomes deeply entangled with the

performance of an artist’s strategic negotiation between his own aspiring singularity

—singularity of himself and the singularmoment of the performance—and the general

rules of the market.

If the innocent days of performance art were full of self-inflicted holes in its mar-

ketability, I would say that the success of performance in the field of art today doesn’t

depend on whether the boat sinks or floats. The performance is not all about the per-

formance anyways. Those who believe that are either naïve or, like myself, they work

in the theater. The performance in the field of art is rather an advertisement whose

symbolic, immaterial capital is supposed to be representative of a heretofore promised

material capital. Like a brilliant flower, the strategy is at its base a rather simple one,

however complex its articulationmight be: the brilliant colours are necessary for every
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ritual. And let’s not forget the costumes. If the work has a strategy, it’s not even akin

to the theater, but to Classical theater. It feels more like a group rite than a cogent

artist’s statement. Its pseudo-therapeutic ceremony combines the absurd and the sen-

sical enough to be effective if you want it to be. While attending, you can easily forget

you’re seeing art.

Love is in the air

The first performance I saw of Danai Anesiadou, was a performance I missed. Having

mixed up the address to the Elisa Plateau Gallerie in Brussels in Fall, 2008, I arrived

at the gallery late to hear Danai declaring out loud, “it’s over!” Only, I couldn’t quite

tell what it was that made me suspicious of the veracity of her declaration. For a while

I wasn’t sure that apologizing that I’d screwed up and missed the performance would-

n’t put me at the end of a joke where I would soon realize that the performance was

still going on.

But what I’d mistaken for a still unfolding event was, in fact, the consequent rever-

beration in the room after her performance had indeed ended. The energy in the gallery

felt like I’d just walked into the anticipation of a Prince concert. I don’t remember if it

was a full moon that night, or if the performance had included some immersion into a

group-drug experience that I’d missed, but I suspected that Danai’s work, whatever it

had been, had to be responsible for producing such an immediately electric and conta-

gious energy.

Trying to materialize into language the immateriality of a performance is always

dangerous business. Either we fall into romantic-phenomenological notions, or we end

up turning into gossip something that would better be kept between you and me. Writ-

ing about such immateriality is to flirt with both no-nos but it is also a necessary task

if we’re going to talk not about what is done in a performance, but about what the doing

does. In this case, I was witness to what Danai’s doing did, before I knewwhat it was that

she actually did do.

Since that evening I’ve seen, participated, performed, written about, analyzed,

assisted, cooked for, and gonged (long story)many of Danai’s performances. But rather

than discuss the content of any of them, I would rather try to speak about this first

experience and how it was an encounter which I feel, even arriving to her subsequent

performances on time, I’ve run into again and again.

With somuch work that attempts to approach the implications of a becoming-imma-

terial labor society, little seems to be able to offer what that discreet value is that im-

material value could have for us. What is the specific power of immaterial labor to

transform bodies and sentiments?What are themodes of transformation that an event

or an interpersonal exchange can provide which an experience with an object cannot?
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opening, event and symposium as a sign for the birds and the buyers and the bees—

this is where the honey’s at. And for a price (free now, pay later), you can come and

taste it.

Free now, pay later; which is also why performance in the visual art field is usually

for free.

It seems less common, since the end of performance’s heyday in the mid-seventies,

that the content, logic, gesture, act and attitude of the work is not in someway tied

to a greater external strategy than the work ‘itself’. Indeed, considering the work of

performance to be the immaterial experience which it produces within the short time-

frame of its happening seems old hat. If we want this we can go to see a theater play,

where a program playbill might be the most external artifact that we can be tempted

to eventually hold.

I don’t do smart art2

The appeal of Danai Anesiadou’s work is something different. The object of her per-

formance is her performance, even more naïve than that, the subject of her perform-

ance is usually herself—themost cliché of subjects for solo performance. Only, while she

often performs alone, Anesiadou’s work is never solo performance. Nor is it ever about

group, the social, or the interpersonal. It is always only about herself, however, she

can’t but employ asmany people as possible, both real and fictional, to help narrate her

multitude of fragmented autobiographies.

If I would use theword that was nearly beaten out ofme in college, I would say Danai’s

work is authentic. If the integrity of the translations from experience to expression

are the proof of the authentic, then her performances are at the very least this. This

authenticity, in her case, however, manages to preclude the singular. Complicated by a

strata of fictions, an outsourcing of true stories from her own life to an ever-overlapping

multitude of family, friends, and iconic figures (from Greek mythology to present-day

Hollywood), Danai’s work, if it has any strategy at all, resemblesmore the strategies of

the theater than the field of performance today in the visual arts.

Her work is not consistent. It lacks the conceptual strategy that defines many per-

formance artists now, who hone their ability to do one thing, to craft one expression, one

signature, to mature one persona into a consistent body of work. However non-linear

the logic of her work might be, it is dramaturgical—never environmental nor dura-

tional—it has a beginning, a middle, and an end. If it includes its context into its con-

tent at all, it is not to comment or to refer but to activate it. The work is nearly devoid

of any awareness of its relevance to the market, or a means by which it should craft

its relationship to ownership. It is choc-full of the tropes of comedy and tragedy, of

characters, stories, symbols and symbolic acts, archetypes, empathy, catharsis and
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What is the value that the immaterial potentially produces when it operates more by

sense than bymeaning, more by aura than argument, more by gesture than language?

In the performances of Danai Anesiadou, immaterial exchange represents a proposal

of generosity, which freely admits the weird, an exchange of various incarnations of

high and low sensibilities, which would be difficult tomake sense out of, andmost char-

acteristically, the ability to radically transform—for lack of a better word—the atmos-

phere of a space. This evokes notions of performance as a revelation of self, which

doesn’t reveal one’s own solipsistic self-importance, but rather invites others to reveal

themselves too. A notion of self that is both complicated, made more problematic, but

also expressible only in terms of amultitude of layers and surrogates, or in other words,

in terms of the group. A notion of the group that is always present, and as such is flu-

idly implicated into the performance. Performance in the classical sense of a ritual of

purging, and theater in the traditional sense of contextualizing group experience, the

process of experiencing the private publicly.

This immaterial work is so radically different from work on or about immateriality,

which, even if it precisely tries to eradicate the market from the material of the work,

in such a decisive gesture, only succeeds to reinstall its presence. Because, things will

be sold and seen and held and consumed and bought and sold again and if the adage that

experience is what lasts a lifetime is our way of convincing ourselves that it doesn’t

hurt as much when an experience we like is over, then we should reconsider the use

value of experiences.

I’m not there

For the last show of Danai Anesiadou at the Elisa Plateau Gallerie, and her first sig-

nificant solo show, I arrived late. One week late. It looked like a gallery. The objects were

effective and bold and strange but they didn’t vibrate, they didn’t declare in a deep

voice that their namewas Danai Anesiadou, they didn’t tell me stories, they didn’t per-

sonify personal dramas. They didn’t make me feel like telling someone next to me a

revealing anecdote, or to confront me with my own lack of religious, or ritualistic ex-

perience. Or to lament that bizarre, irrational, but nevertheless cathartic experiences

aren’t amore frequent part of our communal practices. Or, that, if they are, they rarely

look so good, or have a good sense of humor. Looking at theworks bymyself in the empty

space, the objects were almost sad forme, static, absent, like an empty stage. And I could

understand why someone would want to own one—if they knew Danai Anesiadou, or

had encountered the personae of her performances. I wanted to own one too—to remind

me of what I’d experienced when she was there.

NOTES

1. The character of Ordell Robbie (played by Samuel L. Jack-

son) quoted from Tarantino, Q. 1997. Jackie Brown. Miramax

Films: New York.

2. Danai Anesiadou in conversation with the author, Novem-

ber 2010.
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This text deals with three themes which seem to recur, not explicitly but implicitly, in the work of

Danai Anesiadou. Among these themes her work flutters like a bird, nervously hopping from branch

to branch but eventually settling down again.

Transgression

At the end of the nineteenth century, Magic begins to lose its village mentality and

develops into a more bourgeois and intellectual pastime. What had been relegated,

throughout previous centuries, to domains ranging from shamanism and animism to

common superstition or folklore suddenly undergoes, under the influence of fin-de-

siècle ideas, Symbolism and primitivism, a recycling and promotion to a more aes-

theticized and performance-like form of transgression.Magic is introduced to the realm

of art. (Or rather reintroduced if one links shamanism, for example, to the prehistoric

cave paintings.) Esoterism and initiations into secret societies are popular phenom-

ena, possibly pointing to all the diverse avant-garde groups about to emerge.

With its emphasis on prosperity, luxury and inflated aesthetics, gradually shifting

into decadence and melancholy and resulting in a sense of foreboding, the fin-de-

siècle period is characterized by ambiguous interpretations and a certain degree of

hysteria.

The term fin de siècle stresses not so much the notion of an ‘end’, and an ensuing

change itself, as it does the anticipation of this.

It thus involves an extraordinarily aestheticizing movement, one which makes

greater use of seduction than utilitarian fulfillment. And to some extent the same

can be said about Magic and the Occult. With Magic, too, the accent lies more with the

anticipation and esoteric ceremony that precede the result than with the result it-

self. The question is whether, in the case of Magic, it does not merely involve escapist

decorum, which evokes the illusion of an impending release. Just as with striptease,

the pleasure lies mainly in a provocative and piquant promise never to be fulfilled.

Magic never convinces us by way of logic or argumentation; ultimately it is seduction,

not pornography.

And yet it does involve transgression. That occurs, however, through anticipation.

Decorum and rituals are the necessary forms which serve as contexts in which the

transgression can take place. Though we never arrive at the desired destination, the

ritual itself has in fact shifted our location.

Tragedy

The fin-de-siècle period and the mysticism associated with it more or less decline in

effect once World War I begins. (In a certain sense, the war is heralded by them.) After
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Transfiguration

When an (Orthodox) icon is considered an important, antique or valuable work, the

panel is often covered with a decorative shield of precious metal, usually richly orna-

mented with pearls and gemstones. These decorative shields actually look much like

glorified armor, with openings just for the face and occasionally the hands so that these

remain visible. The distinguishing trait of the Orthodox icon is evidently its specifically

two-dimensional and frontal quality. Covering icons with armor seems to go a step fur-

ther: this adds a sculptural element to the painting and thereby heightens the two-

dimensional/surface effect even more.

Linked with this is the idea that the flatness of an icon reflects its genuineness as an

image. A background is generally absent or consists of evenly applied gold leaf, and no

shadows appear on the depicted figures. An icon, after all, has no interest in an imagi-

nary realm that withdraws into the image from the surface, but only in the real space

before it. The use of an isometric perspective, gold leaf or a decorative shield of metal

is explicitly intended to heighten this effect. The Orthodox icon requires a fondness for

the archetype, for the transfiguration of radiance in a real individual into that of an

idealized individual. The promise of instant enlightenment or transcendence lies in

that explicit effect of the surface.

In defiance of insomnia she shuts her eyes. Behind closed and swollen eyelids she feels

that a capillary has burst. From the darkness two eyes stare at her through a mask

—an elegant carnivalesque bird mask—of small black, smoothed feathers. At first the

eyes appeared to be those of a woman, but that was by no means definite. The gaze,

difficult to describe: penetrating, yet she had no sense of being watched. In retrospect

she realized that this had to do with the pupils being directly opposite her own.

Surrounding the eyemaskwas blackness: no face, nor any space beyond. Not all that

is dark is thereby deep, she thought.

Translated from the Dutch by Beth O’Brien
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World War II and primarily with the rise of the American counter culture, Magic will

undergo a second popular and artistic revival.

Where this second revival is concerned, the American underground filmmaker Ken-

neth Anger is perhaps among the more important figures. A large part of Anger’s body

of work can best be described as filmic Magic rituals dripping with eroticism, trans-

gression and occultism. Anger himself is openly devoted to the British magician Aleis-

ter Crowley (the very personification of the previous chapter’s subject) and his cult

Thelema. And as some titles of Anger’s films suggest (Invocation of My Demon Brother,

Lucifer Rising or Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome) the emphasis here lies with antici-

pation: invocation and inauguration.

But Anger also has amelancholy outlook onHollywood. The ‘glamour’ aesthetics that

he blends with the occult in his films always has a bygone quality—bittersweet and

haunted, resulting in whatmight be described as Esoteric Camp. Angermay have been

among the first to see that soft voices and harmony are the most effective portenders

of doom and destruction.

Having been a child star early in Hollywood’s history (AMidsummer Night’s Dream

from 1935) Kenneth Anger published his bookHollywood Babylon in 1965. The prime

aim of the publication was to finance his own film projects; it attests, from the start, to

little literary ambition, which moreover led to immense criticism of the book. Never-

thelessHollywood Babylon has enjoyed an ever-growing cult status ever since its pub-

lication.

A gossip book par excellence,Hollywood Babylon shamelessly exposes the dark licen-

tiousness of stardom in the budding years of Hollywood. WhileHollywood Babylon is no

more than successive brazen and depraved accounts of drug abuse, teenage pregnan-

cies, obscure suicides and murders during the prohibition era, it mostly reveals the

merciless rise and fall of young (mainly female) stars. The tone of the book expresses

blatant delight in juicy details, but by the end Anger nevertheless stands by Hollywood

and opts for tragedy rather than morality. Never does he attempt a critical dissection

of the culture or imply a moral.

Essentially Hollywood Babylon discusses the very conception of stardom. (Though

not in the form of a critical analysis.) That conception was never an immaculate one;

from the start it intrinsically involved demise and tragedy. What provides an added

dimension, however, to a present-day reading of this book is the fact that the starsmen-

tioned are no longer known anymore; with the exception of a few, their names say noth-

ing to us. Various case studies are reeled off, causing the star’s status to resemble an

administered title that is taken away as quickly as it was acquired. The glamorous,

heavenly existence of princesses is reduced to a formality. In short, these are empty,

tragic recipients. Because of their anonymity, their status as a Star has become an

abstract but transparent factor, and they are transfigured in a certain sense.
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It doesn’t happen that often that a well-read, literary man such as the undersigned is

sent running for his dictionary, but there you have it: Danai Anesiadou made me do it,

and the term in question is ‘anasyrma’.

In the world’s most popular and widely used dictionary-cum-encyclopaedia—I won’t

disclose the source just yet, even though anasyrma is nothing other than a fancy word

for such exact acts of disclosure—it is written that anasyrma is “the gesture of lift-

ing up the skirt or kilt.” Also, “it is used in connection with certain religious rituals,

eroticism, and lewd jokes. The term is used in describing corresponding works of art.

Anasyrma differs from flashing, a physically similar gesture as an act of exhibitionism,

in that an exhibitionist has an implied purpose of his/her own sexual arousal, while

anasyrma is only done for the effect on the onlookers.” Finally—and here, annoyingly,

I am sent running back to the same dictionary—, this definition goes on to specify that

“inmany traditions this gesture also has an apotropaic character, as amockery towards

a supernatural enemy analogous to mooning.” Apotropaism, I am informed, is “the use

of magic or ritual to ward off evil or bad luck. Apotropaic devices include amulets and

talismans and potent symbols.” The so-called nazar or evil-eye stone, as well as the so-

called hands of glory, are especially well-known examples of such apotropaic devices;

moreover, they are also recurring motifs in Anesiadou’s work. Which leads us to won-

der: what evil or bad luck is she seeking to ward off precisely, and what exactly is being

conjured instead?

Parenthesis: someone else will probably have to do the work, but a fine

text awaits to be written on the subject of chiromancy in the work of

Danai Anesiadou—chiromancy in the expanded sense of the multi-

faceted magic of the hand, that is to say, all the way from palmistry or

palm-reading and hands-on healing, via the intricate choreography

of Hindu or Buddhist mudras and Korean Chisanbop, to chironomia

(“the art of using gesticulations or hand gestures to good effect in tra-

ditional rhetoric or oratory”) and prestidigitation or ‘sleight of hand’.

And if much of Anesiadou’s work seems to revolve around both self-

portraiture and autobiography (these are not necessarily the same

things, and this exact disparity does inform much of her practice—

as the persistent presence of the mirror in it seems to attest), the

artist’s hands often appear to constitute the real site of this exercise

in the revealing of self that is traditionally associated with frontal

faciality first and foremost. Finally, it is also worth noting that inmany

of her (filmed) performances, the artist’s hands sometimes appear to

be doingmost of the work, if the ethereal effects of this frantic gestural

activity can properly be called ‘work’ at all.1 Certainly, hands are being
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Furthermore—and here the term relates back to the act of mystification as an art of

swathing and swaddling in mystique—the concept of ‘anasyrma’ also implies a cease-

less back-and-forth of exposing and exposure, of revealing and revelation (the tradi-

tional Greek equivalent of which is ‘apocalypse’, by the way) on the one hand, and

concealing and concealment, covering-up and occlusion on the other: a dynamic of lay-

ering, inevitably erotic in character, that is close to the heart of Anesiadou’s alternately

fetishistic (i.e. explicit) and elusive conception of art. “Now you seeme, now you don’t”—

up and down go the curtains and drapes, and layers upon layers of meaning (symbols,

references, images, associations—the real material facts that effectively constitute her

practice) with them. In a recent series of works, first presented at her solo debut at

Elisa Platteau Gallery in Brussels (2011), this playful, eroticising tug-of-war emerges

most concretely in the series of framed works—really a type of outsized, partly three-

dimensional collages—based on movie posters from the 1970s and 1980s, advertising

the kinds of films (of a genre long since dead4) in which seduction was still somewhat

naively constructed as a game of obfuscation andwithdrawal, of the cheeky lifting of the

veil. Each suggestion of nudity in these posters quickly, yet no less suggestively, coated

with the artist’s signature materials (and some photographs of herself—itself a signa-

ture ‘material’), most of which stem fromAnesiadou’s unabashed bling fetish—her love

of glitter and glitteringmaterials, her concomitant interest in glamour, her preference

for the ambiguities of sparkle and gleam. ‘Seduction’ here no longer figures as a mere

game of evasive symbolism and allegory, but has become something all themore gaudily

confident and direct.

And, speaking of the ambivalences of glitter, sparkle and gleam, are these elements

not already present—perhaps no longer ambivalently so though!—in the aforemen-

tioned primal scene of mythology? The virginal Danae being rained upon but in gold?

The Olympian’s spermatozoids, rendered as gold coins—how intriguingly close this all

seems, incidentally, to a well-known pre-Columbian myth according to which gold was

regarded as solar excrement, as shit raining down from the sun! Divine sperm mask-

ing as glistening gold, asmoney—perhaps there is an allusion to be discerned here to

the messy entanglement of the libidinous economy of art with the depressing fact that

prostitution is perhaps the oldest of all ‘cultural’ relationships? In a more irreverent

spirit of cheeky banter, we could rephrase this dark thought bymerely observing, with

somemasochistic glee, the obvious centrality of all whoring to cultural practice. Indeed,

so much cultural exchange can be couched in terms of selling one’s body along with

one’s soul (as well as one’s love), and once one hasmade peace with that—why not tart

it all up? Or, more appropriately, given the current context: pimp it?

To recap, and stumble towards a necessarily inconclusive conclusion: the kitsch-to-

camp cult of Greek antiquity (or ‘Greekness’ more generally) on the one hand, and the

confusion of prostitution with service (also in art, or in art more than anywhere else)
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set to work, but nothing is ‘produced’—or, more literally, no-thing

is being manu-factured; things are ‘merely’ gathered, collected, and

assembled. In some sense, then, we could read these filmed sequences

of elaborate fingering rituals as either symbolic or expressive of the

many ambiguities and anxieties that crowd around any practice that

attempts to bridge the gap between producing and performing, between

object and project, between ‘visual art’ and ‘live art’.2

Like the artist herself, the term ‘anasyrma’ is of Greek origin (something she likes to

remind us of in many ways, all of themmore or less ironic); its use has certain mytho-

logical overtones in that one of the best-known examples of such anasyrmatic conduct

is to be found in the so-called Aphrodite Kallipygos (literally, her of the “beautiful but-

tocks”—the title of a Roman copy of a lost Hellenic statue depicting Aphrodite partially

lifting her robe to reveal a comely behind which she herself appears to be ‘inspecting’).

As such, ‘anasyrma’ could also be seen to merely continue the artist’s long-standing

interest in myth and mythology, in mythologizing and mystification, in legends and

folktales, in gossip and rumours, in what is being told (or rather, whispered or pointed

at) and passed along as opposed to what is being written and laid down as law.

We encounter an echo here of the aforementioned chasm between an

object- or product-oriented art on the one hand and a ‘live’ art on the

other hand; the artist’s interest in myths and mythologies is closely

connected with her aesthetic attachment to the intangibles and con-

tingencies of performance art’s idiosyncratic brand of anti-form, of

that which resists both codification and verification, as well as its

reduction to mere ‘product’ (reification, commodification). The very

word ‘myth’ is derived from the ancient Greek word for speaking (as

opposed, always, to writing), and thereby opens up the imaginary

realm of ‘hearsay’ and speculation—all that which either transcends

or eludes the crude truth claims of moremundane ways of knowing to

reveal the higher echelons of unknowing. In short: the mystical—the

Cloud of Unknowing. Or not?

Themight of myth—and one such powerful myth circles around the artist’s very name

of course: the original Danae, the daughter of the king of the Peloponnesian city state

of Argos, was impregnated by none other than Zeus by way of the latter’s appear-

ance as a shower of golden rain. Not surprisingly, this arresting primal scene has been

a popular motif in Western painting all the way from Titian and Corregio to Klimt

and Picasso.3
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on the other—where could this unholy alliance lead us to? Indeed, to a performance

during which Danai Anesiadou appeared in the streets of Brussels decked out in an

outlandish outfit (oversized fur coat and a carnival hat reminiscent of Brazilian can-

domblé ritual), her face covered with awhite-and-blue pattern of paint that, upon closer

inspection, contained the phrase “we are happy to serve you.” Anyone familiar with

New York City street life (I am writing all this down, incidentally, as the artist is busy

packing her bags for the Big Apple) will immediately recognise the angular design of

the so-called ‘anthora’, the iconic paper coffee cup that is the staple of countless delis—

a monument monumental enough to deserve its own website (www.wearehappyto-

serveyou.com)—and allegedly originated in the traditionally Greek barrio of Astoria

in Queens (it was actually designed by a Czech-born Holocaust survivor by the name

of Laszlo Büch). In most of the photographs of the performance, made by a host of

Brussels-based artist friends, Anesiadou actually appears none too happy or pleased to

serve us—perhaps she is silently lamenting the demise of service culture, the decline

ofmanners and the end of chivalry in twenty-first century city life? Indeed, as the num-

ber of people employed in the so-called service industries continue to soar, the idea

of service itself appears to be on the wane—and one could ask oneself the question

which role the artist (or art in general) plays in all of this, what with art being much

more ready nowadays to admit its implication in the entertainment industry than

its historical affiliation with a culture of serving. [Save what little is left of this once-

flourishing culture?] In confronting the issue of art’s relationship to service in this

fashion, finally, Anesiadou succeeds in both destabilizing destabilising any obvious

attempt to pigeonhole her work as permeated by narrowly defined gender issues only,

as well as broadening the reach of service culture’s gendered overtones. To anyone who

rather lazilymisreads the profusion of feminine (and/or feminist) imagery in her work

as proof of an essentialist agenda, the artist responds by pointing out that, in the cul-

ture industry as in many other neighbouring realms of human business that revolve

around notions of ‘service’ as well as ‘entertainment’, we are all more or less ‘women’,

we are all more or less female. Anasyrma, then, is no mere matter of the male gaze

dwelling upon the female form, but a metaphor instead of the construction of gender—

“becoming-woman”—across this art of the lifting and lowering of veils.

NOTES

1. Labor? Work? Action? Or mere activity? This three-way divi-

sion (or definition) of ‘handicraft’ is an explicit reference to

Hannah Arendt’s The Human Condition, in which art is stub-

bornly thought of in strictly material (i.e. materialist) terms,

and as the last real form of work in a society that strives to

reduce everything else to play. See Arendt, H. 1958. The

Human Condition. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

2. Cfr. Josef Strau’s handsome dictum—how it relates to the

present discussion remains to be clarified, but it is certainly

handsome enough—according to which “the non-produc-

tive attitude should be seen as a refusal of production values,

but not as a refusal of expression as such.” See Strau, J.

2006. ‘The Non-productive Attitude’, in B. Simpson (ed)

Make Your Own Life: Artists In & Out of Cologne. Philadel-

phia: The Institute of Contemporary Art.

3. To Gustav Klimt, who painted one of the last Danaes in west-

ern art history, we also owe one of the last great anasyr-

matic exercises in early modern art in the guise of his exqui-

site Goldfish (To My Critics) (1901-1902)—a rebuke to those

among the Viennese art establishment who had been of-

fended by the supposedly pornographic nature of the artist’s

triptych made especially for the University of Vienna. Gold-

fish depicted the delicious derriere of a red-haired woman

projected at the viewer. The work was destroyed in 1945,

along with the three paintings it was made in defense of.

4. If there is any element of melancholy or nostalgia in Anesia-

dou’s work (and I don’t believe there’s much of it), a signifi-

cant part of it definitely concerns the loss of a certain film

culture —that of what used to be called the ‘other’ cinema,

or the other tradition in cinema, the dependable source of a

host of references that continue to pop up in her work (e.g.

Ingmar Bergman, Robert Bresson and John Cassavetes,

Alain Resnais’ L’Année dernière à Marienbad, Eric Rohmer,

etc.) Beyond the dazzling surface effect of cinematographic

quotation, however, a deeper sense of the cinematic imbues

her work which the artist herself links with the originary myth

of Plato’s cave as the blueprint of all subsequent forms of

cultural mass hypnosis, a connection played up in the occa-

sional use of theatrical lighting in her installations.
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What saved the museum, what in effect gave it access to

objectless art, was the document, the record of the art

event that survived the event.1

The art object has been under pressure since the historical avant-garde, and art history

tells us how a change in the art objects materiality is connected to economic and tech-

nologic conditions. In 1936, Walter Benjamin gives an analysis in The Work of Art in

the Age of Mechanical Reproduction2 on the consequences mechanical reproduction

has on the artwork; he observes that the demand for objects within art lies in the tra-

ditionwhereby there is an aura inside the artwork. Benjamin uses the recently emerged

mass-media, photography and film as new technological examples of art mediums, and

charts how a change in experiencing the artwork manifests itself; from a passive look

at a painting to a critical study of the moving image. Benjamin believes that when you

reproduce an artwork, you also challenge the traditional form of the artwork, change

the artwork and its role in the public, and contribute to an alteration in other artistic

practices. For Benjamin, this shift removes the artwork from a ritualistic place, and

moves it into a political context.

Even if our economic and technological systems have changed, Benjamin’s analysis

may still be useful. The twenty-first century is based on an experience economy, where

the commodity is abstract. The experience economy’s commodities providememories,

new forms of knowledge and insight about yourself and others. The salesperson stages

an experience where the buyer is a guest and, instead of producing an object, an expe-

rience is produced. InUpplevelsensmaterialitet the Swedish ethnological scientist Tom

O’Dell asks what constitutes an experience, concluding that the experience is the last

control of authenticity. He believes that an experience is not authentic unless one par-

ticipates in its creation.3 This suggests that there are experiences that are not authen-

tic. Performance based artists have, since the 1960s, challenged their audience with

participatory artworks; Vito Acconci stalked random people in the public sphere, Yoko

Ono gave her audience a pair of scissors, andMarina Abramovic gave them a gun. Have

participatory-based artists changed their practice after experiences became a pro-

duced, mainstream commodity? And what kind of critical tools do we need for under-

standing these new experiences?

The Alternative Production Model

How can I produce something, which is in a way something

and nothing at the same time, and how can I produce an

income out of that.4
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During the last decade, the German-British artist Tino Sehgal has initiated an imma-

terial approach to the art institution and its visitors. Instead of producing objects and

placing them inside themuseum, Sehgal installs constructed situations. Ordinarily, the

visitor enters the white cube as a viewer with a distance from the artwork they are

looking at, but in the work of Sehgal, they have to participate; even if they choose to not

take part, their refusal often also generates something in the piece.

Sehgal comes from the contrasting fields’ of political economics and dance, and, early

on, he was a part of dance companies such as Xavier le Roy and Jérôme Bel. He chose

not to attend an art academy because of its focus on producingmaterial objects. Sehgal

believes that the nineteenth century’s industrial production system does not apply to

our time. We no longer need to produce an object to defend our right to an income and,

instead, it is now possible to produce abstract things, such as an experience, a dialogue

or a situation. One can easily read this position via the tradition of conceptual artists

who wanted to criticise the focus on art as something visual or based in craftsmanship.

However, Sehgal takes his production criticism a step further. He does not allow any

form of material production related to his work (catalogues or material documenta-

tion) so, when visiting an artwork by Sehgal, youmay experience the piece as it is pro-

duced and then dissolved in front of you, with your memory and your retelling of that

experience acting as your main source of documentation.

The Body Museum

I would say that the museum is about death, because it is

about overcoming death that it is about prolonging life.5

20 minutes for the 20th Century (1999) was most likely Sehgal’s crossover from the

dance scene to the art institution. It is also the last piece where he himself performs,

and where there is durational, linear time involved. The piece was fifty-minutes long,

and entailed Sehgal presenting signature movements from iconic choreographers and

dancers of the twentieth century, including Isadora Duncan, Ballets Russes, Merce

Cunningham, Yvonne Rainer and Pina Bausch. As Sehgal explains, “I wanted to make

a piece, which had no specific meaning in the sense of form and content, only exposing

the medium.”6 20 minutes for the 20th Century captured many of the ideas that have

featured in his practice for the decade following.

Instead of allowing some thing to rise up to your face dancing bruce and dan and

other things (2000) was Sehgal’s first piece created specifically for the art institution,

and not as a performance. It has the same elements as a conventional artwork; the

piece has the duration for as long as the institutions opening hours, it has a wall-label

and it is sellable. With Instead of allowing some thing to rise up to your face dancing
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bruce and dan and other things Sehgal also removed himself from thework and started

working by instructing dancers for the piece. The piece indirectly tries to depict the

critical aspects that are involved when one wants to copy or document live art with

material production, but this time Sehgal uses art-historical references.

In 1968 Bruce Naumanmade the videoWall Flower Positions; where the artist filmed

himself in his studio while he performed movements inspired by the Judson Dance

Theater. In the video, the artist makes gestures between the floor and the wall. Sehgal

believes that although Nauman tried to import The Judson Theater’s aesthetics into

the museum through the video camera, he lost the main essence of the dance group’s

work with that action. Live art is about the piece being produced and dissolved at the

same time. You make a movement, and then it’s gone, and the only thing left is the

memory of the participants or spectators. Bymaterially fixing themovements through

the video camera, Sehgal believes that Nauman loses both the gestural and ephemeral

significance of these movements.

In 1970, Dan Graham produced the piece Roll, in which he intended to comment on

Nauman’sWall Flower Positions, specifically how Nauman had not reflected on his use

of the camera in the video. Graham includes the video camera and its role as a part of

the artwork. Roll is a double projection, where one film depicts Graham rolling around

in thewoods and the other film showswhat Grahamhimself is filmingwhile he is rolling.

In Instead of allowing some thing to rise up to your face dancing bruce and dan and

other things (2000), Sehgal takes part in this game of retelling Judson Dance Theater’s

movements, that Nauman and Graham had started. Sehgal also intended to import the

two artists practices into the museum, including their particular use of video camera

and, at the same time, without using any form of material production himself. Instead

of allowing some thing to rise up to your face dancing bruce and dan and other things

involved a person installed in the museum, in the corner of two walls. The person who

performed Sehgal’s instructions combined the three artworks together throughmove-

ment, so that the work continuously produced and dissolved at the same time. In this

work, Sehgal showed the possibilities that lie in the use of body as amediumwithin the

museum. The body itself becomes a fleeting museum or a temporary archive.

Forme just to put something in themuseum that was not amaterial object was quite

a political act, andmy first piece was just that. I didn’t think of myself as an artist but

when the reactions of the people were really quite strong, I realized they were experi-

encing exactly what the work is about. They were shocked that this was not an object.

Some people even thought it was a puppet or a robot.7

With these works, Sehgal proves that there are alternative ways to present perfor-

mative-basedworks, and other ways to archive, document or retell ephemeral artworks

besides recording, photographing or filming them. Kiss (2006) is another example of

a work where Sehgal used the body as a momentary space to present art. In this piece
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he included two people whoworked closely together. They slowly shifted through iconic

art historical kisses with different motifs, but the same title, Kiss, from amongst oth-

ers Auguste Rodin, Edward Munch, Jeff Koons, Gustav Klimt and Constantin Bran-

cusis. Kiss is normally presented in a large room, where it is possible for the visitor to

walk around, watching the work from different angles.

The Monologues

The political sphere is now less important than the eco-

nomic sphere in creating and producing reality and we,

as consumers, are at our most powerful. That’s why there

are so much advertising, consumers polling and market

research. Now; the museum is a ritual place where citizen-

ship is reflected.8

With the This is… series (2001–) Sehgal’s art practice gradually shifts from a choreo-

graphic to a conversational one. Within this series, his interpreters are instructed to

start a dialogue with the visitor which gradually leaves more space and possibilities of

chance between the visitor and the interpreter. The shift that this series marked for

Sehgal’s practice is gradual and happens over a period of years. In the first instances

of This is… , it seems like Sehgal is mainly fascinated by the medium itself, and all the

possibilities that lie within it.

The first conversational pieces of the This is… series also tends to be monologue

based; the interpreter has been given a set of instructions including both choreography

and speech, but these actions rarely invite the visitor into a dialogue. In This is Good

(2001) presented at Galerie JanMot, Brussels, the gallery owner JanMot walked from

his office backwards towards the visitor while talking to himself and making sudden

motions. Each time that a new visitor entered the gallery, the loop repeated. Sehgal

also emphasised other aspects of the institutional system in this series, such as his use

of museum guards. In Selling Out (2002), a museum guard slowly removed his/her

clothing in front of the visitor with motions imported from exotic dancing. In This is

propaganda (2002), amuseum guard started singing a verse of a pop tune when a new

visitor entered the room. In This is so contemporary (2003) three museum guards

jumped around the visitor singing “this is so contemporary, contemporary, contempo-

rary.” These artworks are activated by the visitor, and are therefore also participative

to a certain degree.

Sehgal also incorporates another well-known archetype into an art institutional con-

text: the child. In this context, there are certain expectations on how art pedagogically

relates to children and how they understand art. There are also several unwritten rules
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on how children are to behave around art: walk slowly, talk quietly and do not touch any-

thing, while paying attention to the museum guide and his or her interpretation of the

exhibition. Sehgal does the opposite. In This is About (2003) two children were placed

at Frieze Art Fair in London, representing The Wrong Gallery, and their assignment

was to ask random people visiting the art fair what their opinion of the artwork they

are looking at was. In This is Right (2003) two children at Frieze Art Fair introduced

five artworks by Sehgal in a sales-pitch style, while figuratively juggling art theoretical

references to the art fair visitor.

The Dialogues

Since 2006, Sehgal’s conversational artworks developed from being monologues to

becoming dialogues that leave more space for chance between the interpreter and the

visitor. The interpreter continues to be instructed, but Sehgal gives him or her more

responsibility in how to engage with the visitor. In This Success/This Failure (2007),

Sehgal installed a school classroomwith pupils in the exhibition space, and challenged

them to play a gamewithoutmaterial objects. The visitor is invited into the games, and

the artwork is re-titled “This success” or “This Failure” depending on if the game with

the visitor is accomplished or not. In This situation (2007), Sehgal intended the visi-

tor to engage in a discussion with five interpreters on an intellectual level. The con-

versation mainly happened within the group of five interpreters, but, while in dis-

cussion, they also asked the visitor “What do you think?”With this work, Sehgal invited

the visitor, in amore involvedmanner than earlier works, into the production of the art-

work. However, as the intellectual level of the conversation was relatively high, there

was a certain visitor demographic who could more easily engage in those discussions

than others.

In This Progress (2006) Sehgal gave the interpreters and visitors evenmore respon-

sibility. In the constructed situation of This Progress, the conversations were meant to

be different with each visitor. The artwork consisted of four people from different gen-

erations; a child, a teenager, an adult and an elderly person. As the visitor entered the

museum exhibition space the child approached him or her, and introduced him- or her-

self with a handshake saying, “This is a work by Tino Sehgal,” and then asked the

visitor if he or she would like to follow the interpreter into the exhibition space. If the

visitor said “yes,” the child lead the way into the next room and asked the visitor “What

is progress?” While the visitor was answering the question, the child leads him or her

through the first bare, stripped white room, where there was a teenager who the child

introduced to the visitor. The child then tried to retell to the teenager the visitor’s

answer with the exact same words he or she had used. The teenager then continues

the conversation with the visitor based on his or her answer, in a challenging manner.
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The visitor had to rethink his or her definition of progress based on the questions

and remarks from the teenager during their walk through different exhibitions rooms.

After a while, the teenager and visitor were interrupted by an adult interpreter with

an opinion about something a bit “off topic” fromwhat the visitor and the teenager had

been talking about. The conversation then carried on between the adult and the visitor,

while they continued the walk through the new exhibition rooms. The dialogue might

have evolved into something more complex at this point than when the visitor first

started answering the question “What is progress?”, and might no longer even be

about “progress” at all. It could as easily be a about concrete or abstract subjects such

as philosophical questions, environmental issues, being heartbroken or the United

Nations, drawing on the different backgrounds, ideas and personality of each inter-

preter and visitor. In themiddle of the discussion, the adult suddenly leaves the visitor,

who for some seconds found him- or herself standing alone. Then an elderly person

approaches the visitor and informs him or her “This is a work by Tino Sehgal,” and

starts telling a story while walking next to the visitor. Every interpreter had a variety

of different stories to tell, andmany of them also improvised. This depended on the con-

nection they made with each visitor and what subjects that have potential to be talked

about. The conversation and the work ended between the visitor and the elderly inter-

preter with a handshake.

Oral Storytelling and the Authentic Experience

There are no closed systems and never have been. The illu-

sion that logic is a closed system has been encouraged by

writing and even more by print.9

It seems that Sehgal and the development of dialogues within his work has changed

his use of control at some level. The work still remains within a constructed situation,

but like This Progress, every visitor leaves with different conversations andmemories,

and therefore also with a different production of the work. The constructed part of the

piece secures the interpreter and also, in a sense, the conversation; it is easier to let go

within a set of rules. Sehgal’s persistent need to resist material documentation does

notmean that the artwork is not documented. The interpreters and the visitor become

different, bodilymuseums for the artwork, and their use of oral storytelling reproduces

the immaterial artwork to other people, who can only grasp an abstract reproduction

of the work before experiencing it themselves. One might even go so far as to under-

stand the interpreter and visitor as the ‘reader’ in Roland Barthes’ sense. Barthes

writes that the reader is the space on which all the quotations that make up writing

are inscribed without any of them being lost: a text’s unity lies not in its origin but in
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its destination.10 The destination within Sehgal’s This Progress, for instance, lies in the

visitor, and how he or she chooses to engage in the work, and, thereafter, how the

visitor chooses to be the reader of the artwork after the experience has ended. But still,

it is problematic to define Sehgal’s experiences as fully participatory, in O’Dell’s sense

of authenticity, since his situations are constructed. There are certain rules that con-

trol the artwork and the way in which it is reproduced.

It may be possible to understand Sehgal’s employment of experience-based artwork

within the art institution in an anti material manner in three different ways:

1. As an artist, Sehgal is fascinated by experience as amedium in art, and explores the

mediums possibilities and boundaries in his practice. A practice like this would rule-

out any critical research of experience as a medium, or any of the other potential

contexts his work could be placed in.

2. Another possible interpretation of Sehgal’s use of control is that the artist investi-

gates the experience medium and its foundation by creating paradoxes and contra-

dictions in his use of it.

3. Sehgal needs to control the use of material reproduction of his artworks, for his art

to maintain its position as a commodity within the art institution.

This text is based on selected material from the thesis The experience and its materiality – Institu-

tional critique, experience economy and oral storytelling in the art practise of Tino Sehgal (2009) at

the Institute of Philosophy, Classics, History of Art and Ideas at the University of Oslo.
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The following text is not a critical text about an exhibition. It is a text that waswritten before the pro-

duction of an exhibition. It accompanies its creation, it indicates a horizon of expectation that

demands nothing other than to be taken down and remodelled.

A Paradigm

The catalogue for Marina Abramovic’s exhibition Seven Easy Pieces1 presents us with

the confrontation between two photographic series: the first series documents the per-

formance Relation in Spacemade by Abramovic and Ulay at the 37th Venice Biennale

in 1976, whilst the other is the front cover of Vogue Italia fromNovember 1998, where

two models are re-enacting this same performance. The similarities between the two

photographs placed as an incipit serve as an assertion of fact: performance would seem

to have entered the domain of the image, this should be noted and performance thought

of from now on as within the system of reproducibility. Re-enactment according to

Abramovic therefore becomes a response to the observation of performance’s reifica-

tion. Abramovic thus turns her back on the defence of an ontology of performance that

is adeptly defined by Peggy Phelan: “performance can’t be saved, recorded, documented

or otherwise participate in the representation of representation […] to the degree that

performance attempts to enter the economy of reproduction it betrays and lessens

the promise of its own ontology.”2 At the price of renouncing its ‘essence’ performance

could integrate into the museum, the only place capable of safeguarding it from the

crimes of the market and from being forgotten. The fundamental value of the works

(their irreproducibility or, more precisely, their autographic form3) is certainly taken

away from them, but this is in order to reveal their usefulness for the regeneration tak-

ing place. They therefore acquire their meaning from the gesture that preserves them

and Abramovic, who a few pages later includes Joan of Arc at the Coronation of King

Charles VII in Reims Cathedral by Ingres, takes on the airs of a saviour. In a triumphant

gesture that spectacularises the exhibition, performance thus enters History. Per-

formance becomes a genre whose canons of creation and reproduction have henceforth

been normalised and institutionalised. In fact, the statement value of Seven Easy Pieces

was asmuch in theway it reanimated theworks as in how it defined a corpus. Altogether

the whole outlines a tradition of performance that has seen itself accompanied by the

institutionalisation of the genre. In the second half of the 2000s, all the significant con-

temporary art museums endowed themselves with departments dedicated to ‘per-

forming arts’ and new ‘media’.

The theoretical debate has therefore focused primarily on themuseification of these

practices. If the Abramovic exhibition is an example of this, we could equally point

to A little bit of History Repeated at the Kunst-Werke, Berlin (2001), the two parts

of A Short History of Performance at Whitechapel Art Gallery, London (2002/2003),
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Another paradigm,
another tradition

Lou Forster
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(area 02)

(area 03)



Marina Abramovic/Ulay, Relation in Space

performance Biennale di Venezia, GiudeccaVenice, Italy, 1976 photo: Jaap de Graaf

1997 image from Vogue by Stephen Meisel
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tables, but cover one another, rippled or bent, even slipping from their support to reveal

themselves to the gaze. Their materiality therefore takes on a determining position

that their referent, Jeff Wall’s photograph A Sudden Gust of Wind (after Hokusai)

(1993) throws light upon.

In fact, Jimmy Robert and Shiho Ishihara are reproducing the movements of the

Katsushika Hokusai figures that Jeff Wall, before them, already brought to life in order

to create his photograph. However, Wall’s reinterpretation focuses primarily on action

(the gust of wind), which de-stabilises the figures and scatters in the air, in a long

ascending diagonal, the leaves of paper which the figure on the right of the original

woodblock print had been holding in his hands. In order to create this effect, Wall made

use of a wind-machine which, from outside the frame, creates the action (the gust of

wind) in which the figures ‘become absorbed’. The leaves fly away, a tree bends and

Wall’s photograph, which takes on the style of a genre painting, makes us forget the

strictly postural aspect of the gestures that he is making his models reproduce. They

are literally possessed by action in an “anti-theatrical” strategy, which Michael Fried

first analysed in the work of Jean-Baptiste-Siméon Chardin,11 before transposing it to

his study of contemporary photography.12 Absorption thus allows us to forget that the

figures are, first and foremost, the object of the gaze, the scene and the photograph

thus acquiring their autonomy.

Conversely, Jimmy Robert’s photographs attempt to give Hokusai’s postures back

their true gesturality. It is in this respect important to note that he collaborated on this

work with a dancer trained byMin Tanaka, a choreographer close to Tatsumi Hijikata,

one of the founders of Butoh. Jimmy Robert indexes (in an utterly anachronistic man-

ner) the gesturality of Hokusai’s figures to a genre of dance which is itself especially

theatrical. Moreover, he displaces the movement from the stage onto printed paper,

which he makes ripple. The arrangement of the images thus recreates the movement

of the bodies (which the folds serve to animate), that of the leaves that are being car-

ried away by the wind (none of the photographs are fixed down) and a continuity with

the impression (in both the metaphorical and technical sense).

For themodernism of Jeff Wall, who interprets Hokusai’s woodblock print as a genre

scene, Jimmy Robert thus substitutes a work with two entry points, or with a double

focus,13 which synchronically plays out in the form of a performance and a photographic

installation. The continuity between the two mediums of these works can be found in

the theatricality that these two arts of the image share, that is performance or dance

and engraving or photography. The performance not only imitates the postures of the

figures in the prints byWall and by Hokusai. Taking the form of a quasi tableau vivant,

it asserts that A Sudden Gust of Wind (after Hokusai) has something of the nature of

choreography, which JimmyRobert’s photographs embody in the installation, allowing

the construction of a new interpretation.
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Re-enact organised by Casco, Utrecht, andMediamatic, Amsterdam (December 2005),

or in the field of dance, the trail-blazing work of the Kunst Quartet (1993–2003). This

question was subsequently extended inasmuch as re-enactment was resituated in rela-

tion to its sociological and anthropological roots. The recreation of performances is

therefore contemplated as a historical paradigm which stems from the spectaculari-

sation of society, understood both in the sense Guy Debord gives it in The Society of the

Spectacle4 and in the more sociological formulation as given by Erving Goffman.5 This

practice is therefore compared to the re-enactment of battles or, to a lesser extent, to

pageants in exhibitions such as Life, OnceMore: Forms of Reenactment in Contemporary

Art at Witte de With, Rotterdam (2005)6 or After the Act: The (Re)presentation of Per-

formance Art atMUMOK, Vienna (2005). The revisionist tendency of these exhibitions

thus turns the question away from the repetition of works. It places the question at the

root of performative practices. Nonetheless, these exhibitions, however critical they

may have been towards the canon established by the exhibitions that preceded them,

still reinforced the establishment of a genre in which performance, event/trace, docu-

mentation/reanimation or re-enactment are articulated.

An Exhibition

Elena Fillipovic’s exhibition at Wiels, The Other Tradition,7 attempts to distance itself

from these loci, exhibiting the work of a dozen or so young artists8 for whom the genre

does not function thus. Her exhibition method asserts a joyful asystematism which

serves to dissipate theworry of seeing the affirmation (after all the rest) of ‘another tra-

dition’. The title serves above all as a repoussoir and the descriptive exhibition text

invokes a perspective of branching out into “dance, esoterism, narration, social work

or strategies of public protest.”

It is possible, however, to note that a certain number of artists who will be exhibit-

ing substitute the tripartite event/trace/recreation with performances that coexist

with the production of autonomous works. These works do not, therefore, give an

account of what has taken place (as documentary photographs or a video recording

do), nor are they traces (props, décor etc.), but are works that correspond to stan-

dard exhibition formats. Tris Vonna-Michell thus builds installations of photographic

archives that find an echo in the stories he recites in a gasping voice, and that mix up

his personal history with the History of art.9 This is equally the case for Jimmy Robert

who recently exhibited twowooden tables covered with photographs at the gallery Art:

Concept,10 a work that will (most probably) be part of The Other Tradition. Even though

they show Jimmy Robert and Shiho Ishihara (a Japanese dancer) in the process of

carrying out relatively complex acrobatic movements, these images do not, however,

document a performance. The photos are neither framed, nor hung, nor pinned to the
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This form of the tableau vivant may be seen to feature equally in other works pre-

sented in The Other Tradition. Ei Arakawa will perhaps bring to life a painting by Silke

Otto-Knapp in a performance that would, therefore, appear to be coupledwith an appro-

priationist gesture. Two more of the artists exhibited, Cesary Bodzianowski and Tino

Sehgal, have already previouslymade use of this form.14 Just like contemporary ‘living

sculptures’15 (to which wemight also compare Sehgal’sKiss and Bodzianowski’sNicht

Berühren Bitte), tableaux vivants or dramatic paintings have, since the eighteenth cen-

tury, offered a convergence between two art forms. In the context of theatrical pro-

ductions, famous paintings were brought to life (this took place for the first time with

The Village Betrothal by Jean-Baptiste Greuze in 1761) or else dramatic action increas-

ingly became more static at the most moving moments, eventually ending up ‘becom-

ing a painting’.16 This practice created a considerable stir and flooded the Salons during

the entire second half of the eighteenth century, before giving birth to the first photo-

graphic tableaux vivants. It therefore permits a coming together of dramatic art and

painting that in many ways contradicts the modernist story as according to Michael

Fried, of a progressive autonomisation of painting through anti-theatrical strategies.17

In terms of performance specifically, the tableau vivant also allows us to relativise the

influence generally accorded to Jackson Pollock and action painting in the genesis of

performance…

Another paradigm, another tradition…

Translated from the French by Elizaveta Butakova
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The following texts and images were inspired by a research into chance or luck as an

external, arbitrary force affecting human affairs. Certain personal events fueled an

explicit interest in theworkings of destiny and the dealings of fate. The fact that the god-

dess Fortuna, or Lady Luck if you prefer, both represents fortune and misfortune has

inspired an exploration into subjects as diverse as the capricious nature of human

fate, rituals dedicated to influencing the course of destiny, superstition, self-deception,

delusion, gambling, synchronicity, fortune telling, omen, charms, coincidence andmagic

thinking. It was our joint intention to finds ways to mirror those subjects mentioned

and to create a surrounding constellation to my work, without describing any of the

research’s actual physical outcome—my art or films. The result is not so much a selec-

tion of texts and images that are consciously intertwined and connected, but rather

several branches that each grew from the same stem into different directions. Or to

put it in an other way, this section is an exercise in wishful thinking, where beliefs and

decisions aremade according to what is pleasing to imagine, instead of by appealing to

evidence, rationality or reality.

Gabriel Lester

17.02.2011

Wishful
Thinking
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My Mind
Playing Tricks
on Me

Gabriel Lester

(area 01)

(area 02)

(area 03)
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Never have I been so aware of rhythm, as I walk trough these

nights. It is because of those stray dogs and the absence of func-

tioning streetlights. I am being pursued by glances, whispers and

drifting litter drawn bymy pace. Sometimes a car approaches and

lights up silhouettes of those who come walking towards me or

stand lurking in the dark. Dogs like darkness, I presume. Bought

a bottle of Heineken to protect myself, just in case. It is because

I know how it breaks and cuts and stabs. At least I think I do.

—Tbilisi, Georgia (1995)

My first year as a student of what was called audiovisual arts had passed quite un-

satisfyingly in the spring of 1995. Nine months almost entirely blown on the short-

sighted and uninspired academics of the Saint Joseph art academy in Breda. If not for

the fact that my scholarship had been miscalculated, and I was soon to become the

lucky recipient of sixteen hundred Guilders in back payment, thosemonths would have

felt entirely wasted.

With the prospect of a small fortune soon heading my way, I started to relate to the

restlessness of birds. I observed how, up in the sky, swallows, ducks, geese passed.

Surely this had to be interpreted as an omen,1 and I began to sense a strong urge to

migrate myself. As I awaited the back payment to be deposited on my bank account, I

grew increasingly impatient to leave.2 These were the awakenings of an old eccentric

instinct, partly an expatriate family heritage, partly the soul of a travelling salesman.

To my utter frustration, it took weeks for the money to arrive and I was sure it had

been deliberately delayed.3 Still, there was little I could do but pass the time wondering

wheremy impending travels should takeme. All those days spent waiting became such

torture, that I started suffering from insomnia. At first I had trouble falling asleep, or

slept very lightly, continuously woken by the slightest disturbances until, eventually,

as day by daymy restlessness grew, I could not sleep at all. This was when I first started

hearing voices. Not somuch other people’s voices, but rather different voices of myself 4

as if, subconsciously, I kept reciting fragments of a prayer or spell.

When the money finally arrived, I immediately started packing my belongings into

boxes and bags. Although I was in a hurry to leave, everything had to be packed accord-

ing to a rigid logic.5 Certain items simply did not mix with others. Clothes could be

mixed with books, but books were never to bemixed with appliances or tools, and tools

could never be in the same package as cutlery or shoes. Furthermore, I made sure to

divide my notebooks over several boxes and bags, so as to prevent the different notes

from contaminating each other in my absence.6 At some point, while franticly sorting

and packing, I turned around and knocked over a coat rack, breaking awindow. I cursed
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my fate out loud, hoping to exorcise further accidents. Sounds from outside drifted in,

but I didn’t recognise any of them, neither identifying the noises nor the acoustics of the

street outside. It was as if things had started to fade away, much like I remembered

dreams did in the moments after waking.7 Perhaps part of me had already departed

from that room in Breda.8

Several days later, I foundmyself listening to cassette-tapes in a succession of trains

between Breda, Amsterdam and Groningen. I was deliberately transporting boxes and

bags to separate locations, in order to narrow down my liabilities and spread the risk

of loosing all that I owned at once.9 On my way I visited family and friends, to whom I

announcedmy imminent departure and, although I was not sure where I would travel,

I made sure everybody understood I would soon embark on a spectacular adventure.10

It pleased me tremendously, those solitary, hour-long train rides accompanied by

Thelonious Monk’s Dream suddenly fading into a Bob Dylan song or a frenzied narra-

tive from the Ghetto Boys. There is somethingmagical about cassette tapes; parts of the

recordings will occasionally fade away, invert and then re-surface, as if the sound has

been first put in and then pulled out from a plastic bag. Sometimes, right in the middle

of a song, through the traces of over-dubbing or a tape that has been partially twisted,

fragments of another song or voices would become audible. Occasionally my Walkman

would devour the tape and I would have to surgically remove it from its mechanism.

When re-inserted, every so often, themusic would be played backwards and reveal hid-

den messages and instructions.11

Groningen, where I had grown up and where my parents still lived, is a completely

flat province, making the sky feel endless andweigh disproportionately on the thin sur-

face of clay grasslands. For anybody who visits such endlessly stretched, low-lying

tracts of lands for the first time, it is an overwhelmingly powerful experience. I have

heard people say that it is as if one can almost literally touch the sky. To me it had

become somewhat of the opposite, as if the sky was further out of reach then anywhere

else—with the migrating birds flying over high above, it felt even further away and

created a sickening vertigo.12 As a result I imagined travelling to a country above sea

level, amidst high mountains, but, since I could not set mymind on a destination,13 my

announced journey usually prompted many recommendations, sights and cities. Even

so, I did not want to go where others had been, where friends of friends would greet

me, or where I would feel compelled to walk around with a list of things to do and see.

I wanted to discover new territories. Not only had I identified a perpetual urge to

migrate, I also wanted to be a perpetual pioneer.

For some years the name of Zviad Gamsakhurdia had echoed in my mind. Foreign

names andwords tend to do this tome, sometimes because they sound poetic, like Lau-

rent Desire Kabila or Chiang Kai-shek, and other times because they remind me of

words I frequently use. Gamsakhurdia, the first democratically elected President of the
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Republic of Georgia, reminded me of the Dutch curse Godverdomme, meaning God

damn it. This sounds rather harsh, but to put things in perspective, I do not have any

negative feelings toward good old Zviad, or God for that matter. Nevertheless, it had

become my custom to scream out his name when things went wrong or when I was

unexpectedly disappointed. To be honest, I do not knowwhere I had first picked up the

name Gamsakhurdia; it must have stuck in my mind much like an echo or like a song

that plays on the radio in the morning, which one does not pay any attention to, but

keeps looping in themind all day.14 It was only when he stepped down as president that

year, to give way to Eduard Shevardnadze, that I could put two and two together. Given

that I had been cursing Zviad’s surname all throughout the packing of my belongings,

I took it as a premonition and decided to travel to Georgia. It thrilled me to journey to

a country of which I had seen its president alongsideMikhail Gorbachev somany times.

I was sure some of the Perestroika magic must have rubbed-off on Shevardnadze and

subsequently onto the Republic of Georgia and, who knows, it could rub off onme too?15

To my delight, my destination puzzled people enough not to recommend or advise me.

After obtaining a visa to Georgia at the embassy in Bonn, Germany, I mapped outmy

journey. The civil war in Yugoslavia prevented a straight passage, so I had to circum-

navigate the conflict, via Romania. After calculating the hours of travel, it added up to

a non-stop journey by bus of about one hundred and twenty hours that would lead me

through Germany, Austria, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey. In Istanbul I would

have to change buses to get to Rize, a town on the Black Sea and near to the Georgian

border. FromRize I would have to catch another bus that would takeme past the Geor-

gian harbour of Batumi to the country’s capital Tbilisi, my destination.

Prior tomy departure, I stayed several days and nights in the attic of my cousin Job’s

apartment in Amsterdam. Once a room formeditation, the attic had turned into a stor-

age room with a mattress that had been dropped on the floor to accommodate guests,

usually drunken friends from out of town. Surely, by now, the mattress had become a

cesspool of germs.16 Over the years, several pieces of furniture, lots of bags filled with

clothes and curtains, and the entire paper heritage of a Greek woman who had lived

in the apartment before, had accumulated in the attic. There was also a small shrine,

a leftover from the days when it functioned as a meditation room. On a blue velvet

cloth stood a little statue of Kali and several precious stones, such as a small piece of

amethyst, a smoke quartz, a cut of malachite, some large crystals and a brilliant piece

of opal, known to lure its possessor into strange and unknown realms.17 Both the statue

and the stones were partially covered with incense ash and now looked like scale-model

ruins. The attic smelt like a second-hand store mixed with the scent of burnt incense

and that of deteriorating rodents trapped between the wooden walls. It wasn’t somuch

a stench, but rather a penetrating smell, that had the quality of unnerving me to the

point where I thought I was being poisoned.18 My insomnia had proven persistent and,
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although I did lie down and rest for about eight hours a day, I never really fell asleep,

until eventually, the night before my departure, I fell asleep and was presented with

a vivid dream.

I was lying on my chest in a completely white, snow-covered garden.19 Some light

shone from a square window largely covering one side of a modernistic villa. A white

laced curtain covered the window from the inside. Through it I could see the silhou-

ettes of numerous people who were clearly celebrating something as shreds of conver-

sation, music and laughter filled the air. I wanted to get up from the ground, but could

not move. At some point, from the dark woods behind the villa, a pack of wolves came

running towards me.20 I was startled, panic-stricken, but still unable to move. When

the wolves almost reached me, I managed, with great effort, to raise my right hand in

an attempt to protect myself. One of the wolves, the one leading the pack, bit my hand

and stood over me, my hand locked between his jaws. The other wolves had spread

around me in a circle. I realised that I could only save myself if I could dominate the

leader, so I looked him straight in the eye, focusing all of my energy on my gaze.21 We

stared at each other for some seconds and then the wolf let go and the pack ran off.

I woke up before the alarm had gone off, sat up straight and watched the sun rise

above Amsterdam from my bed. I left the attic carrying my suitcase and a plastic bag

full of snacks and drinks. It was cold outside and I felt like a thief who needed to be

silent22 as I wandered unnecessarily through several streets—for some odd reason, I felt

I needed to make sure I was not being followed.23 I found my bus waiting near the Dia-

mond Center on the Dam, producedmy ticket and chose a comfortable seat inside. Look-

ing around and listening to the chatter in the bus, I noticed that I was surrounded by

motionless Yugoslavs, frail, drawn and battered. It perplexed me to think that they

were not fleeing the war zone, but actually returning to it, as if returning to the scene

of a crime.24

From Amsterdam, the bus drove past Maastricht into Germany. I was so thrilled to

be onmyway thatmy legs became restless and I could not sit still25— Imust have looked

like someone watching a football match, standing up, then sitting down, and I was con-

stantly on the lookout for road signs and advertisements to keep track of my path, in

case I needed to retrace it.26 In Munich I changed to a bus with destination Istanbul.

That same day we passed through most of Austria and part of Hungary. The next day

I remember how the busmade a short stop at a roadside restaurant in Romania, where

I chain smoked a number of cigarettes, before the journey continued over potholes,

cracks and bumps, turning the trip through Bulgaria into a rollercoaster ride. By con-

trast, the highway in Turkey was of excellent quality and that particular stretch of our

journey quite smooth and uninterrupted.

All throughout the journey I had been jumpy and restless, peering outside the win-

dow, mesmerised by the endlessly passing landscape and deeply enjoying being where
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I would soon no longer be. After days of blankly peering outside, I could finally takemy

eyes off the tightrope the horizon had become,27 and, as I looked around inside the bus,

it seemed like the first contact with my fellow travellers. Without being able to exactly

pinpoint how or when, I gradually became apprehensive and suspicious.28 Casual looks

by the strangers surrounding me were clearly an attempt to hypnotize me or read my

mind and, soon after, I started hearing the same voices and sounds that had accompa-

nied my packing and moving.29 Initially, I heard soft whispers and noises, later it

seemed like all the people in the bus addressedme directly, speaking out loud, in Turk-

ish or Georgian. At first I was dumfounded by this dazzling sensation. I suspected that

my fellow passengers were preparing to make a move. I knew for sure they were after

me, when they all raised their hands and simultaneously snapped their fingers30—at

that point I was also convinced the bus had stopped driving and it was the landscape

that continued moving past me.31 I tried to make sense of it all, but as hard as I tried,

I could simply not wrap my mind around anything. All had become incredibly dense,

confused, tied-up in itself and eventually it was just a bunch of tangling, incoherent

fragments chasing throughmymind.32 I remembered the cassette-tapes at the start of

my journey, how much I had enjoyed songs just fusing and how every now and then

through the layer of recorded sound, another layer was audible, or how in between

songs, when it was supposed to be silent, hidden remains would be audible. And I

thought of how it had once been custom to build churches over sights of pagan wor-

ship, how the earth preserved its history in layers and how beneath paintings often

lay other, over-painted works of art. Surely this is how reality was composed, just lay-

ers on top of each other,33 and now I was falling through each of them.

When I woke up, we had finally reached Tbilisi. I got off the bus near the largely glass

State Philharmonic Hall. Right in front of it stands the art symbol of Georgia: TheMuze,

a bronze statue by Merab Berdzenishvilli. I looked up at the grand apparition and,

between her spread arms, she held a string of masks, each with a different a face. She

looked friendly and welcoming, and I politely asked her for help in finding my way. At

that moment it seemed as if she winked at me.34 This inspired the confidence in me

to stop the first sympathetic and educated-looking woman who passed by. The woman,

in her late forties, had an unmistakably friendly face. She seemed on her way to lunch

as I approached her and asked if she spoke English or German. I knew fortune was

smiling upon me,35 when the woman replied that she spoke both languages enough to

make conversation. After explaining that I was looking for an apartment to rent for

a couple of months so I could get to know the city and work on writing a scenario, she

proposed to introduce me to a woman whom she knew had an apartment for rent on

the Shalva Tsintsadze Street near the hippodrome. It turned out to be a descent enough,

one bedroom apartment, overlooking the city. Several small grocery-stands stood in

front of the building and about seven fig trees were scattered around itsmain entrance.
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The old hippodrome, now functioning as a flea market, marked a roundabout where

the street would loop back in the direction of the town centre. It reminded me once

more of the cassette-tapes, and this must have been why I immediately decided to rent

the apartment.

I stayed four months in Georgia, mostly in Tbilisi, but occasionally also at the Black

Sea in Kobuleti, once known as the Soviet equivalent of Cannes. In the daytime I wrote

the greater part of a screenplay entitled Travel Without a Course, a coming-of-age story

about a young man on an endless and delirious odyssey through Eastern and Western

Europe.36 At night I managed to discover Tbilisi. It did not take long to realise that the

country had been largely destroyed and left completely bankrupt. I learned that all

wooden furniture had been burned the winter before, most of the animals in the zoo

had died of malnutrition, the electricity could fall out for days on end and packs of hun-

gry dogs would occasionally attack those who dared to walk the streets at night. Still,

there was a clear sense of optimism to be found amongst the youth of Georgia. Con-

vinced that one had to start from scratch, the country had placed their hopes entirely

on the younger generation, on fresh ideas and new insights. Shops, bars and discothe-

ques started to pop-up everywhere. It was a great experience to be twenty-three years

old and live in a place where youth were left to redefine the world. How different from

where I had grown up, where I felt that the older generation could not stop telling the

young to listen to them and to do as they did.37

One night, as I walked home from one of the nightclubs I had discovered, a pack of

stray dogs came running towards me. I was startled and paralyzed. As I stood there,

nailed to the ground, one of the dogs bit my arm and tried pulling me down onto the

ground. Meanwhile another dog had gotten a hold of my ankle and violently shook his

head in an attempt to rip me apart. I tried frantically to shake both of the dogs loose,

but they would not let go. At one point I saw the lights of a rapidly approaching car.

I tried to pull myself, and the dogs withme, off the street. As I stumbled backwards the

car ran over the dog that had gotten a hold of my ankle. The cry of the dog being run

over scared the other dog enough to let go of me and run off with the pack of dogs. The

car never stopped and I was left in shock, with a broken ankle and a dying dog at my

feet. We both moaned and passed out.

Although some of the events, names and dates mentioned may be based on fact, the

above story itself is entirely fictitious.38
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SYMPTOMS:

1. Delusional Reference – belief that insignificant remarks, events or objects have personal meaning

2. Macrophobia – fear of waiting

3. Paranoia – thoughts heavily influenced by anxiety, fear, irrationality and delusion

4. Psychosis and/or Schizophrenia – loss of contact with reality and/or auditory hallucinations

5. Obsessive-Compulsive Neurosis – neurotic and intrusive thoughts

6. Molysmophobia – an irrational fear of contracting a disease

7. Amnesia – memory disruption or loss

8. Insentience – lack of sensation or consciousness

9. Disposphobia – fear of getting rid of or losing things

10. Grandiose Delusion – belief that one is famous, chosen, omnipotent or otherwise very powerful

11. Schizophrenia – disintegration of thought processes and of emotional responsiveness

12. Acrophobia or Bathophobia – fear of heights or depths

13. Decidophobia – fear of making decisions

14. Earwurm – a portion of a song or other music that repeats compulsively within one's mind

15. Magical Contagion – belief that qualities and properties can be passed on and ‘rub off’

16. Mysophobia – fear of germs

17. Fetishism – attribution of religious or mystical qualities to inanimate objects

18. Osomophobia and Toxiophobia – fear of smells or fear of poisoning

19. Transformation

20. Fear of oneself

21. Psychic awareness

22. Eosophobia – fear of dawn

23. Persecutory Delusion – fear of being followed, harassed, conspired against, spied on, etc.

24. Repetition Desire – compulsive return to trauma (also known as Revictimization)

25. Restless legs syndrome (or Wittmaack-Ekbom syndrome) – irresistible urge to move one's body

26. Agoraphobia – fear of events where escape is impossible

27. Highway hypnosis – to drive great distances with no conscious recollection

28. Anthropohobia – fear of people or being in company

29. See 3 and 4

30. Synchronicity – experiencing two or more causally related events at once

31. Hallucination – perception in the absence of stimulus

32. Cognitive Distortions – exaggerated and irrational thoughts

33. Deception and Assumption – beliefs that are not true or things taken for granted

34. Persecutory Delusion – sensation of being watched

35. See 10

36. Wanderlust – compulsive craving for travel

37. Garascophobia – fear of growing old or aging

38. Pathological Mystification – to intentionally make obscure
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nature of research with the causal,

objective, and verifiable imperatives

of historical writing. When Lester

approached me, I realized how much I

had grown tired of my dependence on

references, my incapacity to let go of

them, to embrace chance. My endless

quests for truth were starting to bore

me. I did not want to repeat myself

again, or return to old terrain, but in

order to shift positions I would need to

suspend my own disbelief.

While reading around fortune and

chance, I happened upon a 1982 lecture

Jacques Derrida gave at the Washington

School of Psychiatry titled “Mes chances.

Au rendez-vous de quelques stéréo-

phonies épicuriennes,” (My Chances/

Mes chances: A Rendez-vous with Some

Epicurean Stereophonies). In this lec-

ture Derrida wonders whether certain

texts fall into our hands by chance. Even

if they do, can’t we interpret them in

such a way that their arrival is no acci-

dent? Haven’t we all had the feeling that

something we’ve read at a particular

moment of our lives—a text we did not

seek out, an author we were unfamiliar

with—was destined just for us? But

aren’t belief in chance and belief in

destiny incompatible?

Derrida reminds us, via a reading of

Freud, that the moment we interpret

chance it ceases to be chance (“to believe

in chance means that all chance means

something—and therefore that there is

no chance”). He shows how, on the level

A Lady wouldn’t flirt with strangers

She’d have a heart, she’d have a soul

A lady wouldn't make little snake eyes at me

When I’ve got my life on this roll.

—Frank Loesser, Guys and Dolls (1950)

Luck

15c. fromM.Du. luc, shortening of gheluc

“happiness, good fortune,” of unknown

origin. Related to M.H.G. g(e)lücke, Ger.

Glück “fortune, good luck.” Perhaps first

borrowed in English as a gambling term.

To luck out “succeed through luck”.

Amer.Eng. colloquial, first attested 1954.

Good luck as a salutation to one setting

off to do something is from 1805.

* * *

Laying Out the Cards

In early 2010, when Gabriel Lester and I

first started discussing the possibility I

would write a text in conjunction with

his exhibition “Suspension of Disbelief,”

at the Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen

in Rotterdam, many things remained to

be defined: the exact venue for the text

was undecided, the title of the exhibition

was not yet confirmed, and I knew very

little about the works he would produce

except that they would be inspired by

his ongoing research into lotteries. I had

already written about Lester’s work

once and was not yet ready to do it

again. So I suggested, projected, I could

investigate the notion of “Lady Luck”

from a female, and potentially feminine,

point of view, without really knowing

what I meant by that. There was just

this intuition and my desire to see if I

could write differently. Luck is gendered

female. Since a woman controls our for-

tunes, it seemed quite likely that the

beliefs and desires she generates must

be gendered too. I began by looking into

superstitions and old wives’ tales and

saw that when women wish for Lady

Luck’s intervention their reasons over-

whelmingly relate to love, childbirth,

family or the home, whereas men call

upon her for success in business or in

battle. None of these concerns com-

pelled me, so I abandoned that aspect

of my research.

For a while now, I’ve been thinking about

the role that chance plays in reading,

researching, and writing. I’ve always

been dismissive of luck, chance, fate,

and destiny and, as such, I have found

it quite difficult to square the aleatory

of experience, anticipation undermines

chance because there can be no sur-

prises when an outcome is expected,

though there can be disappointment

when something anticipated fails to

come to pass. Wishing (for example, my

wishing we would kiss in that hotel cor-

ridor) is distinct from anticipating, and

from moving in a direction that influ-

ences outcome (such as leaning in to

touch lips). Wishing alone allows us to be

taken, sometimes literally, by surprise.

Wishing involves the fundamental

awareness that what you wish for may

never, and is likely never, going to hap-

pen (except in your dreams). The order

and arrangement of fantasies linked to

wishes are perhaps distinct from those

linked to anticipation. In both cases,

however, there is considerable jouis-

sance at stake.

Chance escapes control and opposes

itself to determinism. Chance implies

being open to opportunity, open to risk.

There are potential hazards in that

openness. Believing you are lucky tem-

pers the threat of that risk. Let’s not

forget that Fortune is blind. When I used

to drive in Paris, I would automatically

close my eyes if I accidentally crossed

an intersection on a yellow light. I

didn’t believe I was lucky, but I truly,

irrationally believed that nothing bad

would happen if I couldn’t see what

might happen.

At a foundational level, when we deal

with questions of luck, the suspension of
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disbelief, coincidence, and wishful think-

ing, we are dealing with questions of

trust and faith. We are poking around in

what we believe and how we express

those beliefs. This, in effect, is what I am

trying to do here. So if this collection of

fragments can be said to cohere into a

text, and I am not entirely sure it can,

then I wish for it to cohere into a text

about reading, about reading (not

telling) my own fortune, the fortune

of future texts. How you will interpret

it, I must leave to chance.

* * *

Pars Fortuna

Few of the gods and goddesses of

Ancient Greece and Rome have embed-

ded themselves as persistently and as

durably in the Western popular imagina-

tion as Tyche/Fortuna. Over the course

of many centuries, beliefs in Fortuna’s

divine vagaries have coalesced into thor-

oughly secular understandings of good

and bad luck, with countless shared or

culturally specific superstitions circu-

lating around them. Once worthy of cult

veneration in temples and sanctuaries,

now permanently debased by a too

literal association with the desire for

success symbolized by monetary gain,

these days Fortuna’s lingering yet

evanescent spirit is arguably most fre-

quently appealed to around gambling

tables, racetracks, and lottery drawings,

her lay playgrounds, where chance,

risk and odds reign.

In Western art history, the personifica-

tion of fortune is exclusively female. She

could be renamed according to the par-

ticular needs of an occasion (war and

battle, peace, personal or public good),

but her attributes vary little as she

transformed from the embodiment of

godly retribution for human virtue or

vice during the Middle Ages and the

Renaissance to an image who later

served the more allegorical purpose of

figuratively celebrating human victories

or condemning their failings in numer-

ous paintings up to the late 19th century.

During the Hellenistic era of Ancient

Greece (circa 323–31 BCE), the goddess

Tyche (which means “luck”) was thought

to be either a daughter of the ruler of

Mount Olympus, Zeus, of the sea deities

Oceanus and Tethys, or of the Olympian

gods Hermes and Aphrodite, but she was

also associated with the primordial

Egyptian goddess Isis, mother of magic,

fertility and nature. Tyche was vener-

ated in city cults in order to insure pro-

tection against natural and man-made

hardships and was commonly portrayed

in sumptuously draped robes, with her

gathered tendrils of long hair topped

with a crown of ramparts symbolizing

structural barriers against misfortune.

She frequently bears a cornucopia, the

horn of abundance that is a sign of pros-

perity, and is depicted with a ship’s rud-

der, which helps her to navigate through

the world and human affairs, while dis-

pensing her rewards or punishments.

She is sometimes paired with the god-

dess Nemesis, whose association with

the fair distribution of justice balanced

the erratic nature of Tyche’s bequests.

The latter’s unreliability was most fre-

quently indicated by the presence of an

orb, which could roll this way or that,

beneath her feet. She is also associated

with the three Fates, or Moirae, the trio

of unmarried sister goddesses who were

thought to be present at birth and re-

sponsible for spinning and splicing the

thread of an individual’s existence, and

who are the origin of our colloquial notion

of the childless, unmarried spinster.

Ancient Romans were devoted to

Tyche’s near equivalent, the goddess

Fortuna, who they worshipped in numer-

ous shrines. The most extraordinary of

those was the Sanctuary of Fortuna

Primigena in Praeneste (late 2nd Cen-

tury BCE), an example of Roman Re-

publican concrete architecture and the

largest building in Rome at that time,

whose ruins were discovered after World

War II. This site contained a temple

where acts of divination took place and

has been especially linked, if contro-

versially, to rites pertaining to fertility

and childbirth. Statuary, amulets, and

engraved coins were dedicated to For-

tuna as her reputation as the cause of

turbulence and bounty became increas-

ingly widespread.

During the rise of Christianity and the

repression of pagan religions in Europe

throughout the Middle Ages, the figure

of Fortuna was most frequently por-

trayed with a single attribute, the Rota

Fortunae, a wheel which once spun

determined a person’s fate according

to four stages: Regnabo (I shall reign),

Regno (I reign), Regnavi (I have reigned)

Sum sine regno (I am without a king-

dom). The idea of a temporal progres-

sion in the rising to falling that might be

implied by the unidirectional revolving

of this wheel (as in the move from day-

break to sunset or through four stages of

life—childhood, youth, manhood and old

age), was rendered meaningless by For-

tuna’s capricious touch and her sight-

lessness behind her blindfold (because

of this attribute she can sometimes

confused with Occasio, or Kairos, the

temporal god of chance, of the passing
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instant, who is bald but has a long fore-

lock covering his eyes). Representations

of the wheel of fortune, which were fre-

quent in manuscript illumination and

architecture (and from the 15th century

in the Major Arcana of Tarot decks),

show human beings perched on ledges

on each of these stages. Thus one could

be at the summit of one’s good fortune,

and at an instant, thanks to Fortuna’s

blind rotation, be utterly debased. The

sheer, random, mutability of life em-

blematized by the spinning wheel of for-

tune contrasted sharply with the notion

of a divine destiny, and while Fortuna

was soon placed under the tutelage of

the Christian God, thus neutralizing

her power, she was the only surviving

ancient goddess to have maintained

such metaphorical omniscience in the

eyes of the medieval subject.

Regarding the battle of wills between

mankind and Fortuna, Aby Warburg has

shown that during the Renaissance, the

figure of fortune “functions as an iconic

formula for reconciliation between the

‘medieval’ trust in God and the Renais-

sance trust in self.” Across the centuries,

male authors as wide-ranging as Dante

Aligheri, Boethius, William Shakespeare,

Geoffrey Chaucer, Petrarch, Niccolo

Machiavelli, and John Ruskin, to name

but a few, have confronted this incon-

stant female figure in literary works and

philosophical treatises, opposing her to

virtue which, when cultivated properly

could enable one to escape her vicissi-

tudes. Over time, Fortuna lost favor

as the goddess who gave shape to the

heights of human hope and the depths

of despair, and the term “fortune” was

dissociated in common usage from her.

It nonetheless maintains the dual lin-

guistic function of representing both the

causes and effects of events, which were

previously symbolized in the features

and behaviors of the goddess and the

rewards/fortune bestowed or suffer-

ing/adversity she delivered.

* * *

Christine’s Story

Transformative Encounters with Fortune

J’ay choisie pour toute joye (quelqu’aultre

lait), telle est la moye: Paix, solitude, volum-

taire, Et vie astracte et solitaire.

I have chose for my entire joy (whatever others

may have, this is mine): peace, voluntary soli-

tude, and a retiring, solitary life.

Medieval author Christine de Pizan is

perhaps best known for having written

La Cité des Dames (The Book of the City

of Ladies) in 1405, the first illustrated

history of women, which uses an allegor-

ical encounter with the female figures

Reason, Justice and Rectitude and the

metaphor of city building for its narra-

tive construction. The book set out to

provide recognition for the historical

accomplishments of women and to

combat the misogyny prevalent in

Christine’s times. However, it was her

previous interactions with Fortuna,

described in the verse poem La Muta-

cion de Fortune (The Book of Fortune’s

Transformation, 1403) that initially

enabled Christine to make the decisive

shift from her private persona as wife

and mother to her public persona as

author and historian in the first place.

La Mutacion de Fortune follows on Le

chemin de long estude (The Path of Long

Study, 1402–1403), a text indebted to

Dante’s Divine Comedy, Virgil’s The

Aenied and, above all, Boethius’ Consola-

tion of Philosophy, which she notes she

was reading before she had the dream

she describes in Le chemin de long es-

tude. Le chemin de long estude is nothing

less than the allegorical tale of Chris-

tine’s quest to focus her own life on read-

ing, writing and learning, as her male

counterparts were able to do before her.

In La Mutacion de Fortune, Christine’s

first confronts Fortuna in the preface.

This introductory portion of the text

is autobiographical and recounts her

happy marriage, for which she credits

Fortuna, and her grief at her husband’s

death, which she blames on Fortuna,

who she accuses of envy. Christine’s

husband Etienne was a royal notary;

his death, the death of Christine’s

father, and the death of the French King

Charles V and difficulties gaining access

to her inheritance left Christine solely

responsible for caring for her children

and her mother. In the preface, the wid-

owed Christine is left alone to steer a

ship through a storm toward Fortuna’s

castle, and during this tempestuous jour-

ney Fortuna transforms Christine into

a man. This transformation places her

in the company of men, but also, signifi-

cantly, safely isolates her from their

affection and love. The loss of one form

of female subjectivity, which corre-

sponds temporally with the loss of her

husband, and the adoption of an alterna-

tive form of subjectivity implied by the

gender change permits her to focus all of

her energies on learning and transcrib-

ing what she will learn. Those in search

of romantic love should not look to

Christine de Pizan for guidance.

Upon her arrival on Fortuna’s shores,

Christine enters the castle where she

discovers the universal history of the

world inscribed in text and image on the

walls of a great hall. Christine devotes

the remainder of La Mutacion de
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Fortune to describing what she sees and

recounting this history, which enables

her to consolidate her position as an

actor in the development of historical

interpretations of the past. Christine’s

text traverses past, present and future,

and mixes the genres of autobiography,

myth, and history. She weaves her per-

sonal fate and history at large into an

allegorical verse poem that sets up an

opposition between the notion that For-

tuna determines the course of events

in our lives and in the world and the

notion that individuals, especially

women, have the power to intervene

and alter that course through the work

of reading and writing.

* * *

Artefact #117

A lucky rabbit’s foot

An 8 x 10 black and white photograph

taken by my father with a Nikon F and

developed in his basement darkroom in

Laurence Harbor, New Jersey. The only

extant photograph of the entire family

together: 2 parents, 4 children. The only

extant photograph of my mother at that

age where she is beaming. Judging from

the bareness of the trees and leaves on

the ground, it is late fall or early spring.

Perhaps we are about to move to New

York and this photograph marks that

occasion. If so, it is spring. We are posing

in an odd place, a patch of lawn facing

the driveway, with the Raritan Bay

at our backs. Why did my father com-

pose the photograph so as to leave out

the house?

My older sister is wearing a sweatshirt

with a child’s drawing and scrawled

word “house”. There is no natural re-

semblance between signifier and signi-

fied. My three siblings appear to be

wearing garments with the green and

white New York Jets football team logo.

I am not. They were probably playing

outside, perhaps on the street with the

neighbor kids. I probably was not. My

mother is without a coat or a hat; she

must have been unprepared for this

outdoor shoot.

There is a respectable distance between

each of us; we are not a unit. There is

no touching, with the exception of my

mother’s hands placed on my little

brother’s shoulders (which would ex-

plain her smile). My father, sporting a

tasseled knit cap (I remember this as

being tan in color), is half-hidden by a

bush and there is a smudge of blurriness

at the level of his and my older brother’s

feet. My father’s feet were always a blur:

leaving and returning for indiscriminate

lengths of time, usually without notice.

I grew to distrust and despise chance.

I am standing the furthest from my fam-

ily, in the left foreground. My beloved

grandfather was still alive when this

photograph was taken. That in it I am

still a person who does not yet know

what it means to lose him is the photo-

graph’s only true raison d’être. At this

age, I had already been reading for at

least five years. I look as big or bigger

than my older siblings. This is an illu-

sion. They taught me how to read. I am

wearing hand-me-down pants with em-

broidered cuffs and a hooded sweatshirt

(I am wearing a similar sweatshirt

today, some three decades later).

When my father developed this photo-

graph, I remember being mortified

because it looks as if I have my finger

up my nose. But with my father there

was no use protesting when it came to

reasons of vanity. In truth, my finger is

not up my nose. I am surreptitiously

holding up a “lucky” rabbit’s foot key-

chain. I want to proudly display this

rabbit’s foot, but because I have stolen

it from a classmate I know I should con-

ceal it from my family, especially my sis-

ter, who despises me. With my rabbit’s

foot I’m like one of Charcot’s hysterics,

as described by Freud, simultaneously

tearing off her robes and pulling them

back on—could this rabbit’s foot be the

origin of my hysteria? Wishful thinking.

My eyes are scrunched and my smile is

more like a grimace. It clearly does not

occur to me that my illicit possession of

this stolen object will be recorded in the

photograph. When it is discovered, I lie.

I really don’t believe in luck, and I did

not steal the rabbit’s foot to acquire luck.

I am just plagued with an irrepressible

desire to have what other people have.

* * *

Madame Ariane

Second Courtyard on the Left

He who asks fortune-tellers the future

unwittingly forfeits an inner intimation

of coming events that is a thousand

times more exact than anything they

may say. He is impelled by inertia,

rather than curiosity, and nothing is

more unlike the submissive apathy with

which he hears his fate revealed than

the alert dexterity with which the man

of courage lays hands on the future. For

presence of mind is an extract of the

future, and precise awareness of the

presentmoment is more decisive than

foreknowledge of the most distant events

(…) To turn the threatening future into

a fulfilled “now,” the only desirable tele-

pathic miracle is a work of bodily pres-

ence of mind. (My italics)

Walter Benjamin, One Way Street (dedi-

cated to Asja Lacis, written 1923–26,

published 1928)

* * *
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Artefact # 246 A Green Wallet

For a very long time, even after I moved

to France, I used a wallet that once

belonged to my late maternal grand-

mother. She gave it to me after much

begging and pleading. It must date from

the late 1960s or early 1970s. It is a

small Kelly-green leather wallet, known

as a “tri-partite French purse,” which

reveals a slot for bills and two for cards

when horizontally unfolded. It has a

built-in change purse with a brass clasp

that snaps brightly when you close it, as

if it is content to have secured its coins.

The folded wallet fits neatly in my hand;

I can touch my thumb to my ring finger

when I hold it. It is made for dollars and

I stuffed oversized foreign bills into it for

so many years that the leather split. I

clumsily stitched up the tear and contin-

ued to use it, despite its impracticality.

My wallet is Princess Gardner brand. It

has a pale green silk moiré lining, and

the exterior was once festooned with an

embroidered and embossed tulip, out-

lined in gold, with pointed petals tipped

in royal blue. The blue has started to

wear off. I remember the wallet came

with a matching, folding key holder,

which had dangling elongated u-shaped

fasteners. I didn’t have any keys of my

own when I inherited the wallet, so I

don’t know what happened to its pen-

dant accessory.

Princess Gardner leather goods were the

choice for the women of the family—at

least the one’s I knew “well”: my mother,

mother’s mother, my grandmother’s

sisters, and my great-grandmother.

My great-grandmother spoke Polish

and I never saw her with money

(pieniadze), even though she had been

a widow since before I was born and so

must have been managing her own

finances for some time.

Buried under the coins in all of those

Princess Gardner wallets was what the

women of the family called a “money

bean”. It was equally tucked in the wal-

lets at the bottom of their pocketbooks

and the wallets that lay boxed and dor-

mant among the mysterious treasures

kept in their top dresser drawers (which

I endlessly, transgressively, explored).

The purpose of the “money bean”, in

reality a dried black-eyed pea, was to

insure that you would always have

money in your purse.

I thought this was ludicrous, but went

along with them and kept the bean that

my grandmother had put in this wallet.

As a gesture of hope (or of desperation?),

my mother always kept at least three or

four “money beans” in her wallet; she

might still do today.

The superstitions linking legumes to

money have ancient roots and are quite

common. In order to encourage prosper-

ity cultures all over the world still eat

some form of legume at the onset of

a new year. I do not know why these

women (and only the women) adopted

the “money bean”. The black-eyed pea is

specifically associated with the Ameri-

can south; our family seat was in New

Jersey. However, thanks to the Internet,

I have learned quite a bit about my

vintage wallet. The style is called the

“Dutch Girl” and Princess Gardner man-

ufactured a matching cigarette case and

lighter in addition to the key holder. A

1962 advertisement for the Princess

Gardner French Purse displays a color-

ful array of small tri-partite purses of a

similar type but not my specific wallet.

The advertisement, which I could have

purchased on E-bay for $9.99 but didn’t,

bears the caption: “Voilà! French purses

by Princess Gardner with a French coin

in every one…Just for luck!’” Each little

purse is shown with a silver French coin

placed just above the clasp. My wallet

no longer contains the “money bean”

but, by sheer coincidence, when I pulled

it out of my top dresser drawer, it con-

tained a French coin. I still have a cov-

etous streak, but I still don’t really

believe in luck.

* * *

The Book of Joan

Seven centuries after Christine de

Pizan’s La Mutacion de Fortune, Joan

Didion published the The Year of Magical

Thinking. It is a book born out of pro-

found grief written by a canonical writer

who had been told in childhood that

when things got rough she should turn

to books, “go to the literature.”

The Year of Magical Thinking opens:

Life changes fast.

Life changes in the instant.

You sit down to dinner and

life as you know it ends.

The question of self pity.

Those were the first words I wrote

after it happened.

Joan Didion’s husband and fellow writer

John Gregory Dunne died at the dinner

table in August 2003, after the couple

had returned from a visit to their daugh-

ter Quintana Roo, who had been hospi-

talized due to complications from

pneumonia. While we accompany Didion

as she does her work of mourning in

The Year of Magical Thinking, we follow

Quintana’s story as well—her repeated
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stays in the hospital, her brief recoveries.

Didion’s instances of magical thinking

revolve around the need to prepare for

John’s eventual return from the dead.

She examines and dissects these magi-

cal thoughts dispassionately. Her public

acknowledgment of his death does not

dispel her incapacity to believe him gone.

Magical thoughts are thoughts in the

present: “if I do x, then y will happen.”

They do not traffic in regret: “if only I

had only done x, then y would never

have happened.”

Shortly after Didion submitted The Year

of Magical Thinking for publication in

2005, Quintana succumbed to pancre-

atitis and she died too. Didion writes of

madness remotely, as if from a great dis-

tance—the miles travelled by someone

who has visited that land and wants

never to return. She has exhausted grief

as a trope; she has squeezed it dry. Quin-

tana is alive when the memoir ends; she

is dead when it is published. This com-

pacting of loss upon loss, grief upon

grief is breathtaking.

Didion described writing The Year of

Magical Thinking as a release, like “sit-

ting down and crying.” You are left won-

dering what magical thoughts, what

rituals Didion can possibly invent to

cope with the second loss. Then you see

she adapted the book into a play. The

book is not lush, and though it does not

seem possible, the play is still more arid.

Even though you anticipate it, because

you’ve read the commentaries, you know

the outcome, Quintana’s death occurs

late in the play like an unwelcome breach

of the original version. Didion writes:

“I did not want the year after either of

them died to end.” Nothing since.

* * *

Artefact # 134 Private Medical File:

Comité lymphome 27/07/2006

This document, which is in French,

reads:

Médecins présent:

Drs MATHIOT – FOURQUET

SERVOIS – ARNAUD – SALHI

Monsieur X. (hereafter, “the artist”),

patient inclu dans le protocole PRIMA

pour traitement d’un lymphome follicu-

laire de forte masse tumorale avec au

diagnostic initial multiples hyperfixa-

tions sus-claviculaires, axillaires, peli-

viennes et osseuses et surtout une

masse coelio-mésentérique que l’on

ré-estime à ce jour à 87 x 55 mm.

Le dernier scanner est à nouveau

visualisé.

La masse mesure 70 x 30 mm.

Il s’agit pour l’instant d’une réponse

d’environ 50 %.

On poursuit le traitement tel qu’il a été

prévu initialement.

Everything changed over the course

of three days in March. The artist had

an initial set of medical exams, blood

tests and x-rays. The x-rays showed no

pathologies, despite the presence of

worrying lumps beneath the clavicle.

There were no other symptoms, he felt

perfectly fine. We left the clinic and

decided to eat lunch on the terrace of

Le Relais Odéon. We ordered a bottle of

Burgundy. It was chilly but the sun was

warming enough. We were giddy, in the

way that you are after a great fear has

been dispelled, and we kept festively

clinking our glasses together. The Eng-

lish people at the table next to ours

asked what we were celebrating and we

told them: “We are celebrating that he

does not have lung cancer.” They clinked

their glasses against ours. We ignored

the enlarged spleen. I was still hoping,

with no rational cause, that he had “Cat

Scratch Fever,” which presents similar

symptoms. Two days and more tests

later a CAT scan was ordered. After the

scan was over, the doctor called the

artist into the antechamber facing the

scanner. One usually waits for scan

results. I followed. The exchange, which

took place in French, lasted no more

than a minute:

Doctor: Have you ever heard of non-

Hodgkin’s lymphoma?

Artist: No.

Doctor: Well, from the other tests and

now the scan, it appears that’s what

you have.

Artist: …

Doctor: You have to start treatment now.

I’d say your chances of success are about

50/50.

Probabilities. We never mentioned them

to each other again. Treatment was

successful.

On occasions like these, where denial

quickly ceases to be an option, it is
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comforting to seek the order in things.

The thought of luck playing any role

whatsoever leads the mind toward

chaos. For the three years the artist

underwent treatment. While he was

busy beating those odds with his medical

team, two anecdotes preoccupied me:

1) When my previous relationship with

THE WRITER was disintegrating, to my

great incomprehension and dismay—

we had only just started! we were so in

love!—he told me about a book he had

once read in which the male main char-

acter is stricken with cancer. THE

WRITER identified with this main char-

acter, he said, because he felt assailed by

my presence in HIS house in much the

same way this male main character felt

his wife’s presence was intruding on him

dealing with HIS cancer. My mere prox-

imity interfered with the progress he

was making in WRITING his novel. My

presence caused THE WRITER to suffer.

He repeated, several times in case I

didn’t get it: “Don’t you see? It was

HIS cancer!”

2) Around the time the family photo-

graph (Artefact 117) was taken, I par-

ticipated in an assembly honoring

famous and accomplished women (a

kind of proto-Women’s Day) at my

school. The older girls, probably 5th or

6th graders, since we were in middle

school, opened this assembly with a

speech about the Equal Rights Amend-

ment and a call to “burn your bra!”

(ironically, since we were all quite too

small to be wearing bras). My presenta-

tion was dedicated to Marie Curie and

her discovery of radioactivity. I chose her

because she was Polish and French, not

American, and because I wanted to be a

scientist too. I was very proud to speak

about her on stage, not nervous at all.

Stage 4 out of 4 at age 45 with a 50%

chance of seeing 46. There was no com-

fort to be found in focusing on probabili-

ties. Both my parents had cancer and

recovered. The artist’s parents both

died of cancer. That’s still 50/50.

I was the one who called our friends to

announce the news. I did this calmly.

Yet, all the while preparing for it, I did

not think he would die. This is not

because I am optimistic (I am a deeply

skeptical person) or because we trusted

the doctors, which we did. I knew he

would live for one reason only and that

was because he was under treatment at

the Institut Pierre et Marie Curie. I had

paid homage to Madame Curie as a child

so she was absolutely on my side. Noth-

ing bad could happen, but everything

depended on that proper name.

As if to strengthen this spurious magic, I

interpreted THE WRITER’s proprietary

warning retrospectively as a portent.

The artist had to be treated at the Curie

Institute and I had to integrate that it

was HIS cancer at all costs. I did not

interfere. I bought books about the

artist’s illness and read them on the sly.

I did not report to him what I learned

about his chances for remission and

relapse. I never accompanied the artist

to chemotherapy. In fact, I only went to

his appointments when I was explicitly

asked. I did not allow my fears or emo-

tions to intrude. I stood quietly by.

I waited. I held him. I believed then that

these two magical thoughts would work

together to clear the space for healing.

And I believe now that they did. I still

don’t believe in luck, but I do believe in

second chances.

* * *

Determinism – Chance–and

Superstitious Beliefs

I do not believe that an occurrence in

which my mental life takes no part can

teach me anything hidden concerning

the future shaping of reality; but I do

believe that an unintentional manifesta-

tion of my own mental activity surely

contains something concealed which

belongs only to my mental life—that is,

I believe in outer (real) chance, but not

in inner (psychic) accidents. With the

superstitious person the case is

reversed: he knows nothing of the

motive of his chance and faulty actions,

he believes in the existence of psychic

contingencies; he is therefore inclined to

attribute meaning to external chance,

which manifests itself in actual occur-

rence, and to see in the accident a means

of expression for something hidden out-

side of him. There are two differences

between me and the superstitious per-

son: first, he projects the motive to the

outside, while I look for it in myself;

second, he explains the accident by an

event which I trace to a thought. What

he considers hidden corresponds to the

unconscious with me and the compul-

sion not to let chance pass as chance but

to explain it as common to both of us.

Sigmund Freud, The Psychopathology of

Everyday Life, 1914
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I often wondered what Consuelo feared. She smoked a pack a day and never thought of

quitting. She rarely noticed how quickly she drove. I’m not sure she ever saw a doctor.

She slept with every availableman she knew, but didn’t worry about STDs or emotional

entanglements. (And avoided both, apparently.) She wasn’t confrontational, but could

walk through a bad neighborhood in a bad city at a bad time of day unaccompanied and

without notice. All this fearlessness wasn’t reckless, not exactly. For Consuelo, fear was

something to be courted, invited home for the evening, entertained, then trapped. An

inspection would follow, and when she was finished, her reports written up, she would

seal fear away where it might live or die, boxed up underground, quarantined.

Consuelo traveled constantly. It started the usual way: exchange programs in col-

lege, traveling to openings as her work became popular, pleasure trips as her work

began to sell. Europe, Asia, South America, large cities, small cities, nowhere places, bi-

planes over mountains, road trips through deserts. As time went on, as the trips got

more frequent, they also got more dangerous, more extreme. Remoteness was an end

in itself. In the last year, she managed to get to Algiers, then Mogadishu. What started

with virgin beaches was ending in failed states. These were voluntary trips, not the idle

wanderings of a middle-aged woman looking for a thrill—she knew she could easily

become a buried story about a murdered expat.

Unlike Consuelo, I’m afraid of flying. Even after fifteen years of hundreds of thou-

sands of air miles, I can’t help but grab the seat whenever the plane is disturbed by tur-

bulence. I did this on the last flight to see Consuelo, and I did it on every other flight of

my adult life. I wasn’t always like this; when I was a child, I had no problemwith flying.

When I was a child, I flew like an adult, but now, as an adult, I fly like a child, all panic

cries. When I first started flying, age seven, I understood everything aroundme—even

more, I trusted it. From the first day I began my crisscrossing of the country among

five or six American states, I fit into the flow of bag scanners and check-in desks and

seatbelt signs and drink carts. There wasn’t amoment of fear. Andwhywould there be?

By nine or ten, I already knew the odds: I already knew flying was safer than driving;

I already knew the food had a greater chance of killing me than the plane. My father

reassured me before my second or third flight, without any prompting from me, this

was the safest form of travel in the world. To me, “in the world” made the statement

even more impressive. It was safer than walking, I thought. But I wasn’t ignorant of

plane crashes. Bad things could happen, I knew, and if one watched television news, as

I did when I was a child, bad things often did happen. I remember thinking, around age

ten, as I watched images of a burning tarmac from aMidwestern airstrip: someone had

to be among the smoking metal on the tarmac. Someone like me, a little girl, was burn-

ing on the tarmac. She thought like me before she got on the plane; she knew the same

odds I know. She got that same speech from her father before their family combusted

into the woods.
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Consuelo’s
Medusa

John Menick
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my brow, but decided it would be better not too. Better to sleep. Sleep, a soft death,

might putme through the next couple of hours. I closedmy eyes and handledmy pock-

eted horse. It was always with me, the horse, always in the same pocket, its black col-

oring grayed by hundreds of hours of sweat. Outside of a plane, I never sweated; inside

of a flight, it was all I could do. I was a hydratingmachine the entire time: sweat, drink,

pee, sweat, drink, pee. Consuelo should see me now, I thought.

In three hours, she would be waiting for me at the airport. She usually picked me up

so I wouldn’t have to bother with long cab lines. She always brought a sign withmy last

name written on it in all-caps, which at first I thought was a joke, but she never found

strange. The first time she pickedme up, five years ago, she didn’t say hello; instead she

tookmy bag and said she had something to showme. I thought she meant she had new

work to showme—I was there for a studio visit—but whenwe arrived at her apartment

after a quick stop at the hotel for lunch, I found her studio was empty except for a table,

some half-finished drawings and a television set on top of a boxy VCR. She said she had

a tape shewantedme to watch; she always had it, but found it again thismorning. It was

thenwhen I saw the footage of the tribesmen on the plane. I called it a documentary, but

it wasn’t—isn’t, if she still has it. It was a compilation tape of footage friends of her had

shot in the Amazon during the 1980s. Spending most of a year there, the filmmakers

worked with three or four different tribes on a grant from a local NGO. Internal argu-

ments among the group, a political collective, prevented it from finishing the work, but

the editor compiled the footage on a VHS tape some time in the early 1990s. Consuelo

was given a copy and kept it, never bothering to transfer it to DVD or a digital file. She

told me that the only reason she kept her VHS deck was for this one tape. They formed

a pair, the deck and the tape, an obsolescent couple following Consuelo from apartment

to apartment in her two decades in Mexico City.

Watching the film was guesswork. There was no voice-over, and the footage was

arranged chronologically, which oddly destroyed any sense of narrative. I only remem-

ber two sections of the film: the flying scene, which happened somewhere toward the

beginning of the tape, and a second scene portraying some kind of tribal initiation

ritual. The second scene was more erratic than the first, a jumble of jump cuts, people

standing there and then suddenly not, swaying bodies, something killed, a wild boar

its throat slit, all in videotape colors tending toward green and gray. Without any guid-

ing voice-over, I only had Consuelo’s narration to go by. In the scene we watched to-

gether, a priest wore a mask with large slanting eyes and a mouth of six-inch teeth. He

tattooed the young men of the tribe and spread boar’s blood on their bodies. The men

took some kind of a drug, a hallucinogen, and then began convulsing and foaming at the

mouth. I wondered if the ritual was real or something staged for the camera crew. But

it had to be real, because who would put themselves through something so brutal in

order to trick first-time filmmakers?
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I remember the flight that changed everything: I was twenty-one; it was my first

transatlantic flight to Europe, Lufthansa to Frankfurt and then to Berlin, a trip I now

fly two times a year. That first flight, overnight, was seven hours of panic sweats and

morbid fixations. Nothing was wrong with the flight itself—it was a model of Germanic

responsibility and precision— I was the problem. My boyfriend at the time was with

me; hemade the tripmany times already, having lived in Berlin with every other Amer-

ican art student that fled for cheaper rents and worse weather. He was understanding,

holdingmy hand and blanketingmy legs, but I could hear his silent judgment. Who was

this girl? Doesn’t she know this the safest form of travel in the world? Yes, I knew it. I

knew it when I was seven and when I was eight and when I was twenty. But on that

flight to Berlin, I forgot, and I haven’t remembered it since.

A couple of years after the Lufthansa flight, duringmy first summer studio visit with

Consuelo, she showedme a documentary in which a group of tribesmen are taken on a

plane ride. Most of what I saw was shot on a six-seat, single-engine plane— the kind

that go down, I thought—used by somemissionaries to carry supplies to isolated areas

of the Amazon. Before boarding, the four tribesmen ran their fingertips over the plane’s

rivets, not in fascination, but with absentmindedness, as if theywere reassuring a sleep-

ing pet of their presence. After the flight took off, the tribesmen took no interest in

being airborne. Their eyes showed neither wonder nor fear. The four of five of them,

tattooed and loinclothed, sat still the entire ride, or at least the portion of the ride

included by the documentarians, looking bored, occasionally staring out thewindow, but

without any curiosity, four empty vessels of disinterest. Forme, their reaction was dis-

appointing. I looked for myself in them; I thought that, like me, they would fly as new-

borns, full of anxious non-understanding. But they were like all of the passengers

surrounding me now: resigned to wait out their airborne hours, unmoved, if not pleas-

antly bored.

I wasmidway to Consuelo now, two hours into another flight to her studio, Delta 481

JFK to MEX nonstop, a trip I took often enough to make some of the stewards more

than strangers. The plane shook, causing glasses on the drink cart to clank. The stew-

ard at the rear of the cart, a middle-aged womanwith a bob cut, steadied herself on the

corner of my neighbor’s seat, and the steward at the front of the cart, one I never saw

before, pointed at me. I raised my hand to indicate I didn’t want a drink, but I was also

indicating that they didn’t have to worry about me; I wasn’t one of those fliers who

would have a panic attack at thirty thousand feet. I lowered my hand and put it in my

pocket, the right suit-jacket pocket, grabbing the tiny plastic horse I kept there, and

pushed its head into my palm. The woman onmy left looked at me. She crossed herself

before we took off—I thought she was a fellow nervous flier—but now she was search-

ing my face for signs of anxiety. She wanted to know if I was the one that was going to

cause an emergency landing somewhere inmid-flight. I thought to wipe the sweat from
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always outside of ourselves. But Medusa saw herself being killed in Perseus’ shield. At

the moment she saw herself, she died.

When flying, I pictured my own death at least three or four times an hour. I could

hear the bang from the engine, and then the plane would tilt, ejecting passengers

against the ceiling. Or the whole plane would break up and we all scatter into the open

air. Except it isn’t air up there—notmuch, anyway. It would probably freeze us instantly,

whatever kind of atmosphere it is. I wouldn’t feel anything. One minute I’m playing

with the horse in my pocket, and the next minute I’m nothing.

After we looked at the Medusa pictures, Consuelo brought me to her computer. She

showed me clips from films, mostly digitized excerpts from TV journalism and docu-

mentaries—short things, nothing lasting longer than twominutes. The first was black-

and-white and ran without a cut. Consuelo extracted it from a long documentary about

a labor uprising inMexico. The clip beganwith protesters, students and teachersmostly,

running from an approaching line of soldiers. The cameraman, shooting on a Bolex,

would steady a shot of the street, film for a few seconds, and thenmove in closer to the

line of soldiers and tanks. A sound recordist was tethered to the camera by a long cord;

the two moved in staggered unison, the cameraman then the recordist, the camera-

man in the lead, the recordist off to the left or right. On the soundtrack I could hear the

crackle of gunfire and the undecipherable mutterings of the cameraman and the

recordist. The cameraman, Bolex still running, turned the corner and faced the line of

military men and tanks. The camera dropped to the ground—the tanks on the right

edge of the frame, the military men running toward the camera. There was no visible

cause and effect between the soldiers and the falling camera. It was as if taking the image

of the soldiers and the tanks caused the camera to fall, striking the cameraman dead.

More clips: a woman in the Midwest photographing a descending twister; an armed

father interrupting a family birthday party; a photographer snapping a portrait of a

leopard in a wildlife preserve. Each clip ended the sameway: themoment the thing was

seen—the storm, the animal, the father—the photographer was killed instantly. The

cameraperson was always silent at the moment of death; there were no screams, no

groans, just the giving in to gravity.

I asked Consuelo what she was going to do with the clips. She shrugged. She said she

couldn’t do anything with them. For her, every detail was perfect in the videos; she

couldn’t add or subtract anything. She said that they were some crazy act of creation

in themselves, and then she asked if I knew what she meant. I didn’t know what she

meant—all I knew was I couldn’t watch any more. There was no way I could show any

of this at the gallery.

There was still an hour left to my flight when I woke up. I managed a half hour of

sleep—it wasn’t enough, but I couldn’t try for more. That visit to Consuelo did end in a

show, the first of three we did in NewYork, the best of the three, the one all of her other
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The man in the background caught my eye immediately. He was lying on his side,

his back to the camera and the ritual. He seemed dead, although he could have been

unconscious. Consuelo told me the man saw the mask before it was prepared. I wasn’t

sure what this meant. She said the man was in the priest’s house the night before—no

one knew how or why, maybe he snuck in—either way, he was not supposed to be there.

Backstage, with the priest gone, he saw the mask, the one with the teeth and the eyes,

sitting there on the floor, now just a piece of painted wood facedown in the dirt. Consuelo

didn’t know how thismanwas discovered, but he was, and two guards, the priest’s men,

immediately held him until morning. It was unclear whether this man knew whether

to see the mask outside of the context of the ritual was forbidden. It was also unclear

whether his murder was real or symbolic. Either way, the body was there from the

beginning of the ritual, having been placed there by the priest’s two guards. He was

either dead or heavily drugged, I decided. Toward the end of the scene, one of the men,

affected by the drug, began kicking the body in the legs and abdomen, and the body just

slumped over as if made of rubber. The drugged initiate kept up his kicking until another

initiate pulled him away. The body didn’t move and I thought about revisingmy theory.

Thismanwas clearly dead, though I didn’t want him to be. I decided to watch something

else in the room, something just to the right of the monitor, it was probably something

outside of the studio’s window, the neighboring hotel, most likely.

The scene quickly changed to some men in a boat going downriver. Consuelo turned

off the tape and stood, apologizing, not for the violence, but for turning off the tape. She

broughtme to some pictures she taped to her wall. They were pictures of Medusa: stills

of Medusa from films, some 1980s pornography with a woman made up like Medusa,

reproductions of classical paintings, two photos of Greek vases. Lower down the wall

were some Versace ads, three, withmodels standing in front of gray backdrops. I asked

her about the Versaces, and she pointed to the logo—aMedusa. I never noticed the logo,

as I never notice any logos anymore, despite being a former design student, or maybe

because I was a former design student who decided to blind herself to capital’s holy

icons. The Versace logo’s head, if you take the time to look, has no snakes, because—as

Consuelo told me—for the Greeks, Medusa didn’t have snakes. They were added later,

by the Romans, by Ovid. I hadn’t read Ovid, and I’m not sure Consuelo did, but I trusted

her when she said this, as I trusted most of what Consuelo told me. One Roman guy

changed the story, and that’s why we think of snakes, she said. Everything else was

the same, more or less: the turning to stone, the shield, the invisibility cap. Consuelo

said: Versace’s Medusa is very beautiful— look at her—she looks like some Italian

model. For the Greeks shewas amonster. Her ugliness is what froze you, not her beauty.

Either way, it’s the same result. Medusa saw the one thing we can’t see, Consuelo con-

tinued, patting her pockets for a cigarette. Medusa saw her own death. We can imagine

our own death, of course, but it’s not quite right. It’s not ourselves we imagine. We’re
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pletely accepted. This little skeleton—a woman, most likely—was the patron saint of

death; someone to whom drug dealers, the dissolute, the poor, all prayed.

A girl appeared from a door behind the stand holding a sandwich. She sat down and

began eating, ignoring us both. Consuelo grabbed my arm again, leaving the girl with

her sandwich and her little deaths, walking through the market, mostly glancing at

things I didn’t understand. It was a “witchcraftmarket,” Consuelo toldme. Aswewalked,

I saw it wasmade up of hundreds of small stalls enclosed in plastic tarps andmakeshift

drywall. Alongside more skeleton figurines, vendors sold mounds of incenses and

spices, each carefully labeled; rows of blushing ceramic pigs; jars of skin creams and

lotions; vitrines stacked with candles—all of it the things of infomercials more than

esoterica. Hucksterism prevailed: everything could be swallowed or rubbed or smelled

in order to trigger some impossible effect. Apply the herb to your skin and your child

will heal; light the candle every evening and your fortune will increase. If religion

worked with belief, then these objects worked on there own, not unlike vitamin sup-

plements or antibiotics—no credulity needed.

We walked into a Plexiglas-enclosed booth stocked with various spray cans, each

with a different color and insignia. Theman sitting behind the adjacent counter did not

seem to notice us. Consuelo pointed to one of the cans and asked a question, and the

man, irritated by our question, briefly responded by saying that his sprays were good

for business, and if we had a business, he would recommend buying one. Consuelo said,

yes, we did have a business, which was partly true, and asked if we could try his sprays.

They spoke, the man and Consuelo, trying a spray, trying the next spray, then trying

another—a process I expected would end in Consuelo buying something, but she did

not, and instead she thanked the man and walked me back to the courtyard. The little

girl was still there, finished with her sandwich and joined by her mother. You didn’t

like it, Consuelo said to me. I tried to convince her that I did. She knew I thought there

was something wrong with all of this. She told me that she would like to do something

like this—“this” meaning themarket, I assumed, but she didn’t elaborate, she only took

out her lighter and held it, looking up to see if there was any plastic tarp covering us. I

watched Consuelo put the lighter away and take out her cell phone.

We were back at the same place where we had started: the same table with the skele-

ton figures and the little girl now joined by her mother. They were both wearing light

blue jeans with dark blue inlays, complicated patterning you don’t see much on pants

in the US. On the little girl’s T-shirt was printed a blonde princess, on themother’s, the

name of an American university; definitely mother and daughter, these two, with the

same hair, the same hunched contemplation. The mother turned to look at me, as if I

was about to say something to her. I wasn’t. I gripped the horse in my pocket, pushing

its head into my palm. I waited for the woman to say something to me, but she didn’t;

she just stood and stared, and then lowered her eyes to the ground.
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shows were measured against. Fifteen black metal boxes sat in the gallery, each TIG-

welded closed, each a different height, the shortest a foot tall, the tallest seven feet. The

lights were off in the gallery, and although spots lit each box, the spots were turned low

so that it took one’s eyes a minute to adjust and see the room. One reviewer called it

“funereal,” but I never like the word. Funerals are lit by the bright light of the modern

world. What she put in those boxes, couldn’t be lit by that world. What exactly that was,

Consuelo never told me, but I’d like to think that the objects in those boxes were like

those Medusas I saw a year before, things that could not be looked at, to do so would

bring death. The show sold immediately, and the boxes spread across storage contain-

ers and museum collections and mansions. Consuela made them all in four or five

months and we shipped them at tremendous cost; I think we broke even, just about. It

didn’t matter—Consuelo had a name and amarket, she could continue to work without

distractions for as long as she needed.

At the end of that first studio visit, Consuelo said she wanted to bringme somewhere

that would explain things a little more, and an hour later we were crossing a pedes-

trian overpass downtown. In front of us was a foodmarket housed in a building the size

of an airplane hangar. I had been there before; all I remembered was that my friend

and I got stuck in about a quarter of a mile onions. I told Consuelo about this as we

descended from the overpass, how we couldn’t stop crying as we walked through the

onions, but how none of the men who sold the onions had the same problem. She said

that maybe the market hired men who couldn’t cry, the same way the airport hires

paraplegics to hand out customs forms. She grabbed my hand and wemoved down the

stairs into the crowdwhere people compressed into slowmoving streams, pushing from

the street to the market, from the market to the food stands, from the stands to the

courtyards and alleyways. I let Consuelo leadme through the low rumble of bodies and

language; she would occasionally gesture to a stand or a building. Sometimes I heard

what she said, sometimes not. Wemoved into a passageway between two street stands,

away from the city’s sunlight, where it was dark, concrete and plaster faded with

decades of minimal upkeep. Compared to the street outside, the market was deserted.

The first stand we saw was isolated in a courtyard, a little light coming through the

plastic tarps overhead. Consuelo walked to the stand, an army of robed skeletons fac-

ing us on the table. They were different sizes: some could be hung around the neck; oth-

ers would need a dedicated alcove. Each held a scythe in the right hand, a globe in its

left. Some of the figures were black and white; some were brightly painted. Consuelo

said there was an original, an original figure in a place called Tepito. She said these lit-

tle robed skeletons were the object a folk myth, a cult, one that could go, as she put it,

way back. It was a kind of saint, unofficial, one grown up in, but at odds with, the

Catholic Church. At this Tepito place, near the original shrine, the Church erected a

counter-shrine, one of Jesus, one that was not completely ignored, but also not com-
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Our education leads us to believe that we are autonomous first.

In a way, that is justifiable, but it’s justifiable as a consequence

of mimetic behavior, not as the starting point.

— LUIS JACOB in conversation with the author, May 2010

Luis Jacob’s work Towards a Theory of Impressionist and Expressionist Spectatorship

(2002) shows three children in their early teens interacting with various plaster sculp-

tures created by HenryMoore. Commissioned on the occasion of its centenary celebra-

tions by the Art Gallery of Ontario, in Toronto, this video workwas originally presented

alongside two slide projections of images drawn from the institution’s photographic

archive, depicting museum visitors looking at works of art taken over a period of six

decades. What we see in the work’s final form are two video monitors showing the chil-

dren, sometimes dressed in their own street clothing, and sometimes wearing mono-

chrome, semi-transparent full-body suits, in motion in front of the Moore sculptures

found in themuseum’s permanent collection.We see a playful, improvised, spontaneous

choreography in which the children attempt to imitate the sculptures with their bod-

ies, miming the artworks’ gestures and forms. Their choreography is a bodily approx-

imation and a gestural dialogue with these works, a play with replication, withmoving

in and out, to and fro, exchanging between movement and stasis, similitude and dif-

ference. In all its simplicity, something curious is happening in this exchange: it pro-

duces the strange and uncanny effect of animating the Moore sculptures, the result of

an oscillation between exposure and disguise, between what, in this dialogue between

artwork and body, counts as figure and ground. While watching the work, this rela-

tionship slowly assumes the character of a diagram of proportional symmetry: what one

side loses is the gain of the other side, and vice versa. To the degree that a body becomes

like one of the Moore-sculptures, the sculpture seems to come to life, only to sink back

into its inert stillness at the very moment the bodies unhinge themselves from the

momentarily held postures of similitude and begin to move again. And to the degree

that the abstract sculptures become like the children’s bodies, the latter seem to be

prefigured by the works of art, and to be directed, even commanded, in their gestures

and movements. Everything here is about the morphology of the human body and its

“language”; but a term like “anthropomorphism” appears as an inappropriate reduction

of the very excess of form, and exchange of codes that is happening here. The work

presents us with a scenario where we are both outside and inside “identity.” The very

boundary that delineates identity as distinct has been mobilized and made unstable:

certainty makes place for ambivalence, and ambiguity gives way to a play with possi-

bility, to a movement of opening and closing, negation and affirmation, incorporation

and externalization.
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It is important to note that, as viewers, we occupy a third perspective in relation to

the playful exchange we are looking at; and that our external perspective is only seem-

ingly a safe, distant place to be. The ‘towards’ in the title, Towards a Theory of Impres-

sionist and Expressionist Spectatorship, addresses us, as viewers and interpreters,

drawing us into the work, placing us right there, at the middle, at the Archimedean

point between the impressionist and the expressionist. The work’s title thus suspends

a decision and act of classification into active/passive in terms of which we constantly

carry out our everyday navigation of the world. This ‘towards’ thus potentially draws

our attention to the way in which the distinction ‘active/passive’ is constitutive of our

sense of self, such that without defining what is passive and thus mere “background”,

we could not understand ourselves, in the way we usually do, as “autonomous” self-

sufficient subjects, as the “figure” on whose part all agency and activity rests. The pas-

sive background, in this framework, is like a negative—not-self—that provides the

conditions of possibility through which we emerge as positive selves, who claim all

action as originating within us. It is in such a way, too, that I understand the distinction

between impressionist and the expressionist spectatorship. The canonical distinction

between impressionist (contemplative, non-intentional, passive) and expressionist

(intentional, engaged, active) throws us back onto the fact that in art, there is always

already an uncertainty with regards to just who exactly it is that acts: the work or the

viewer. Works of art are always already placed halfway between subject (active) and

object (passive). Jacob’s work thus alludes to the particular role of art in our societies,

as a place in which an “ontological insecurity” along the active/passive divide is allowed

to a degree impossible or forbidden outside art’s sphere.

By displacing the difference between impressionist and expressionist from the artist

to the spectator, this work de-stabilizes the seemingly obvious self-certainty of just

what spectatorship is. Moreover, it demands that we respond with a theory to such

de-stabilization. I believe that Towards a Theory of Impressionist and Expressionist

Spectatorship points towards a veritable blind spot. As the dialogic relation and pro-

portional symmetry occurring within the video between theMoore sculptures and the

children whomimic them is replicated—extended by another, perpendicular axis, this

time between the video work as a whole and ourselves as its spectators—this blind spot

emerges and comes into focus as the true core of the work. The scenario in the art

gallery is comparable to a mirror, in which we see only one half of ourselves. The miss-

ing half is a blind spot in the very conception of “self”, insofar the latter’s condition of

emergence is to occupy the ‘active’ side of the passive/active divide. Before the art-

work, what we see is the fact that we make; but what we don’t see, and thus don’t rec-

ognize, is just how fundamentally we are alsomade. Conceived as solipsistic, the subject

compulsively fills in with its own self-designs what must otherwise appear to it as a

void; in this very act of filling-in, such a subject reduces to disappearance everything

Luis Jacob, Towards a Theory of Impressionist and Expressionist Spectatorship (2002)

Video (DVD), colour, sound, 51’50” / Courtesy of Birch Libralato, Toronto
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imaginary of mimetic behavior as being regressive, impure, contagious—and of all

mimetic processes as being a conflation of difference, a return to a likewise imaginary

state of animality or nature. Mimetic behavior, from this perspective, must appear as

the outright opposite to “autonomy.” But such a narrative is rife with internal contra-

dictions, for there is literally nothing in the realm of the social and the symbolic—from

play and empathy to the most sedimented social norms—that is not essentially a

mimetic relation. The mimetic order of society is, literally, the blind spot of modern

societies. On a conceptual level, this led to a dualistic conception of the world, in which

the results of mimetic processes were henceforth presented as given products—the

world and the cogito (in Descartes’s famous distinction) were posited from the outset

as being entirely separate, and as only subsequently entering into essentially mean-

ingless relations. The blind spot of all dualistic thinking becomes, in turn, the mutual

origin, the co-constitution of world and self, internal world and external world—and

their continuous reciprocal exchange.

Romanticism repositioned “mimesis” away from representation and its product, and

towards processes of immersion and differentiation whose focus is not production, but

aesthetic reception. The ambivalence at the heart of mimesis was revived, and this is

probably one of the reasons that necessitated the becoming-autonomous of the realm

of art as the legitimate but politically inconsequential domain where such ambivalence

could be socially played out. It is in this context that a second term acquired meaning,

outside the confines of art: mimicry. Made famous in the 19th century by biologists

who studied the mimetic properties of animals and plants, “mimicry” was understood

primarily in terms of camouflage. Culturally, “mimicry” was for the most part used

negatively, as an improper act of imitation, and was thus used to describe inferior and

regressive mimetic behavior, and a non-creative adaptation and assimilation to inert

things (as opposed to persons). If today there remains a significant difference to be

explored between mimesis and mimicry, it can be located in the relation between imi-

tation andmodel. Mimicry is potentially hysterical, inhabiting a slippery ambivalence

close to the grotesque, to carnival and caricature. Its status is profoundly uncertain, for

it contains the possibility of a mimesis that is turned against itself, and thus turns the

“world” (the mimetic orders that characterize all social worlds) upside down. Such

reversal is both spatial and temporal. Mimicry, for instance, is capable of flipping the

relation between figure and ground precisely by conflating them at one moment, and

insisting on their difference at the next, or otherwise by playing on exposure and dis-

guise, appearance and deception in excessive ways (think, for instance, of the genre of

spymovies during the ColdWar). Equally, mimicry invokes a reversal of the linear flow

of time by upsetting the relation between original and copy, in its insistence that one is

the condition of possibility for the other, or simply by swallowing up the original.

What is crucial in the excessive play ofmimicry and camouflage is that it is addressed
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that happens in-between the active/passive divide—namely, the symmetric, relational

co-constitution of subjects and objects in dialogic relationships. Towards a Theory…

calls for a theory, an articulation, of this disappearance, this blind spot. Furthermore,

I believe the work contains an argument: that this blind spot is precisely not a void, but

the actual, and perhaps only true site where autonomy is not phantasmatic, but real.

To understand the misrecognition that characterizes the dominant historical formu-

lation of autonomy addressed here, we need to create a theory called for by the work.

There are, to be sure, many possible ways of thinking through this issue, and there-

fore there exist more than one possible theory or frame of interpretation. Based both

on my own previous preoccupations as well as on a number of conversations with the

artist, I invoke the concepts of mimesis, mimicry, and of amimetic politics. The concept

of mimesis is particularly suited here because of its fundamental ambivalence and com-

plexity, and because of the very concrete and particular histories associated with the

term. Furthermore, there are permanent shifts and turns in the understanding of the

term, which I believe echo, and sometimes mirror, the aesthetic tactics employed by

Luis Jacob in his artistic production.

Historically, “mimesis” has been discussed as the imitation or representation of

nature. Beginning in Plato and Aristotle, this interpretation became consolidated dur-

ing the Renaissance, in a conception of mimesis as amodel of representation, bound to

a relation between a self-identical “original” and its “imitation” or copy. Discussions of

mimesis have thus tended to place the copy as something inferior to the original. How-

ever, outside the Platonian tradition in particular, the termwas articulated with greater

complexity, and referred less to the mimetic product, and more to a mimetic process

that involves the body and all creative expression. This broader understanding of

“mimesis” is typically connected to dance and ideas of the harmonic unity of melody,

rhythm and gesture—as well as to discussions of ritual andmagic, in which themimetic

process is conceived as dynamic and transformational, and potentially open-ended.

The two different strands present in the term “mimesis”make for an ambivalence at the

heart of the concept: mimesis, in all standard definitions, refers to both the process of

imitation or representation, and the product thereof—both arriving at an image, and

the confrontation with it.

The reductionist sense of “mimesis” as amodel of representation became a powerful

conceptual and imaginary tool throughout the history ofmodernity. It served to repress

mimetic behavior; indeed, such repression was the pre-condition for the emergence

of the modern, self-identical Self. Focusing on the mimetic product allowed for the

mimetic process to be contained and marginalized. Ever since, mimetic behavior has

been deemed as belonging to inferior subjectivity, the purported characteristic of sav-

ages, children, women and the insane. Mimetic process emerged as the negative foil

against which the autonomous modern subject could constitute itself, giving rise to an
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to a “third” perspective. Of necessity there is more tomimicry than simply the relation

between an original and a copy, for mimicry is a relation always already enacted in

address to a third party: a spectator. Mimicry thus creates a knowing relation exter-

nal to themimetic relation itself; and this is precisely what allows that which is hidden

and implicit in a social order—hidden because it is obvious and taken for granted—to

become exposed to consciousness and addressed in discourse. Mimicry implies immer-

sion and assimilation to an environment, yes, and in this sense it always strives towards

the conflation of difference. But precisely because of this, mimicry is also the domain

of autonomy as long as autonomy is not (mis-) understood as some ontologically stable

condition, but is recognized as the dynamic ability to reject, and transform, what pres-

ents itself as the givenness of both self and world. The obviousness of the given, the

naturalization of a social order, and the veiling and forgetting required for such natu-

ralization, can be exposed in mimicry at the moment when “background” turns into

“figure”. Mimicry is the privileged tool for reanimating the rigid relation between pas-

sive background (the naturalized “given”) and the active figure of the human(ist) agent,

because it inhabits the Archimedean point of “mimesis”, where original and copymutu-

ally constitute each other as a relation, where the animation of the one depends on the

investment, and structural openness of the other, andwhere identity is always in excess

of itself, that is, constituted in dialogic rapport with all that is non-self. Much of this is

echoed, in HenryMoore’s sculptural figures, in the various ways that the “passive back-

ground” assumes an active, constituting role in creating themass of the figures’ forms.

In Moore’s figures, we often encounter an empty space or gap that separates two dis-

tinct objects that are perceived to constitute one body, or else we encounter a hole

placed at the centre of a single, self-enclosed body. This hole or gap, it seems to me, is

the coming-to-appearance of that non-selfwith which identity constitutes itself in dia-

logic rapport.

Towards a Theory of Impressionist and Expressionist Spectatorship presents an act

of mimicry inside the museum in the form of a choreography, precisely in order to

expose the assimilation of the self-identical subject to its own self-image in a prior,

socially naturalized form of mimicry that forecloses autonomy precisely to the extent

that the subject actively forgets, and represses, its own condition of being assimilated,

mediated andmade. The subject’s act of mimicry prior to the one taking place in the art

gallery thus renders both the subject and its enabling background condition into some-

thing mis-recognized as existing “beyond negotiation”. This is the modality in which

the artwork addresses the blind spot, and transforms it from the void of passivity,

always accompanied by fears of self-obliteration, into the very site of the possibility

of autonomy.

By simple means, Towards a Theory… suspends the forced decision that divides the

world according to active/passive, or subject/object dualisms. At the Archimedean point

Luis Jacob, Towards a Theory of Impressionist and Expressionist Spectatorship (2002)

Video (DVD), colour, sound, 51’50” / Courtesy of Birch Libralato, Toronto
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unforeseeable, transformative tilting-points—those points where copy takes over from

original, or where reduction produces excess, or where giving up one’s identity flips

over into instantaneous enrichment of the self. This is a program that prominently

calls for the need of a secularized understanding of magic and the inconmensurability

of being-in-the-world not petrified by its own fears. Luis Jacob’s practice, I believe, can

thus be characterized as a systematic investigation into the possibility of a mimetic

politics—an aesthetic realism where “realism” refers to the reality of our lived ex-

perience, and its relation to the symbolic maps by which we navigate the world and

“organize” difference.
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of such dichotomies and the boundaries thus drawn, the work opens up the possibility

of a “third” perspective. In this and other works, too, Luis Jacob operates along the

meridian line of dualistic oppositions, opening up and dynamizing the deadlocks that

they induce. His works are, in fact, suspensions of the divide that this meridian point

usuallymarks andmasks, suspensions of either/or decisions. They seek tomove beyond

dichotomies, and beyond the imaginary they gave rise to: in the place of a decision and

borderline, they attempt to open up a time-space, in which form emerges as event—the

event, precisely, of the dynamic, symmetric co-constitution of subject and object that

foregoes all identity and its phantasmatic stability. And crucially, in working along that

meridian line, the artist elaborates and actualizes history—a history at once haunted

by phantasms of pure identity, and, crucially, always in excess of them, incommensu-

rable. Autonomy, Jacob’s works appear to say, can only be articulated in communica-

tion with its excessive histories.

Towards a Theory… articulates an exemplary, paradigmatic artistic program. The

work itself is the breaking up of the logic of static identities and their self-possessed

boundaries; inside the space thus opened, such distinctions as passive/active appear as

the materialization of processes into products. In a world conceptually divided into

passive objects and active subjects, the quest for autonomy always gets caught up in

the logic of double-binds: the human emancipation from nature, for instance, results

only in ever-deeper dependency, and the repression ofmimetic behavior ends up becom-

ing that specter that it used to legitimize the repression in the first place: the conflation

of difference.

The creative labor productive of time-spaces where form is conceived as “event”, fol-

lows entirely different laws. The choreographies of Towards a Theory… take place inside

the artmuseum. On the one hand, there is in the work a clear affirmation of art’s capac-

ity, and privilege, of inducing the opening up of a field of “ontological insecurity” where

artwork and viewer may mimic one another. On the other hand, by putting it to test in

an experimental arrangement, Jacob seems to imply that works of art, too, can die pre-

cisely in the moment when they no longer possess the power to animate and be ani-

mated, when their own form no longer translates into some kind of event. Without a

“theory” of how the event takes place, historically, in the moment of creating its spec-

tators asmuch as being created by them, themuseum risks becoming the paradigmatic

place of Art’s ‘death’, an institutional accomplice in consolidating the enforced blindness

in the eye of the socially “given”.

I wish to suggest that Towards a Theory of Impressionist and Expressionist Specta-

torship presents us with an applied theory of the idea that autonomy is indeed possi-

ble, but only in the act of assuming a third stance through which binary logic can be

suspended and transformed. In so doing, the work suggests that we can conceive of

the blind spot of social orders only by engaging with the magic of mimesis, with its
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Order reigns everywhere.

— LUC BOLTANSKI & EVE CHIAPELLO

Our interest in the work of Luis Jacob—that which makes the work ‘interesting’, and

of course not just for us—lies at the intersection of twomajor strands of curatorial and

art-historical research that have dominated (not just our) thinking around and about

art for the last four to five years or so. One pertains to the so-called ‘historiographic’

impulse—let’s not call it a ‘turn’ just yet, or let’s no longer call it a ‘turn’: all this ‘turn-

ing’ is dizzying us, and always comes with the danger of turning away from art—in

contemporary art. Another concerns the drive towards alternative models of knowl-

edge production and dissemination in and through art. With the historiographic im-

pulse in contemporary art—closely related to, but not identical with, the archival

impulse in art as it was theorised by Hal Foster (and others)1—we simply mean con-

temporary art’s somewhat morbid fascination with the recent (i.e. ‘modern’) past as

some distant land, the archeological remains of which invite a peculiarly fetishistic,

melancholy curiosity; as a largely lifeless landscape—people never figure very promi-

nently in the work of many artists associated with this paradigm: absence and empti-

ness are well-developed characteristics of its depressed aesthetic—amongwhose ruins

it is a great pleasure to roam, proverbial shovel in hand.2 Now, as to the question ofwhy

these strands have been so dominant in recent art, I have argued elsewhere that the

obsessive intensity of this desire for retrospectionwas shaped in large part by the defin-

ing historical events of the first decade of the twenty-first century and the manner in

which these were unilaterally seized upon by (among other parties) the Bush admin-

istration, producing a present—never mind a future!—so thoroughly depressing that

it was in fact perfectly normal (and certainly understandable) for both art and artists,

and for both criticism and curators, to retreat into the past—which very often, in fact,

has been nothing but a rosy fantasy of the past. However, where such retrospections,

revisions and revisitings were performed with sufficient criticality—an attitude that,

by all means, should not be confused with mere antipathy—this shift towards a his-

tory of the just-past, successfully blendedwith a conception of art as research or knowl-

edge production (the second strand of curatorial and art-historical research singled

out above), produced a true knowledge of a lesser-known past rather thanmerely repro-

ducing a rosy (or fantastical) one. At the very crossroads of these two rather recent

research traditions, that of historiography on the one hand and that of research (or

alternatives to ‘research’) as such on the other, then, some of the last decade’s best art

has been produced.

Luis Jacob was born in 1971, which makes him just one year older than me; we are

both children of what I genuinely believe will be looked back upon, in the not too distant
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by ambient music, synthesized insect sounds, and televised cinema—all combine to

render Habitat into a dream-like space conducive to curiosity and exploration”5—an

exploration, it could be intuited (considering the crucial role of play, as well as of the

joys afforded by many different forms of play in much of Jacob’s work), of the other

and his/her/its libidinous otherness first and foremost.6 Themarked presence of ambi-

entmusic in the piece, one of a limited number of dubious gifts we owe the 1970s thank-

fulness for in the field of music, evidently serves to heighten the immersive experience

of Habitat: what is ‘immersion’ if not another name for the application of the utopian

call for art’s dissolution into life (and vice versa) in the lived spaces of heterotopian

cultural practice?7

What else have the 1970s taught us? To think the order of things, and thus also to think

the disorder of things—or, better still, to unthink the order of things.8 Or to be more

precise: to popularise this thinking, a thought whose development hadwell been under-

way for two decades, so as to ensure its critical application to the broader field of ‘cul-

tural’ (and ideological, political, social etc.) practice—I am of course referring here to

the work of Michel De Certeau, Gilles Deleuze, Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, Julia

Kristeva, Jean-François Lyotard et al.9—the doyens of ‘French’ theory whose voices

can occasionally be heard to emerge in the densely layered patchwork of Jacob’s own

practico-theoretical endeavours (Jacob was trained in philosophy, after all). These

thinkers’ shared stake in the essentially subversive project of deconstruction as a quasi-

Nietzschean devaluing of all (established, institutionally enshrined) values also informs

the artist’s interest in alternative epistemologies and the dislocation of established

hierarchies of thought and visual intelligence (which in turn reflects Jacob’s involve-

ment in the political theory and practice of anarchism). His kaleidoscopic Albums, the

(very) loosely-themed collage works for which he is today perhaps best known, most

directly articulate these research interests. Ranging in size from twelve to over one-

hundred ‘pages’, with each page made up of a finely balanced cluster of found images—

the joy of looking always folding into the desire to guess a given image’s provenance,

whichmakes for both attentive and exemplarily patient looking10—, each album resem-

bles both an ‘other’, radically decentred (art) history as well as an elegant serpentine

stream of visualised, embodied thought—here, the comparison with Aby Warburg’s

Mnemosyne Atlas is a particularly tempting one, and Jacob has been an influential

force in the recent revival of (predominantly artistic) interest in the work of the rene-

gade art historian.

Leafing through these various Albums and allowing oneself to be transported along the

gentle surf of Jacob’s arch-associative art-historical streams of consciousness—the

image bank that is Album III (2004), for instance, “composes an extended, even epic,
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future, as our culture’s—and here I must of course decline to propose a definition of

what constitutes both ‘our’ culture and ‘culture’ as such—finest hour. Indeed, without

wanting to sound like Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, who, in a moment of only partly

uncharacteristic immodesty, fancied himself (or rather, his philosophy) the consum-

mate and most complete expression of the Spirit’s world-historical workings, I believe

it is fair to say that Luis Jacob and I (and consequently also our work and way of look-

ing at things) are both products of, as well as witnesses to, the twentieth century’s

greatest decade—at least in artistic, cultural and socio-political terms.3 It is a decade

that can still teach us an awful lot, now perhaps more than ever before (certainly in

political terms!), and the adage “Learning from the Seventies”—it is also important to

single out Jacob’s prolific work in education and pedagogical activism in this regard—

certainly appears to subtend some of the artist’s most paradigmatic works, from the

early Parliament-Funkadelic-inspired Flash Light (“Everybody’s Got A Little Light

Under The Sun”) andHabitat (both 2005) to his collaborative project with NoamGonick

Wildflowers of Manitoba (2007) as well most of Jacob’s well-known, signature Albums,

which so often incorporate visual material culled from that glorious decade (on a

related, self-reflexive note, collage in itself could perhaps be called, along with video

and performance art, the quintessential 1970s art form4). Andwhat are the basic prem-

ises and tenets of the “teachings of the seventies” as they transpire in the aforemen-

tionedworks, then? One such premise surely concerns the sense of the easy availability,

at the time, of an everyday utopia—the sense that, after themomentous upheavals and

heroic struggles of the 1960s, an agonistic decade if there ever was one, the realisa-

tion of a scaled-down, quotidian utopia grafted on the very concrete outlines of various

experiments in communal living, was going to be a relatively straightforward affair.

Without a doubt,Habitat—the title of which references the celebratedmultifamily hous-

ing unit designed by Moshe Safdie for the World Expo in Montréal in 1967, the same

event that also witnessed the premiere of one of Buckminster Fuller’s fabled geodesic

domes, another architectural cipher of utopian thought that has made a number of

appearances in Jacob’s practice—is the exemplary work in this regard: “five intercon-

nected tableaux comprised of readymade objects—furniture and décor primarily from

the 1970s and 1980s that range fromhigh-end design tomass-produced period pieces—

[…] brought together within the art gallery to form a space for inhabitation and use”—

the dream of both a ‘usable’ art and an inhabitable art space itself of course being one

of the defining passions of much interdisciplinary artistic experimentation through-

out the 1970s. Jacob’s description continues: “Using varied, even mismatched design

languages within the same space,Habitat points to the history of design as a contested

field capable of inspiring communal experiences on the one hand, and the branding and

reification of ‘lifestyles’ on the other. Darkened walls and low illumination punctuated

by light fixtures, televised glare, and video projections—aswell as a soundscape created
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narrative synthesizing various themes: standardization in the built environment, and

the symbolic space of artistic production; seriality, rigidity, soft structures, and pneu-

matics in sculpture; passive and active roles of artistic spectatorship; fabrics (social

and textile), dance, and social participation”11—we are reminded of another happy

memory that the 1970s hold: we are reminded of a young, emergent postmodernism,

still basking in the glow of its radical, politicised beginnings in the theoretical upheavals

of the 1970s—that which Hal Foster rightfully identified, in his preface to the classic

collection of essays The Anti-Aesthetic, as a “postmodernism of resistance.” Yet already

then, in 1983, Foster warned that much of postmodernism’s initial critical impetus—

“its desire to change the object and its social context,” translated here, in our discussion

of Luis Jacob’s work, as a desire to dislodge and destabilise established, power-backed

patterns of seeing and thinking—was in danger of being obscured by the much better

known “postmodernism of reaction” that would soon after align itself, initially some-

what uneasily and paradoxically, with the rising tide of Neoconservatism around the

world. “A postmodernism of resistance,” Foster argued, “arises as a counter-practice not

only to the official culture of modernism but also to the false ‘normativity’ of a reac-

tionary postmodernism. In opposition (but not only in opposition), a resistant post-

modernism is concernedwith a critical deconstruction of tradition, not an instrumental

pastiche of pop- or pseudo-historical forms, with a critique of origins, not a return to

them. In short, it seeks to question rather than exploit cultural codes, to explore rather

than conceal social and political affiliations.”12 This particular postmodernism, then,

remains very much an incomplete project (to paraphrase one of postmodernism’s

fiercest critics, Jürgen Habermas), one vigorously kept alive in Luis Jacob’s ongoing

archeology of embodied knowledge.

NOTES

1. See Foster, H. 2004. ‘An Archival Impulse’, October Fall 2004

(110): 3–22. For the historiographic impulse (or turn), see

Godfrey, M. 2007. ‘The Artist as Historian’, October Spring

2007 (120): 140–172. See also my ‘The Way of the Shovel’

and ‘Current Findings’ in e-flux journal 4 and e-flux journal 6

respectively, both published in 2009.

2. The one question that best encapsulates these concerns is

the following: is modernity our antiquity? This oft-repeated

mantra, posed so tirelessly as to no longer function as a ques-

tion, was one of the so-called leitmotifs of Documenta 12

(2007), the exhibition that did so much to introduce Luis

Jacob’s work to a larger European art audience.

3. I am basing this highly unacademic assessment in part on

Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello’s celebrated analysis of “the

new spirit of capitalism”: “one cannot fail to be struck by the

contrast between the decade 1968–1978 and the decade

1985–1995. The former was marked by a social movement

on the offensive, extending significantly beyond the bound-

aries of the working class; a highly active trade unionism;

ubiquitous references to social class, including in political

and sociological discourse and, more generally, that of intel-

lectuals who developed interpretations of the social world in

terms of relations of force and regarded violence as ubiqui-

tous; a distribution of value added that shifted in favor of

wage-earners, who also benefited from legislation affording

greater social security; and, at the same time, a reduction

in the quality of products and a fall in productivity gains

that were attributable, at least in part, to the inability of the

employers, directorates and management to control labor-

power.” In comparison, the authors find that today, “order

reigns everywhere.” Boltanski, L. and Chiapello, E. 2005. The

New Spirit of Capitalism, London: Verso Books, p. 167.

4. This is of course a highly problematic and polemical claim

that cannot be further substantiated for lack of space and

time here, but one shared aspect that clearly emerges in the

enumeration of these three art forms concerns their eco-

nomic roots in a regime of poverty and scarcity of means

and materials—the art world’s answer, one could venture, to

the deepening economic crisis of the mid-seventies.

5. Luis Jacob on Habitat, in Behm, M. and Dziewior, Y. (eds.).

2009. Luis Jacob: Towards a Theory of Impressionist and

Expressionist Spectatorship. Köln: Kunstverein in Hamburg

& Verlag der Buchhandlung Walther König, p. 71. To many

contemporary readers, it will seem like the evil forces of life-

styling and reification have won the day, alas, seeing as Habi-

tat is probably best known today as the name of a global

chain of furniture stores operating just a couple of notches

above the Ikea demographic.

6. This libidinous dimension—the personalisation, in essence,

of the political—was rendered more explicit in The Inhabi-

tants (2008), a series of five black-and-white photographs of

nude figures “inhabiting an uncannily civilized environment.

[…] The nudists’ casual self-comfort suggests an absence

of social prohibitions. These figures go within themselves in

acts of reading, sleeping, and deep meditation, or else they

stare out towards the viewer as a group, embodying both

solipsistic and inter-subjective positions.” Ibid., p. 83. In one

photograph, we see a man consulting a number of books

from the 24-volume series Understanding Human Behavior:

An Illustrated Guide to Successful Human Relationships, with

one of the books folded open on a page dealing with the

issue of “sexploitation”; in another picture, a woman is shown

seated “in deep meditation” in front of a Buddha statuette.

7. “There are also, and probably in every culture, in every civi-

lization, real places, actual places, places that are designed

into the very institution of society, which are sorts of actually

realized utopias in which the real emplacements, all the other

real emplacements that can be found within the culture are,

at the same time, represented, contested, and reversed,

sorts of places that are outside all places, although they are

actually localizable. Because they are utterly different from all

the emplacements that they reflect or refer to, I shall call these

places “heterotopias,” as opposed to utopias.” Foucault, M.

1998. Aesthetics, Method, and Epistemology. New York: The

New Press, p. 178. We have of course long grown accus-

tomed to naming art as such a heterotopia—and Jacob’s

Habitat in particular certainly seems to match the description.

8. Here, it is perhaps important to note that I first became

attracted to Jacob’s work while preparing an exhibition he

ended up participating in, titled “The Order of Things” and

organised at the Antwerp Museum of Contemporary Art

M HKA in the fall of 2008.

9. The popularisation of French theory and its eventual, improb-

able canonisation into American academic orthodoxy, is the

subject of François Cusset’s entertaining French Theory:

How Foucault, Derrida, Deleuze, & Co. Transformed the Intel-

lectual Life of the United States (Minneapolis: University of

Minnesota Press, 2008), much of whose narrative is centred

on French and American intellectual life during the 1970s.

10. There is a certain quiz-effect at work in the spectator’s expe-

rience of the Albums (“Who is this again?”; “Where have I

seen this before?”; “Where does this image come from?”)

that astutely interweaves the ‘scopophiliac’ impulse or desire

to see with what could indeed be called a ‘lust’ for knowing

or desire to see through, to look into an image’s history. On

the importance of ‘play’ in these works, Jacob has remarked

in an interview with Meike Behm: “to look at an Album entails

giving free play to connecting images together and making

sense of them according to one’s own individual disposition.

I believe this sense of free play makes the Albums inviting to

viewers, even in the case of the Albums that at first impres-

sion seem ‘too demanding’ in their scale, because free play

can act as an occasion to experience one’s unique and indi-

vidual disposition.” Behm, M. and Dziewior, Y. op. cit., p. 48.

11. Ibid., p. 107.

12. Foster, H. (ed.). 1983. The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Post-

modern Culture. Port Townsend: Bay Press, p. XII.
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akademie van Beeldende Kunsten in Amsterdam. He participated in numerous solo- and group exhibitions ao Per-

forma09 in New York and Kadist Art Foundation in Paris. Recently he participated in ‘Clifford Irving Show’ at Objectif

(Antwerp) and has a solo exhibition ‘Suspension of Disbelief’ at Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen in Rotterdam.

Gabriel Lester is represented by Gallery Fons Welters in Amsterdam.

RAIMUNDAS MALAŠAUSKAS, born in Vilnius, is a curator and writer living in Paris. From 1995 to 2006, he worked

at the Contemporary Art Centre in Vilnius, where he produced the first two seasons of the weekly television show

GAG TV, an experimental merger of commercial television and contemporary art that ran under the slogan “Every pro-

gram is a pilot, every program is the final episode.” He curated “Black Market Worlds,” the IX Baltic Triennial, at CAC

Vilnius in 2005. From 2007 to 2008, he was a visiting curator at California College of the Arts, San Francisco, and,

until recently, a curator-at-large of Artists Space, New York. In 2007, he co-wrote the libretto of Gellar Door, an opera

by Loris Gréaud produced in Paris. Malašauskas curated the exhibitions “Sculpture of the Space Age,” David Roberts

Art Foundation, London (2009); “Into the Belly of a Dove,” Museo Rufino Tamayo, Mexico City (2010), and “Repetition

Island,” Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris (2010). His other recent projects, Hypnotic Show and Glifford Irving Show,

are ongoing. He is a member of the curatorial team of Documenta 13.

JOHN MENICK was born in White Plains, New York, lived for a long time in New York City, and then moved to

Mexico City, where he currently resides. Menick makes films and audio works, writes essays and short stories, and

occasionally makes prints and drawings. His artwork has been shown at museums and galleries and festivals inter-

nationally; his written pieces have appeared in several print and online journals.

NATAŠA PETREŠIN-BACHELEZ was born in Ljubljana and works in Paris an art critic and independent curator.

Since 2010 she is a co-director of the Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers. Since 2006, she has worked with Patricia Falguières,

Elisabeth Lebovici and Hans Ulrich Obrist on the seminar series “Something You Should Know: artists and producers

today” at EHESS (Paris). Since 2010 she organises with Elena Sorokina a series of seminars “Communisms Afterlives”

within the framework of the Public School in Paris and Brussels. She has recently worked at the Centre Pompidou

as associate curator on the exhibition The Promises of the Past (2010). She contributed to many international art

magazines.

VIVIAN REHBERG is an art historian and critic. She is Chair of Critical Studies at Parsons Paris School of Art +

Design, Paris, where she also teaches modern and contemporary art. Rehberg obtained her PhD in art history from

Northwestern University with the dissertation The Rhetoric of Realism: Painting, Politics, and Commitment in France

1940–1956. A longtime resident of Paris, she was curator of contemporary art at ARC/Musée d’art moderne de la ville

de Paris and for the Municipal Department of Cultural Affairs from 2001–2004. Rehberg is a contributing editor of

frieze and was a founding editor of the Journal of Visual Culture. Her texts have also appeared in Art in America, Art-

forum, Artpress, e-flux journal and Modern Painters.

DIETER ROELSTRAETE (°1972) was trained as a philosopher at the University of Ghent and works as a curator at

the Antwerp museum of contemporary art MuHKA, where he recently organized Liam Gillick and Lawrence Weiner –

A Syntax of Dependency. An editor of Afterall, Roelstraete has published extensively on contemporary art and related

philosophical issues in numerous catalogues and journals; his latest book, Richard Long: A Line Made By Walking,

was published by Afterall Books/The MIT Press. He lives in Berlin.



WERFSTRAAT 13 RUE DU CHANTIER, B-1000 BRUSSELS TEL +32 (0)2 229.00.03 WWW.ARGOSARTS.ORG

WESTERLAAN 17, 8790 B–WAREGEM TEL +32 (0)56 62.94.10 WWW.BE-PART.BE

RUE RAVENSTEINSTRAAT 23, B–1000 BRUSSELS TEL +32 (0)2 507.82.00 WWW.BOZAR.BE

26.04 > 18.06.2011

JORDI COLOMER — What Will Come
RIA PACQUÉE — Western Winds

ARGOS BLACK BOX
Mise en abîme — Dismantling the Economics of Television

20.02 > 22.04.2011

MEKHITAR GARABEDIAN, PIETER GEENEN, SLAVS AND TATARS: Le Mont Analogue

07.05 > 15.05.2011

PIETERJAN GINCKELS — S.P.A.M. Office

04.09 > 30.10.2011

PIETER VERMEERSCH

27.05 > 11.09.2011

JEFF WALL
The Crooked Path

SINT-ROMBOUTSKERKHOF 2, B–2800 MECHELEN TEL +32 (0)15 33.08.01 WWW.CONTOUR2011.BE

TULPSTRAAT 79, B-2060 ANTWERP TEL +32 (0)3 667.16.55 WWW.EXTRACITY.ORG

RUE SAINTE-LOUISE 82, B-7301 HORNU TEL +32 (0)65 65.21.21 WWW.MAC-S.BE

27.08 > 30.10.2011

CONTOUR 2011
5th Biennial of Moving Image

25.03 > 01.05.2011

Museum of Speech

20.05 > 03.07.2011

Museum of Display

02.09 > 23.10.2011

A Slowdown at the Museum

27.02 > 29.05.2011

BALTHASAR BURKHARD
« Voici des fruits, des fleurs, des feuilles et des branches »

26.06 > 02.10.2011

Je suis seul, avec vous

26.06 > 23.10.2011

Cabinet d’amateurs n°5



MIDDELHEIMLAAN 61, B–2020 ANTWERP TEL +32 (0)3 288.33.60 WWW.MIDDELHEIMMUSEUM.BE

ROMESTRAAT 11, B-8400 OOSTENDE TEL +32 (0)59 50.81.18 WWW.MUZEE.BE

LEUVENSTRAAT 32, B–2000 ANTWERP TEL +32 (0)3 260.99.99 WWW.MUHKA.BE

29.05 > 25.09.2011

ERWIN WURM

09.04 > 04.09.2011

JEAN BRUSSELMANS

June > October 2011

3 X SOLO
3 generaties Belgische kunstenaars

L. VANDERKELENSTRAAT 28, B–3000 LEUVEN TEL +32 (0)16 27.29.29 WWW.MLEUVEN.BE

CITADELPARK, B–9000 GHENT TEL +32 (0)9 240.76.01 WWW.SMAK.BE

ZUIVELMARKT 33, B-3500 HASSELT TEL +32 (0)11 29.59.60 WWW.Z33.BE

04.02 > 22.05.2011

LIAM GILLICK & LAWRENCE WEINER

04.03 > 21.08.2011

COLLECTIE XXVII — Ten Oosten van 4°24’

09.09 > 31.12.2011

JEF GEYS

24.02 > 22.05.2011

PEDRO CABRITA REIS — One after another, a few silent steps

24.02 > 15.05.2011

FREEK WAMBACQ

06.10.2011 > 08.01.2012

DIRK BRAECKMAN

30.04 > 18.09.2011

JORGE MACCHI

01.05 > 21.08.2011

KRIS VERDONCK – Exhibition #1

< 05.2011 >

Z-OUT – art in public space: ‘pit' in region Haspengouw

03.07 > 02.10.2011

Numen / For Use



association underwritten by the Ville d’Aubervilliers, 
the Département de la Seine-Saint-Denis, the 
Conseil régional d’Île-de-France, the Ministère de 
la Culture et de la Communication (DRAC). Les 
Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers is a member of the TRAM 
contemporary art network.

41, rue Lécuyer 
93300 Aubervilliers
France
+331 53 56 15 90
info@leslaboratoires.org

Les Laboratoires
d’Aubervilliers

Art works can be considered 
products of thought processes, 
that give an original form to 
the latter. The resulting form in 
turn becomes a springboard for 

of these works.

Artists today are showing a 
growing interest in sharing  
artistic processes themselves. In 
order to do so, they use various 
formats such as artist books, 
extensive interviews, seminars, 
online platforms, schools, 
critical communities, etc.

Some of these forms are 
live situations; performers 
and audience engage in the 

set-up of each proposal 

thought. The possibilities 
for such live situations are 
endless and may include: 
games, archives in progress, 
expansions of the lecture-
performance format, and so 
on. For example, the rules 
of a game predetermine the 
possibilities of play; by setting 
parameters and guidelines 
for action, they reinvent 

SPECIAL ISSUE #0 

April 29-30th & 
May 1st 2011

Featuring: Script for Small Talk by 
Krõõt Juurak, Jeux chorégraphiques. 

Ou : comment lever les a priori 
by Laurent Pichaud and Rémy 

Héritier, Running Commentary by 

Blue a.o, Ma première fois avec 
un dramaturge’s open archive by 

Jennifer Lacey, Le bloc by W,
The impersonation game by 

everybodys
(and more)

ÉDITION SPECIAL 
SPÉCIALE ISSUE

Les Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers are pleased to present 
Special Issue, a live publication dedicated to discourse as performance

www.leslaboratoires.org

possible ways of talking, acting, 
thinking and relating to others 

voices and positions. Another 
case is that of artists who 
reactivate their personal 
archive by commenting and 
manipulating that material in 
a public setting. The archive 
thus becomes a compilation 
of “performative” documents 
that unfurl into an original 
construction as they are 
addressed to the audience 
gathered, changing their status 
and possible interpretations.

Each of these set-ups 
creates new conditions for 
the emergence of discourse, 
supporting the production of 
non-conventional positions 
and utterances. They imply 
collective practices which 
reevaluate the distribution 
of authority within a group, 
forming a public along their 
performance. Because these 
set-ups are activated anew 
each time, the discourses 
they produce are unique. They 
also question the respective 
degrees of authority attributed 
to written and performed 
discourses.

will be the opportunity for artists 
and other potential contributors to 
gather around a selection of such 
proposals in order to spark debate 
on performed forms of discourse 
and the questions raised by these 
practices, whether in artistic or 
other contexts.

is 
bilingual (FR & EN) and is published 
by Les Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers 
on an occasional basis.



Open Hours Tuesday to 
Saturday 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Opening Reception Monday 
June 13, 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

June 14–19, 2011

Main Sponsor since 15 years: E.GUTZWILLER & CIE, BANQUIERS, Basel

Burgweg 15, CH 4058 Basel
T +41 61 692 20 21
info@liste.ch, www.liste.ch

A project in the workshop community 
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Olga Chernysheva
In the Middle of Things
23.01.–17.04.2011
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17.02.2011
conversation with Olga Chernysheva 
and curator Cosmin Costina s

15.03.2011
lecture by Ekaterina Degot

29 contemporary art fair

www.artbrussels.be

Thu 28 April - Sun 1 May 2011
Preview & Vernissage: Wednesday 27 April. By invitation only

Austria / Hilger / Grita Insam / Krinzinger / Krobath / Layr Wuestenhagen / Mario Mauroner / Meyer Kainer 
/ Steinek / Elisabeth & Klaus Thoman / Belgium / Aeroplastics / Aliceday / Baronian-Francey / Base-Alpha / 
Jacques Cerami / Crown / D&A Lab / Patrick De Brock / Dependance / Deweer / Geukens & De Vil / Gladstone 
/ Hoet Bekaert / Xavier Hufkens / Jos Jamar / Rodolphe Janssen / Elaine Levy / Maes & Matthys / Maruani & 
Noirhomme / Greta Meert / Meessen De Clercq / Mulier Mulier / Nomad / Office Baroque / Nathalie Obadia / 
Tatjana Pieters / Elisa Platteau & Cie / Almine Rech / Sebastien Ricou / André Simoens / Stephane Simoens 
/ Sorry We’re Closed / Micheline Szwajcer / Transit / Twig / Van de Weghe / Van Der Mieden / Nadja Vilenne 
/ Zeno X / De Zwarte Panter / Brazil / Leme / Chile / Gonzalez y Gonzalez / China / Continua / Cuba / 
Habana / Denmark / Andersen’s / Martin Asbaek / David Risley / Nils Staerk / V1 / Nicolai Wallner / Christina 
Wilson / Finland / Anhava / France / Galerie 1900-2000 / Air de Paris / Jean Brolly / Chez Valentin / Cortex 
Athletico / Frank Elbaz / Filles du Calvaire / GDM / Laurent Godin / In Situ Fabienne Leclerc / JGM / Jousse 
Entreprise / Yvon Lambert / Lelong / Maubrie / Nathalie Obadia / Françoise Paviot / Emmanuel Perrotin / 
Almine Rech / Michel Rein / Pietro Sparta / Daniel Templon / Suzanne Tarasieve / Georges-Philippe & Nathalie 
Vallois / Germany / Conrads / Figge Von Rosen / Reinhard Hauff / Nolan Judin / Klemm’s / Gebr. Lehmann / 
Nordenhake / Peres Projects / Jette Rudolph / Esther Schipper / Charim Ungar Berlin / Van Horn / Wentrup 
/ Eva Winkeler / Thomas Zander / Zink / Greece / Bernier/Eliades / Rebecca Camhi / India / Galleryske / 
Maskara / Israel / Chelouche / Sommer / Italy / Continua / Massimo De Carlo / Invernizzi / Franco Soffiantino 
/ Tucci Russo / Mexico / OMR / Norway / Galleri K / Portugal / Filomena Soares / Russia / Aidan / South 
Africa / Michael Stevenson / Spain / Distrito 4 / Max Estrella / Senda / Toni Tapies / Sweden / Niklas Belenius 
/ Elastic / Nordenhake / Switzerland / Annex 14 / Blancpain / Buchmann / Susanna Kulli / Anne Mosseri 
Marlio / Schau Ort. Christiane Büntgen / Skopia / The Netherlands / Grimm / Ron Mandos / Gabriel Rolt / 
Martin Van Zomeren / Fons Welters / Turkey / artSümer / United Arab Emirates / Isabelle Van den Eynde / 
United Kingdom / Ancient & Modern / The Approach / Ben Brown / Fred / Ibid / Bernard Jacobson / Simon 
Lee / Lisson / Maureen Paley / The Paragon Press / Stuart Shave Modern Art / Timothy Taylor / United States 
of America / Conner / Eleven Rivington / François Ghebaly / Honor Fraser / Gladstone / Mc Caffrey / Perry 
Rubenstein / Stephane Stoyanov / Tracy Williams 

FIRST CALL / Belgium / Tulips & Roses / VidalCuglietta / Germany / Sonja Junkers / Italy / Francesca Minini 
/ Portugal / Pedro Cera / The Netherlands / Juliette Jongma / Diana Stigter / United Kingdom / Corvi-Mora 
/ Kate MacGarry / Mot International / Works Projects / United States of America / Miguel Abreu / Cherry and 
Martin / Lisa Cooley



DANAI ANESIADOU
15 Jan – 2 April 2011 

VALERIE MANNAERTS
15 April – 21 May 2011 

EVA BERENDES
27 May – 31 Aug 2011 

MICHAEL VAN DEN ABEELE
10 Sept – 22 Oct 2011 

E L I S A  P L AT T E AU  &  C I E  G A L E R I E

L A K E N S EST R A AT  8 6  R U E  D E  L A E K E N
B – B R US S E L  1 0 0 0  B R U X E L L ES

Tel +32(0)2 2191611  Fax +32(0)2 2191655 
info@elisaplatteaucie.com  www.elisaplatteaucie.com

Open Wed–Sat 14–18.30 & Appointments



Gabriel Lester
Suspension of Disbelief
12 February - 8 May 2011

museum van
boijmans beuningenwww.boijmans.nl

Museum  Boijmans 
Van Beuningen
presents Gabriel  
Lester’s (1972) 
first major museum  
exhibition. Through ten new 
and earlier works, Suspension of  Disbelief  explores  
various aspects of fate.  Themes such as superstition, 
chance, self-deception, the laws of probability, rituals  
and magic play an  important part in Lester’s total  
installation, which  examines the fickle nature of fate  
and our desire to  understand, influence and invoke it.
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PREVIEW 
31st MARCH
6—9 pm

PA/PER VIEW
ART BOOK FAIR

2ND CANNONS US

A PRIOR BE

AKV BERLIN DE 
ARCHIVE BOOKS IT 
ARTS LIBRIS ES 
BARTLEBY&CO BE
BOOKWORKS UK
CULTURGEST PT
DAVIET-THERY FR 
EDITION FINK CH 
GAGARIN BE
GEVAERT EDITIONS BE
JAN VAN EYCK ACADEMIE NL
KAUGUMMI BOOKS FR
LUBOK VERLAG DE 
MAKING DO UK
MANIFESTA JOURNAL NL
MER.PAPER KUNSTHALLE BE
MORE PUBLISHERS BE
MOUSSE IT
ONOMATOPEE NL

PORK SALAD PRESS DK

POST EDITIONS NL

RAIÑA LUPA ES

RIDINGHOUSE UK
ROMA PUBLICATIONS NL
TORPEDO NO

TULIPS & ROSES BE
WITTE DE WITH NL
ZABLUDOWICZ COLLECTION UK
ZAVOD P.A.R.A.S.I.T.E. SI
& MORE FROM       CH/DE

THURSDAY 31ST MARCH, 6—9PM
PRIX FERNAND BAUDIN PRIJS
BEST BOOKS AWARD CEREMONY

FRIDAY 1ST APRIL, 6–8PM
ASSEMBLY BY AGENCY
THING 001452 (ORION) AND  
THING 001535 (INTRODUCTORY  
LANGUAGE WORK) WILL BEAR WITNESS.  
RESPONDENTS: 
THORSTEN BAENSCH, SARI DEPREEUW,  
OSP (IVAN MONROY LOPEZ /SEB SANFILIPPO/ 
FEMKE SNELTING), MANUEL RAEDER,  
ZIGA TESTEN, AND OTHERS …

SATURDAY 2ND APRIL, 11–6PM
RE/COM/PENSE
A CHILDRENS WORKSHOP 
WITH ARTISTS/AUTHORS:
MICHEL FRANÇOIS, KENDELL GEERS, 
KATERINA GREGOS, AGLAIA KONRAD, 
GABRIEL KURI, HANS ULRICH OBRIST, 
ELS OPSOMER, AND OTHERS …

1st—3rd APRIL 2011 
 
11—6 pm       

WWW.MERPAPERKUNSTHALLE.ORG
 WWW.WIELS.ORG 

Av. Van Volxemlaan 354, B-1190 Brussels
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Contemporary Art Centre
Av. Van Volxemln. 354

B-1190 Brussels 
www.wiels.org

David Claerbout
19.02–15.05 The

Other
Tradition 

26.02–01.05Sven
Augustijnen 
08.05–31.07

Nasreen Mohamedi 
27.05–14.08

Charlotte Beaudry 
27.05–14.08

Alina
Szapocznikow

10.09–31.12The Pilgrim, the Tourist, the Flaneur (and the Worker)
feb - aug 2011, Eindhoven



LUC TUYMANS
Retrospective

18.02 > 08.05.2011

Luc Tuymans – Retrospective is organized by the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and Wexner Center for the Arts, The Ohio State University, Columbus. 

Luc Tuymans, The Nose, 2002 - oil on canvas - 29,9 x 24,1 cm - Collection of Jill and Dennis Roach © Luc Tuymans
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